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Ms. Eurika Durr
Clerk of the Board
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Environmental Appeals Board
1341 G Street NW, Suite 600
Washington, D.C. 2005

ConocoPhillips Wood River Refinery
PSD Appeal No. 07-02

Dear Ms. Durr:

Please find enclosed the original (1) and five (5) copies of the RESPONSE TO
PETITION. CERTIFIED INDEX OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD and
AFFIDA\TTS of the Respondent, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency, for filing
with the United States Environmental Protection Agency's Environmental Appeals Board
in regard to the above-captioned matter. The documer,ts are being shipped by LJPS for
delivery on Friday, November 2, 2007.

If you require any additional information in this matter, you may reach me directly at
(211)782-5581' 

Sincerelv.

Re:

fl.&"b,-
Sally A- Carter
Assistant Counsel
Illinois EPA
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BEFORE THE ENVIRONMENTAL APPEALS BOARD
UNITED STATES ENVIRoNMENTAL PROTECTION ACENA,Y 

- 
? iii li : ?l

WASHINGTON.D'c. 
: ; . . . , i . ; ; ,r_i, : . !LS gi lAnt

IN THEMATTER OF:

CONOCOPHILLIPS WOOD RTVER REFINERY
I.D. NO. 119090AAA
PERMIT APPLICATION NO. 06050052

PSD APPEAL NO. 07-02

NOTICE

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that I have today sent, by UPS, to the Clerk of the

Environrnental Appeals Board a RESPONSE TO PETITION, CERTIFIED INDEX

OF THE ADMINISTRATIYE RECORD and AFFIDAVITS on behalf of the

Respondent, ILLINOIS ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY, a copy of

which is herewith served upon each ofthe representatives identified in the attached

service list.

Respectfirlly submitted,

ILLINOIS ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION AGENCY.

ht,*-n &"tu
S"ItyCffit
Assistant Counsel
Diyision of Lesal Counsel

Date: November l, 2007
Illinois Environmental Protection Agency
1021 North Grand Avenue East
P.O. Box 19276
Springfi eld, IL 627 9 4 -927 6
217/782-5544
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BEFORE THE ENVIRONMENTAL APPEALS BOARD
UNITED STATES EN\TRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

WASHINGTON.D.C.

INTHEMATTEROF: )
)

coNocoPHrLLrPS wooD RIVER REFTNERY ) pSD AppEAtNO. 07-02
r.D.NO. I19090AAA )
PERMIT APPLICATION NO. 060s0052 )

1)

CERTIF'IED INDEX OF ADMINISTRATIVE RECORD

Consent Decree entered in United States of America and the States of lllinois,
Louisiana and New Jersey, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and the Northwest
Clean Air Agency v. ConocoPhillips Company, Civil Action No. H-05-0258 (S.D.
Tex. December 5, 2005).

Notice of Public Hearing.

Project Summary for Construction Permit Applications from ConocoPhillips Wood
River Refinery and ConocoPhillips Wood River Products Terminal for Coker and
Refinery Expansion (CORE) Project.

DRAFT Construction Permit - NESHAP Source - NSPS Source - PSD Approval
for the Terminal Expansion.

DRAFT Construction Permit - NESHAP Source - NSPS Source - PSD Approval
for the Construction Permit Coker and Refinery Expansion (CORE) Project.

DRA-FT Modified NPDES Permit to Discharge into Waters of the State.

Environmental Integrity Project FOIA Request for Documents related to
ConocoPhillips Wood River Refinery in Roxana, Illinois, dated Api123,2007 .

Registration and Mailing List Cards from Public Hearing held on May 8, 2007.

Hearing Officer Draft Opening Statement.

Hearing Transcript from Public Hearing held on May 8, 2007.

Hearing Officer Order, dated llune 6,2007 .

Responsiveness Summary for the Coker and Refinery Expansion Project at the
Wood River Refinery in Roxana, Illinois and the Wood River Products Terminal in
Hartford, Illinois, dated July 2007 .

2)

3)

4)

s)

6)

8)

e)

10)

11)

12)



13) Final Construction Permit - NESHAP Source - NSPS Source - PSD Approval for
the Terminal Expansion, dated July 19,2007 .

14) Final Construction Permit - NESHAP Source - NSPS Source - PSD Approval for
the Construction Permit Coker and Refinery Expansion (CORE) Project, dated July
79,2007.

15) Notice of Final Permit Decision letter, dated July 19, 2007 .

Miscellaneous Modeling Documents

16) Miscellaneous Modeling Documents.

17) Miscellaneous Modeling Documents of Matt Will.

a. ConocoPhillips Memo.

b. ConocoPhillips Meeting Notes, dated April 1 I, 2006.

ConocoPhillips Protocol.

ConocoPhillips First Permit Application & AQA, dated July 10, 2006.

ConocoPhillips Permit Application Revised, dated October 17 ,2006.

Meeting Notes, dated September 21, 2006.

g. ConocoPhillips Permit Application (Tanks, etc.), dated November 21, 2006.

h. ConocoPhillips AQA Revised, dated November 6,2006.

i. ConocoPhillips Revised Permit Application, dated January 31, 2007.

j. ConocoPhillips Third AQ4, dated February 20,2007 .

k. ConocoPhillips CORE Project AERMOD Input & Output Files, April 2007 -
ESA.

l. ConocoPhillips Personal Notes.

m. ConocoPhillips Correspondence.

Public Comments

18) Comments of Prairie Rivers Network, dated May 8,2007, and admitted at Public
Hearing as Hearing Exhibit #6.

c.

d.

f.



23)

24)

19) Comments of the Village of Hartford, dated May 4, 2007, and admitted at Public
Hearing as Hearing Exhibit #?.

20) Comments of Congressman John M. Shimkus, dated May 8, 2007, ard admitted at
Public Hearing as Hearing Exhibit #8.

2l) Comments of Senator Frank C. Watson, dated received May 8,2007.

22) Facsimile from State Representative Thomas Holbrook, dated received May 8,
2007.

Comments of J. F Electric, Inc., dated receivedMay 9,2007.

Comments of State Representative Thomas Holbrook, dated received May 10,
2007.

25) Comments of Representative Dan Beiser, dated received May 16,2007 .

26) Comments of Joseph N. Brewster, dated received May 22,2Q07 .

27) Comments of Wayne Politsch, dated received June 7, 2007.

28) Comments of Carrie Hill, dated received June I 1, 2007.

29) Comments of EIP, American Bottom Conservancy, Siera Club, dated June 14,
2007.

Comments of Julia May, Environmental Consultant, dated June 14,2001 .

Comments of American Bottom Conservancy, Sierra Club, Kat\ Andria, dated
June 15, 2007.

Comments of EIP, Karla Raettig, dated June 15,2007.

Comments of Sierra Club, dated June 15,2007 .

Cornments ofThe Pembina Institute: Sustainable Energy Solutions, dated June 15,
2007.

Comments of American Bottom Conservancy, dated June 17 , 2007 .

Comments of Prairie Rivers Network, dated received June 18, 2007.

30)

3 l )

Jz )

34)

3s)

36)



CORE Application File

37) Miscellaneous Undated Notes of Chris Romaine (Calculation Sheets).

38) Romaine Notes - ConocoPhillips IEPA Trinity, dated April I I, 2006.

39) Letter from Neal Sahni (Team Leader Environmental at ConocoPhillips) to Donald
Sutton (Manager, Permit Section), Re: PSD and NANSR Construction Permit
Application Coker and Refinery Expansion Project (CORE), dated received May
15.2006.

40) Letter from Cathy Lanter (Environmental Engineer at ConocoPhillips) to Jason
Schnepp (Illinois EPA, Air Pollution Control); Subject - PSD and Non-Attainment
New Source Review (NANSR) Consffuction Permit Application CORE Project,
dated received June 2. 2006.

41) Dispersion Modeling dated received July 10, 2006.

42) Letter from Gina Nicholson (Hea1th, Safety and Env. Manager at ConocoPhillips)
to Donald Sutton (Manager, Permit Section, Illinois EPA); Subject - Modeling
Addendum to Permit Application for CORE Project, dated received July 10, 2006.

43) Conditions for Flares in ConocoPhillips CORE Permit, dated August 18, 2006.

44) Authority to Construct Issued Pursuant to PSD Requirements at 40 CFR'52.21,
dated September 2006.

45) Wood River Refinery CORE Meeting Agenda, dated Septemb er 21,2006.

46) Romaine Note - Wood River Refinery-CORE Project Summary, dated September
21,2006,

47) Letter from David Dunn (Environmental Director at ConocoPhillips) to Donald
Sutton (Manager, Pemit Section, Illinois EPA); Subject - Construction Permit
Application for CORE Project, dated received September 25, 2006.

48) Letter from David Dunn (Environmantal Director at ConocoPhillips) to Donald
Sutton (Manager, Permit Section, Illinois EPA); Subject - Revised PSD and
NANSR Conshuction Permit Application CORE Project, dated received October
18,2006.

49) Letter llom Donald Sutton (Manager, Permit Section, Illinois EPA) to Rachel
Rinehart (USEPA, Region 5); Subject - ConocoPhillips Wood River Refinery -
CORE Project Endangered Species Act Consultation, dated October 26,2006.
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50) Letter from Donald Sutton (Manager, Permit Section, Illinois EPA) to Constantine
Blathras (JSEPA, Region 5); Subject - ConocoPhillips Wood River Refinery -
CORE Project, dated October 26,2006.

51) llinois EPA Division of Air Pollution Control Status of Open Section 31 Cases, lasl
dated Novernber l, 200€.

52) Letter from David Dunn (Environmental Director at ConocoPhillips) to Donald
Sutton (Manager, Permit Section, Illinois EPA); Subject - Modeling Addendum to
Permit Revision for CORE Project, dated received Novembet 6,2006.

53) 40 CFR Part 63, Subpart EEEE, Organic Liquids Dishibution (Non-Gasoline),
printed December 8, 2006.

54) Letter from James Kavanaugh (Director, Air Pollution Control Program, Missouri
Department of Natural Resources) to Martin Winger (Environmental, Health and
Safety Manager, JW Aluminum); Subject Emission Banking and Trading
Request, faxed December 27 ,2006.

55) Letter from David Dunn (Environmental Director at ConocoPhillips) to Edwin
Bakowski (Acting Manager, Permit Section, Illinois EPA); Subject - Comments on
Draft Construction Permit, dated received lantary 25, 2007 .

56) Letter from David Dunn @nvironmental Director at ConocoPhillips) to Edwin
Bakowski (Acting Manager, Permit Sectioq Illinois EPA); Subject - PSD and
NANSR Construction Permit Application - Revision No. 2, dated received
February 6, 2007.

57) Letter from David Dunn (Environmental Director at ConocoPhillips) to Edwin
Bakowski (Acting Manager, Permit Section, Illinois EPA); Subject - Comments on
Draft Construction Permit dated Februny 23,2007, dated receivedMmch 2,2OO7 .

58) Letter from David Dunn (Environmental Director at ConocoPhillips) to Edwin
Bakowski (Acting Manager, Permit Section, Illinois EPA); Subject - Revised
Modeling Aralysis for CORE Project, dated received March 5,2007 .

59) Handwritten notes ofChris Romaine; Subject - "Conoco" Sources on Iceman,
dated, March 22, 2007 .

60) Letter from David Dunn (Environmental Director at ConocoPhillips) to Rachel
Rinehart (USEPA, Region 5); Subject - Endangered Species Act Deposition
Modeling Results and Discussion for CORE Project WRB Refining (Report dated
April 16, 2007), dated April I'1,2007 .



61) Letter fiom David Dunn (Environmental Director at ConocoPhillips) to Rachel
Rinehart (USEPA, Region 5); Subject - Endangered Species Act Deposition
Modeling Results and Discussion for CORE Project, dated received April 19, 2007.

62) Letter from David Dunn (Environmental Director at ConocoPhillips) to Matt Will
(Environmental Protection Specialist, Illinois EPA); Subject - Deposition Modeling
Files for CORE Project Endangered Species Act Consultation, dated received April
20,2007.

63) Letter from Donna Carvalho (ConocoPhillips) to Jason Schnepp (Env. Protection
Engineer, Division of Air Pollution Control, Illinois EPA); Subject - Summary
Document, dated received Aprjl 23,2007 .

64) Project Summary for Construction Permit Applications from ConocoPhillips Wood
River Refinery and ConocoPhillips Wood River Products Terminal for a CORE
Project and accompanying permits for Public Hearing dated M ay 8,2OO7 .

Notice of Additional Construction Permit Application Fees, dated Jwre I , 2007.

Letter from Pamela Blakley (Chief, Air Permits Section, Region 5) to Richard
Nelson (Field Inspector, Rock Island Field Office, United States Fish & Wildlife
Service), dated received JluJ'y 2,2007 .

Draft of Revision ffom Chris Romaine & Jason Schnepp (Bureau of Aiq Illinois
EPA) to Cathy Lander (ConocoPhillips), faxed July 10,2007 .

Red Line Version of CORE Project Draft Construction Permit, undated.

Calculation Sheet, dated July 19,2007 .

Responsiveness Summary for Public Comments and Questions on the CORE
Project at the Wood River Refinery in Roxana, Illinois and the Wood River
Products Terminal in Hartford, Illinois, dated July 2O07 .

71) Permit File Copy of Construction Permit for ConocoPhillips Wood River Refinery,
date issued July 19, 2007 .

72) MiscellaneousEmails

Miscellaneous Documents including Reference Material

73) The Oil Sands Story: Upgrading & Fact Sheet printed ftom
OilS andsDiscovery.com, undated.

74) Printout fiom Sierra Club Website on '"Tar Sands" (Reference), undated.

65)

66)

6'1)

68)

6e)
'10)



75) Undated Reference Material - Standards ofPerformance for Petroleum Refineries -
Proposed Rules.

76) Undated Reference Material "Invest in the Future" (Article).

77) BP Carson Refinery & Climate Change Reference Material, printed from BP
Website, Undated.

78) USEPA Guidance regarding Interim Guidance on NSR Questions Raised in Letters
Dated September 9 and24, 1992, dated November 19, 1992.

79) USEPA Guidance Letter regarding Union Carbide Chemicals & Plastics Company,
Inc., PSD Applicabiiity, dated September 17,1993.

80) U.S. Department of Labor (osha.gov) "Hazard Recognition" (Jndated) &
"Corrosion of Piping in Hydroprocessing Units" (dated July 29, 1994).

81) Oil Sands Market Development Issues @eference), dated March 14, 2001.

82) Misoellaneous permits of ConocoPhillips, dated from May 18, 2006 through
September 6, 2001.

83) USEPA Guidance Letter regarding Motiva Enterprises, LLC, Low-Sulfur Gasoline
Project - Related Emission Increase Methodology, dated July 25,20A1.

84) Trace Elements in West Virginia Coals 'Tlickel Summary Statistics", website last
revised in March 2002.

85) ISA - "Selecting Hydrocracker Safety Integrity Levels: A Case Study'' Article,
dated October 1.2003.

86) Bay Area Air Quality Management District Final Permit Evaluation and Statement
of Basis for Major Facility Review Permit for Shell Martinez Refinery, Martinez,
Califomia, dated November 2003.

87) GRU - Future Power Plans - Frequently Asked Questions, dated 2004.

88) Carbon Dioxide Emissions data from 1990-2005 @eference), dated 2005.

89) USEPA Guidance Letter regarding Request for PSD Applicability Determination
from Murphy Oil, Superior, Wisconsin, dated February 24,2005.

90) Financing Refinery Upgrades to Reduce Su1fur in Gasoline and Diesel Fuel
(Conference), dated March 21-22, 2005.

9l) Leveraging Process Knowledge to Maximize Reliability, dated 2006.



e2)

e3)

e4)

es)

4Q05 Results and Strategy Presentation Note, dated February 2006.

Letter from John Paul (RAPCA Supewisor) to USEPA - Air Docket, Docket ID #
EPA-HQ-OAR-2002-005 1, dated February 2 3, 2006.

Strip Mining for Oil in Endangered Forests (Reference), dated June 2006.

Oil Sands Feedstocks - 12tb Diesel Engine Efliciency and Emissions Research
Conference, dated August 20-24, 2006.

Arizona Clean Fuels Yuma, LLC - Permit # 40140 Notes (Reference), dated
September 15,2006.

Arizona Department of Environmental Quality - Air Quality Class I Permit, dated
September 18, 2006.

Presentation to the Oil Sands Multi-Stakeholder Committee (Reference), dated
September 26, 2006.

Green Car Congress "Report:Carbon-Neutral Oil Sands SCO Possible for an Extra
$1.76 to $13.65 a Banel," dated October 24,2006.

100) "ConocoPhillips: The anti-Exxon" by Marc Gunther, dated April I 1, 2007.

101) Athabasca Oil Sands, printed from Wikipedia, last modified June27,2007.

102) Elechonic Code ofFederal Regulations, last revised July 5,2007.

e6)

e7)

e8)

ee)



STATE OF ILLINOIS
COUNTY OF SANGAMON

AFFIDAVIT

I, Matthew L.Will, being first duly swom, depose and state that the following

statements set forth in this instrument are true and correct, except as to matters therein

stated to on information and beliefand, as to such matters, the undersigned certifies that

he believes the same to be true:

I am employed by the lllinois Environmental Protection Agency ("Ilinois

EPA ') as a modeling analyst for the Division of Air Pollution Control's ("DAPC") Air

Quality Planning Section located at 1021 North Grand Avenue East, Springfield, Illinois.

I have been employed by the lllinois npA since Novernber 1, 1989.

2. As a modeling analyst for the Illinois EPA's Air Quality Planning Section,

my primary responsibility is to conduct modeling in support of the Illinois State

Implementation Plan ("SIP"), and secondarily to review air quality modeling analyses for

permit orrelated applications. I have had the added responsibility for participating in

federal and state-level consultation for tlreatened and endangered species in support of

permitting actions. In this regard, I am familiar with the applicable requirements for SIP

development modeling and modeling to support the Prevention ofSignificant

Deterioration program.

3. As part of my responsibilities, I participated in the Iliinois EPA's review

of a permit application, Permit Application No. 06050052, involving ConocoPhillips

Wood River Refinery and its proposed construction of the Coker and Refinery Expansion

(CORE) project in Roxana, Illinois. Specifically, I reviewed modeling information

submitted as part of the permit application-



4. Since becoming the assigned modeling analyst for this application, I have

maintained responsibility for the modeling file and have overseen the management of all

documents, as they were acquircd, that related to the modeling portion of the permit

application and the various analyses pertaining to the threatened and endangered species

consultation. Such documents included materials pertaining to the modeling information

submitted as part of the permit application, including documents relating to the

threatened and endangered species consultation, written correspondence and other

documents needed to evaluate all modeling information, and extraneous materials

assembled by myself and other Illinois EPA personnel during the course of modeling

revlew.



5. Based on my review of the modeling file for the ConocoPhillips CORE

project, I have identified individual documents, including attachments thereto, and

miscellaneous materials (some of which have been categorized by subject matter) that

were directly or indirectly relied upon by the Illinois EPA in review ofthe modeling

information submitted as part of the permit application, and the resulting permit issuance.

In addition, I have identified individual documents, including attachments thereto that

were copied to the Illinois EPA as a result of the threatened and endangered species

consultations performed by the United States Fish and Wildlife Service and the Illinois

Department ofNatural Resources. I am thus able to certify that these documents are

identified in the Administrative Record that has been prepared for the pending appeal

before the Environmental Appeals Board.

Further affiant sayeth not.

frrm-r 7, ft/-//
Matthew L. Will

Subscribed and swo{n,tl4
To Belore Me this o\1' Day of October 2007

\ --.

\\Uydo,r \b qp\,$ctr

rywffiffffi&j



STATE OF ILLINOIS
COI.N{TY OF SANGAMON

AFFIDAVIT

I, Jason Schnepp, being first duly swom, depose and state that the following

statements set forth in this instrument are true and correct, gxcept as to matters therein

stated to on information and beliefand, as to such matters, the undersigrred certifies that

he believes the same to be true:

l. I am ernployed by the Illinois Environmental Protection Agency ("Illinois

EPA") as a permit analyst for the Division of Air Pollution Controt's ("DAPC") Air

Permits Section located at l02l North Grand Avenue East, Springfield, Illinois. I have

been employed by the Iilinois EPA since April 1994.

2. As a permit analyst for the Illinois EPA's Construction Unit, my primary

job responsibility is to conduct reviews ofconstruction permit applications for major

sources of air pollution, primarily the refining industry. In this regard, I am familiar with

the various air emission units and pollution control technologies associated with

operations ofrefineries. I am also familiar with the applicable environmental regulatory

and permitting requirements for refining projects, including, but not limited to, the

Prevention of Significant Deterioration program. Among other things, I work closely

with, and at the direction of, my supervisor, Mr. Christopher Romaine, Manager,

Construction Unit, to prepare draft and final versions of construction permits. I am also

involved in directing communications with permit applicants and interested persons in

the permitting process, and researching, as necessary, available records and documents

related to my review of permit applications and other associated work tasks.



3. As part of my responsibilities, I became the assigned permit analyst in the

Illinois EPA's review of a permit application, Permit Application No. 06050052,

involving ConocoPhillips Wood River Refinery and its proposed construction of the

Coker and Refinery Expansion (CORE) project in Roxana, Il1inois. I was assigned the

petmit application shortly after it was received by the lllinois EPA on May 15, 2006.

4. Since becoming the assigned permitting engineer for this application, I

have maintained responsibility for the permitting file and have overseen the management

ofa1l documents, as they were acquired, that related to the permitting portion ofthe

permit application and the various analyses perlaining to the tlreatened and endangered

species consultation. Such documents included materials pertaining to threatened and

endangered species consultation, written correspondence and other documents needed to

evaluate all permitting information, and extraneous materials assembled by myself and

other Illinois EPA persorurel during the course o f permitting revi ew .



5. Based on my review of the permitting fi1e for the CORE project, I have

identified individual documents, including attachments thereto, and miscellaneous

materials (some of which have been categorized by subject matter) that were

directly or indirectly relied upon by the Illinois EPA in review ofthe permit

application, and the resulting permit issuance. In addition, I have identified

individual documents, including attachments thereto that were copied to the

Illinois EPA as a result of the threatened and endangered species consultations

performed by the United States Fish and Wildlife Service and the Illinois

Deparlment of Natural Resources. I am thus able to certify that these documents

are identified in the Administrative Record that has been prepared for the pending

appeal before the Environmental Appeals Board.

Further affiant saveth not.

nfffi_{{,fft1g]

Subscribed and swom



BEFORE THE EIWIRONMENTAL APPEALS BOARD
UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

WASHINGTON. I}.C.

IN THE MATTER OF: )
)

coNocoPHrLLPS WOOD RIVER REFTNERY ) pSD ApPEAI NO. 07-02
I.D.NO. 119090AAA )
PERMIT APPLICATION NO. 06050052 )

RE,SPONSE TO PETITION

Section Page

INTRODUCTrON. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2

A.  Re levant  caseh is to ry . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3

B. Statutorybackground... . . . . . .  5

STANDARD OF REVIEW... 6

ARGUMENTS. 9

A. The Illinois EPA Made the Responsiveness 9ummary Available to the
Pub l ic . .  . .  . . . . . . .  .  9

B. The lllinois EPA Specified the Changes and the Reasons for the Changes
Between the Draft Permit and the Final Permit.. . . . 16

C.TheIl l inoisEPAAppropriatelyIdenti f iedBACTfortheFlare'. . . .

l. The Illinois EPA's BACT Analysis Complied with the Clean Air
Act and Associated Regulations.. 25

a. Petitioners' issue was not raised during the public review
process .  . . . . . . . . . .  25

b. Petitioner has failed to demonstrate that the Illinois EPA
did not perform an appropriate BACT analysis, and that the
BACT analysis performed by the Illinois EPA was clearly
erroneous or othetwise warrants review.....,.. .. .. 28

i. The Administrative Record clearly demonstrates that
the Illinois EPA properly performed the BACT
analysis..  - . . . . . . .  29

II.

III.



ii. Petitioners fail to show that the Illinois EPA's
BACT analysis was clearly erroneous or otherwise
warants review. .  . .  .  . .  . . . . .

2. The Flare Control Measures Included in the Permit Comport with
the BACT Top-Down Analysis. . .. .. .. . . . .. .

D. The Flare Control Measures Established in the Permit are Practicablv
Enforceable .

1. Petitioners' figument fails to satisfy the EAB's procedural
requirements for obtaining review. . .. .. .. .. . . . ..

2. Petitioners fail to show that the Illinois EPA's imposition of permit
requirements relating to the flare control measures were clearly
erroneous, arbitrary or otherwise warrants review........... ..... .........

a. The Permit contains adequate flare observation requirements. ..

b. The Illinois EPA appropriately rejected the inclusion ofthe
monitoring equipment accuracy requirements of BAAQMD
Regulation 12-11 . .... .. . .. ...

c. The Permit includes enforceable monitoring requirements. . ... .

E. The Illinois EPA Did Not Err in Its Decision to Not Impose a CO2 and a
Methane Emission Limit as a Part of its BACT analvsis. . . .. .. .

1. The Massachusetts v. EPA decision does not support Petitioners'
assertions regarding the applicability ofPSD and BACT emission
limits.

2. The issue and related arguments conceming the applicability of PSD
was not raised during the public comment process and were
reasonably ascertainable

3- The greenhouse emissions associated with the proposed CORE project
were not "subject to regrlation" for purposes of the PSD program... ...

a. The "subject to regulation" phrase in the PSD program should
be governed by the rules of statutory construction. .

b. The proper interpretation ofthe "subject to regulation" phrase
is supported by USEPA guidance and case law precedent. .. . ...

c. Petitioners' axguments conceming the meaning of the phrase
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69
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78

83
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ignore its more natural meaning and context, as well as lack
supporting legal authority......... 112

i. COz emissions are not curently "subject to regulation"
by virtue of existing requirements implemented by
USEPA under its Title IV authority.................................. 1 1 2

ii. Greenhouse gas emissions are not "subject to regulation"
by virtue of the regulatory nuisance provisions of the
Il l inois SIP... . . .  113

iii. Greenhouse gas ernissions are not "subject to regulation"
by virtue ofbeing subject to future regulation under t}te
cAA. . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  115
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BEFORE THE ENVIRONMENTAL APPEALS BOARD.,]] i'ii| -? i.] ::: ?TI
UNITED STATES EI\TWRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

WASHINGTONOD'C. i.. l i.,i, ;. .r. i i[.,.:LS Di.,1r::i]i)

IN THE MATTER OF: )
)

CONOCOPHILLPSWOODRWERREFINERY ) PSDAPPEALNO.OT.O2
r.D. NO. 119090AAA )
PERMIT APPLICATION NO. 06050052 )

I
)

RESPONSE TO PETITION

NOW COMES the Respondent, fte ILLINOIS ENVIRONMENTAI

PROTECTION AGENCY ("Ilinois EPA"), and files this Response to the Petition for

Review ('?etition ) filed by the Petitioners, NATURAL RESOURCES DEFENSE

COUNCIL et al. , in t}:ie above-referenced cause. This Response to Petition addresses the

issues raised in the Petition that were not addressed by the Illinois EPA's previously-filed

Partial Response to Petition ("Partial Response"), and for the Environmental Appeals

Board's (hereinafter "Board" or'EAB') ease ofreference incorporates the Illinois EPA's

Partial Response filed on Septemb er 26, 2007 . More specifically this Response to

Petition provides a complete response to the flaring and greenhouse gas issues. Further,

this Response to Petition incorporates the Partial Response in which the Illinois EPA

addressed the alleged failure of the Illinois EPA to serve the Responsiveness Summary

with the notice ofPermit issuance and the alleged failure of the Illinois EPA to specify,

together with accompanying reasons, in the Resp onsiveness Summary the provisions of

the draft permit that have changed in the final Permit. Based on the following analysis



and arguments, the Illinois EPA formally requests that the Board deny the Petition for

Review for the reasons set forth within this Response.l

L
INTRODUCTION

The Petition involves a Construction Permit - National Emission Standards for

Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP') - New Source Performance Standards ("NSPS')

- Prevention of Significant Deterioration ("PSD") Approval, Permit No. 06050052,

(hereinafter '?ermit") issued by the Illinois EPA to ConocoPhillips Wood River refinery

for the consfuction of the Coker and Refinery Expansion ("CORE ') project located at

900 South Central Avenue Roxana, Madison County, Illinois.2

t Respondent respectfully suggests that oral argument is not appropriate given that it would not
likely assist the Bomd in deciding the merits of tlle issues briefed in this Response to Petition
particularly given that oral argument just occurred on the most significant issue, whether
greenhouse gases are subject to BACT , in In re Christian County Generation, LLC, PSD Appeal
No. 07-01 ("Christian County").,lee, The Environmental Appeals Board, Practice Manual at9
(June 2004). With regard to the greenhouse gas issue, the same arguments are raised in the
Christian County proceeding and in this actiory the lllinois EPA's response is generally the same
in both cases.

2 The cover page to the permit identifies the permit as a combined "Construction Pemit -
NESI{AP - NSPS - PSD Approval" and provides the Permittee with authorization to conskuct
emission sources and air pollution control equipment based on the findings and subject to the
conditions contained within the permit. The findings and conditions in the permit make reference
to both applicable state and federal requirements. The cover page firther delineates that "[i]n
conjunction with this permit, approval is given with respect to the federal regulations for
Prevention of Significant Deterioration of Air Quality (PSD) for the above referenced project. . ."
See, Petitioners' Exhibit I ; see also,In re llest Suburban Recycling and Energt Center, L.P.,6
E.A.D . 692, 695 (EAB 1 996) (" linois law . . .provides for integated permit review when a
facility must obtain construction approval under various state and federal requirements."). In fact,
the EAB has been reluctant to review opacity limits in permits combining both state and federal
PSD requirements. See, In re Knauf Fiber Glass, GmbH,8 E.A.D. l2l, 172 feb.4,1999) ('We
deny review ofthe issue related to enforcement of opacity limits because this issue is not a
requirement of the federal PSD program and the petitioner has not shown that the issue otherwise
falls within the purview ofthe federal PSD program"). The EAB's approach in these cases is
consistent with Board precedence providing that the EAB's review is governed by the PSD
regulations. "The authority of the Board to review permit decisions is limited by the statutes,
regulations, and delegations that authorize and proude standards for such revi ew ." See , In re
Carlton, Inc. N. Shore Power Plant, 9 E.A.D.690,692 (EAB 2001) citing 57 Fed. Reg- 5,320
(Feb. 13, 1992); see also, The Environmental Appeals Board, Practice Manual at 2 (hne 2A04).



{. Relevant case history.

ConocoPhillips is subject to a Consent Decree entered in United States of America

and the States of lllinois, Louisiana and New Jersey, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and

the Northwest Clean Air Agency v. ConocoPhillips Company, Civil Action No. H-05-

0258 (S.D. Tex. Decernber 5,2005)3 (hereinafter "decree"); the decree subjects

ConocoPhillips to various requirements to minimize emissions from flming incidents at

the Wood River refinery. ConocoPhillips subsequently submitted a permit application to

the Illinois EPA's Division of Air Pollution ControV Permit Section, on May 15, 2006 for

a Coker and Refinery Expansion (CORE) project. A detailed description ofthe various

changes to the refinery with the CORE project is provided in the application. See

gen era I ly, Respondent's Exh i b it 6.4

In general terms, the CORE Project would entail changes to the refinery to

increase both the total amount of crude oil and the amount of heavier crude oil that the

The Illinois EPA issued a related Construction Permit NESHAP - NSPS - PSD Approval,
Permit No. 06110049 to ConocoPhillips Company, for the construction of a terminal expansion at
2150 South Delmar Avenue, Hartford, Madison County, Illinois. ConocoPhillips Company
proposed changes at its Wood River Products Terminal to handle increased product throughput
associated with the CORE project. As the Petihoners did not appeal this related permit, the
Respondent will not address the terminal expansion Construction Permit - NESHAP - NSPS -
PSD Approval in this filing.

r This document may be found at
http://www.etla.qov/compliance/resources/decrees/civi1/caa./conocophillips-cd.pdf 0ast visited
October 13, 2007).

a Certain porrions ofthe Administrative Record relied upon in this Response to Petition are
attached hereto and are identified throughout as "Respondent's Exhibits". Where the Respondent
has referred to a part ofthe Administrative Record that was the Petitioners' Exhibit, it is
denominated herein as "Petitioners' Exhibit". Finally, where the Illinois EPA has referenced a
part ofthe Administrative Record previously submitted an exhibit by ConocoPhillips it is referred
to as "ConocoPhillips' Exhibit". The Certifred Index of the Administrative Record and attached
affidavits accompany this filing.



refinery can process and in doing so, increase the supply ofpetroleum products to the

Upper Midwest. ConocoPhillips' Exhibit 2, page 2. The more significant changes taking

place to the refinery with the CORE project include the installation ofa new Delayed

Coking Unit to allow the processing of a higher volume of heavy crude; metallurgical

upgrades and other equipment revisions to the Distilling Unit 1 to allow the handling of

high acid, high sulfur heavy crudes; restart of the idled Distilling Unit 2 Lube Crude

column to allow for additional crude unit processing capacity; metallurgical upgrades and

other equipment revisions to the Fluid Catallic Cracking Units to allow the handling of

higher acid charge; restart of the Distilling West Catalytic Cracking Unit to allow

processing of additional gas oil; installation ofa new Hydrogen Plant; restart of the Lube

Vacuum Fractionation Column and the Cata$c Feed Hydrotreater; the addition of sulfir

processing capacity, amine treating and sour water stripping; and modifications to the

wastewater treatment plant. ConocoPhillips' Exhibit 2, pages 2-3; see also, Respondent's

Exhibit 6.

Of significance to this proceeding is the Delayed Coker Flare that will support the

Delayed Coking Unit. The Delayed Coker Flare is equipped with a flare gas recovery

system that serves to recover certain normally occurring process gas sfeams for fuel use

rather than disposal as waste gas by flaring. ConocoPhillips' Exhibit 2, page 4; see also,

Respondent's Exhibit 6. ln addition, a dedicated flare will be constructed to support the

Hydrogen Plant. ConocoPhillips' Exhibit 2, page 7; see also, Respondent's Exhibit 6.

Following review of the application for ConocoPhillips' CORE project, the

Illinois EPA prepared a draft permit for public cornment. Public notices were placed in a

local newspaper, the Alton Telegraph on March 24,2007, and again on March 31 and



/lpri|7,2007. A public hearing was held at the Hartford Elementary School in Hartford,

Illinois on May 8, 2007. The written comment period remained open until June 15,2007.

The Illinois EPA ful1y considered comments prior to simultaneously issuing its

Permit and accompanying R esponsiveness Summary on Ju|y 19, 200'l . See, Petitioners '

Exhibits I and 6. On the same date, the Illinois EPA sent written notices, by first class

mail to persons who participated at the public hearing or who submitted any public

comrnents informing them that the Illinois EPA had issued the Permit. See, Petitioners'

Exhibir 4. The notices informed participants that copies of the Permit and

Responsiveness Summary could.be obtained by contacting the Illinois EPA by telephone

(including a toll-free telephone number), facsimile, or electronic mail, by visiting the

local repositories established for the hearing (including the Illinois EPA headquarters, the

Illinois EPA Collinsville Regional Offrce, or the Hartford Public Library), or by visiting

the Illinois EPA's website. Id. In a fifty-page Responsiveness Summary, the Illinois EPA

explained its reasons for any changes between the draft permit and the final Permit.

Petitioners filed their Petition with the Board on or about August 2 I , 2007 . Based

on information known to the Illinois EPA attomey in this case, the Illinois EPA has not

received service ofthe Petition from Petitioners. However, a copy of the Petition and

attached exhibits was received from the Board, together with the Board's initial order

requesting a response to the Petition, on August 28,2007 .

B. Statutory backeround.

The federal PSD program principally regulates proposed new major sources and

major modifications to existing sources in areas of the nation that are deemed attainment

or unclassifiable with respect to the National Ambient Air Quality Standards C'NAAQS')



the exception is the emissions ofpollutants from a project for which an area is designated

nonattainment. See,42U.S.C. $?471. Among other things, the regulations require a pre-

construction review ofsuch proposed proj ects to ensure that resulting emissions are not

responsible for a violation of the NAAQS or applicable PSD ambient air quality

increments, 40 C.F.R. $52.21(k), and a demonstration that subject sources will employ

the BACT to minimize emissions for all PSD pollutants emitted in major or significant

amounts. 40 C.F.R. $52.21C).

The Illinois EPA administers the PSD program in Illinois pursuant to a delegation

agreement with the USEPA,/Region V. Seq 46 Fed. Reg. 9,580 (January 29, 1981). For

purposes related to this appeal, the Illinois EPA is a delegated state permit authority who

"stands in the shoes" of the Administrator of the USEPA in implementing the federal

PSD program. See, 46Fed. Reg. 9,580 (January 29, 1981); In re Zion Energt, LLC,9

E.A.D. 701, 7Ol-7O2, ft.I (EAB,2001). A PSD permit issued by the Illinois EPA is

subject to review by the EAB in accordance with 40 C.F.R. gl24.l9. Id.

In taking action on the PSD Approval, the Illinois EPA determined that

ConocoPhillips' proposed CORE project is a major source for carbon monoxide ("CO"),

because potential emissions for this pollutant from the proposed facility exceed the

significance threshold for the pollutant.

il.

STANDARD OFREVIEW

The EAB's review of fina1 PSD permit decisions is govemed by the procedural

requirements of 40 C.F.R. Part 724. Review is warranted where the permit decision

involves a "finding of fact or conclusion oflaw which is clearly erroneous" or where it



involves "an exercise of discretion or an important policy consideration." 40 C.F.R.

$124.19(a)(1) and (2). In construing these requirements, the EAB has consistently

recognized that its review authority is exercised "sparingly'' and that the scope of such

review is carefully circumscribed. See, 45 Fed. Reg. 33,290,33,412 (May 19, 1980);

accord, In re Knauf Fiber Glass, GmbH, 8 E.A.D. l2l , 126-127 (EAB 1999); In re Zion

Energt, LLC,9 E.A.D. 701,7O5 (EAB 2001).

It is a long-standing USEPA policy to favor final adjudication ofmost permitting

decisions at the Regional [or appropriate state] level. See, In re MCN Oil & Gas

Company, UIC Appeal No. 02-03, slip op. at 6 (EAB, September 4, 2002). In the

absence ofclear error or other compeliing reason warranting review, the EAB frequently

defers to the Regional or delegated permitting authorities . In re Metcalf Energr, PSD

Appeals Nos.01-07 and 0l-08, slip op. at l2 (EAB, August 10,2001). Nowhere is the

EAB's deference more evident than in matters that are "quintessentially technical" in

nature. Id.; In re Three Mountain Power, LLC, I0B.A.D.39, 54 (EAB 2001).

As a rule, only those issues tlat have been preserved for appeal may be raised

with the EAB. Accordingly, a petitioner seeking review must demonstrate that the issues

and./or arguments supporting its position were raised, either by the petitionet or another

commenter, during the public comment period. See, 40 C.F.R. $124.19; In re Kendall

New Century Development, 1 I E.A.D. 40, 48 (EAB 2003); In re Avon Custom Mixing

Services, lnc.,70F.A.D.700,104-105 (EAB 2002). Altematively, a petitioner may

plead that the issue for which review is sought was not "reasonably ascertainable" during

the public comment period. In re Encogen Cogeneration Facility, 8 B.A.D.244,250, tn.

8 (EAB 1999), citing In re Keystone Cogeneration Systems,3 E.A.D. 766 (EAB 1992).



In either event, the burden rests with the petitioner. The EAB has stated that it will not

"scour the record" but, rather, will expect the petitioner to prove that an issue has been

properly raised. In re Encogen Facility, S E.A.D.244,250 fn. 10 (EAB 1999).

Other procedural requirements borne by a petitioner in permit appeals are equally

demanding. A petitioner may oniy rely upon those issues tlat were "reasonably

ascertainable" and may only advance those arguments supporting a position that were

'teasonably available" during the public comment period. See, 40 C.F.R. $124.13.

Those issues and/or arguments must have been raised with "sufficient specificity'' in

order to ensure that the permit authority is afforded notice and an opportunity to crre the

alleged deficiencies in the permit prior to issuance. In re Kendall New Century

Development, I I E.A.D. 40, 48 (EAB 2003).

In a similar vein, a petitioner is obligated to "explain why the permitting

authority's response to those objections is clearly erroneous or otherwise merits review."

Zion Energt, L.L.C., 9 E.A.D. 701, 705 (EAB 2001), citing 1lr re Knauf Fiber Glass,

GnbH, 8 E.A.D. 127 (EAB 1999). A petitioner cannot simply repeat or restate the

arguments presented during the public notice period but must, instead, supply

information or technical grounds in its petition that demonstrate the merits of

administrative review. See, In re Steel Dynamics, Inc.,9 E.A.D. 165,226 (EAB 2000),

citing In re Maui Electric Company, S E.A.D. 1, 8 (EAB 1998).

The EAB also demands that a petitioner, in identifying its objections to a permit,

make its allegations both "specific and substantiated," especially where the object

involves the "technical judgments" of the permit authority. See, In re Avon Custom

Mixing Services, Inc., 10 B.A.D.700,705 (EAB 2002). This burden ensures that the



issues and./or arguments on appeal are weli defined and actually represent a "bona fide"

disagreement between the petitioner and tlre permit authority. If expert opinions or data

are in conflict, the EAB examines the record of the proceeding to determine whether the

permit authority has adequately considered the issue and whether its decision is 'tational

in light of all the information in the record, including the conflicting opinions and data."

In re Three Mountain Power, LLC, 10E.A.D.39, 50 (EAB 2007), citing, In re Steel

Dlmamics, Inc,9 E.A.D. 165, 180, fn. 16 (EAB 2000).

ilL

ARGUMENTS

A. The Illinois EPA Made the .Respozslyezess,Sznrzranr Available to the Public.

Petitioners make reference to 40 C.F.R. $l2a.l7(a), requiring the permitting

authority to issue a response to comments at the time of final permit decision, in support

of its argument that the lllinois EPA failed to serve the Respan siveness Summary in

conjunction with its notice ofpermit issuance. The Petitioners argue that the Illinois

EPA's "failure to provide immediate access" to the Responsiveness Summary atthe time

ofnotice was a "significant procedural error" as it "could adversely affect appeal rights,

which are time limited." See, Petition at pages 5-6, citing, in part, In re Prairie State

Generating Station, L2E.A.D.176,178 fu.4 (EAB 2005) (hereinaft er "Prairie State i ).'

In conjunction with the argument, Petitioners assert that the first Prairie State decision

"strongly implied but [did] not directly reach. . . that the lResponsiveness Summaryf is

r In fact, the ConocoPhillips' notice informed those participants in the public comment period
that the documents could not only be obtained by contacting the Illinois EPA by telephone
(including a toll-free telephone number), facsimile, mail or electronic mail, but by visiting the
local repositories established for the hearing (including the nlinois EPA headquarters, the Illinois
EPA Collinsville Regional Office, or the Hartford Public Library), or by visiting the Illinois
EPA's website. See, Pelitioners' Exhibit 4.



indispensable to a determination whether to appeal, and hence must be provided

simultaneously with the notice of permit issuance." See, Petition at page 6, r{erencing

Prairie State I. With regard to this argument, Petitioners' line ofreasoning is specious.

At the outset, Petitioners construe 40 C.F.R. $124.17 (a) utd the Prairie State I

decision to imply that the R esponsivaness Summary sholld have been mailed to

participants. In doing so, Petitioners have paid no heed to the clear mandate of 40 C.F.R.

{i i24.17(c) merely requiring that the'tesponse to comments [shall] be [made] available

to the pub1ic".6 Section 124.17(c) does not require that the permitting authority mail

copies of the Resp onsiveness Summary to all participants, but merely requires that the

response to comments be "available" to the public. 1d Similarly, Section 124.15(a) does

not ostensibly compel a permit authority to mail or serve a copy of the actual final permit

to satisfu the "notice" requirement promulgated therein. Such distinctions are not only

suggested by the plain language of the rule, but are equally compelling as a matter of

common sense. Had the Bomd deemed it necessary for a permitting authority to satisfy

these basic 'hotice" requirements by physically placing both the final permit decision and

the response to comments in the United States mail, it conceivably would have

promulgated rules in Part I24 to that clear effect.

At least one Board decision aptly illustrates this argument. While in the context

of a discussion of 40 C.F.R. $$ 124.15 and 724.19, the Hillman decision reveals the

Board's reluctance to impose additional requiranents not articulated or even

o While arguing that the Illinois EPA neglected to "physically provide" the Responsiveness
Summary in its mailing of the notice of permit issuance in accordance with 40 C-F.R. $1,24.17(a),
Petitioners failed to raise the issue whether the Illinois EPA's notice complied with the
requirements of 40 C.F.R. $124.15. As such, the Respondent will not directly address the issue in
this filing. Accord, Prairie State I at 178, fn. 4.

IO



contemplated by Section 124.15. Instead, the Board opted for some form ofpersonal

notification "reasonably calculated . . . to apprise interested parties of the pendency of

the action and afford them an opportunity to present their objections." See,In re Hillman

Power, LLC, PSD Appeal Nos. 02-04, 02-05, and 02-06, slip opinion at 6 @AB, May 24,

2002) (hereinafter "Hillman') (Order Directing Service of PSD Permit Decision on

Parties that Filed Written Comments on Draft PSD Permit Decision, Denying Motions to

Dismiss, and Directing Briefing on Merits) citing, Mullane v. Central Hanover Bank &

Trust Co., 339 U.S. 306,314 (1950) (citing, Milliken v. Meyer, 3l I U.S. 457 (1940)).

Rather than acknowledging the Board's previous exercise ofrestraint, the

Petitioners selectively isolate a portion ofa footnote excerpted from Prdilie State I. In

that ruling, the Board admittedly cautioned the Illinois EPA regarding the extent to which

it must provide notice to participants of its final deliberations in future permitting matters.

The entire context ofthe footrote is particularly relevant to the instant notice, which was

developed to address the Board's guidance in this decision. In its entirety, the footnote

provided that:

Although Petitioners also use January 2l as the date ofissuance for the
responsiveness sunmaxy, the Board questions whether IEPA's action of simply
directing those who participated during the comment period to IEPA's website
was sufficient to make the responsiveness summary "available to the public" as
required by 40 C.F.R.124.17(c). IEPA's actions in this regard presupposes that
all persons who comment on pemits will have access to the intemet. In other
analogous circumstances, we have found this not to be a reasonable assumption.
See In re Hillman Power Co. r.Z.C, PSD Appeal Nos. 02-04,02-05, arfi 02-O6
(Order Directing Service of PSD Permit Decision on Parties that Filed Written
Comments on Draft PSD Permit Decision, Denying Motions to Dismiss, and
Directing Briefing on Merits) at 4 (EAB, May 24,2002) ('Indeed, it is not
reasonable to assume that a1l persons who comment on permits will even have
access to the intemet."). Moreover, merely notifying commenters by mail that a
permit had been issued and directing them to a web site to view copies of the
permit itself, as IEPA apparently did here, may not satisfy the obligation under 40
C.F.R. 6 124.15 to notifu "each oerson who submitted written comments or

l l



requested notice of the permit decision." See 1n re Hillman Power Co., L.L.C.,
supra, inlerloctrtory order at 3-6 (EAB, May 24,2002) (finding mere posting on
permitting authorities' website to be insuflicient to satisfy obligation under 40
C.F.R. $ 124.15 to notify commenters of the permit decision), available
electronically at http://www.epa-sov/eab/osd-int.loc.ords/hi1lman.pdf. While it is
true that IEPA did give written notice that a permit decision had been issued, a
commenter would have no way of determining whether to petition for review or
the basis for any such petition until he or she had the opportunity to review the
actual permit decision. One consideration raised in Hillman was whether merely
posting information on a website could adversely affect appeal rights, which are
timelimited. However, as these issues were not raised in the present matter, we
do not address these issues here.

See, Prairie State I at 778, frr. 4.

For purposes of both 40 C.F.R. $ 124.15 and 40 C.F.R. 5124.17, the Board's

footnote emphasized the need to make material more readily available to the public in the

future, beyond a written notice directing individuals to the fllinois EPA's website because

it was not necessarily reasonable to assume that everyone has interrret access. Id. citing

Hillman. h light of the comments articulated by the Board in the above-referenced

footnote, the Illinois EPA reflected further on the Hillman decision prior to notifoing

public participants of its final permitting decisions. As previously alluded to, in Hillman,

the Michigan Department of Environmental Quality ("MDEQ") provided notice to the

Michigan Environmental Council ('MEC") of its final permitting decision by merely

"posting" the decision on MDEQ's website; no written notice of the posting on the

website was ever provided to MEC. See, Hillman slip opinion at 2. While the Board

agreed with MDEQ that 40 C.F.R. $ 124.15 "did not specify the means by which notice

should be given of final permit decisions", the Board found fault with the MDEQ's notice

as it could not be assumed that MEC received notice on the date ofposting particularly

since everyone does not have internet access. 1d. at 4. Equally important was the

Board's recognition that commenters would have no reason to know when the permit was

12



issued and thus, when to check the agency's web page. 1d. "This means of 'sewing'

improperly puts the onus on the interested party to continually check for permit agency

developments, lest some portion of the party's time to appeal by lost." 1d. Again, the

Board found that the lack ofspecifrcity in the Part 124 regulations did not suggest that

any form of"service" would be sufficient but must be "reasonably caiculated, under all

the circumstances, to apprise interested parties ofthe pendency ofthe action and afford

them an opportunity to present their objections." Id. at 5-6 citing Mullane v. Central

Hanover Bank & Trust Co., 339 U.S. 306, 314 (1950) (citing Mllliken v. Meyer, 3l I U.S.

457 (1940)). The Board ultimately concluded that MEC "should have been mailed a

copy of the final permit decision or provided some other form ofpersonal notification."T

Id. at6. The Board's ruling reveals a spectrum ofoptions that a permit authority, in its

discretion, may tum to in providing notice of its final deliberations. As the Board

recognized notjust "any notice" is sufficient to fulfill an obligation to alert participants of

final agency decisions, howeveq it does not mean that Petitioners' notion, i.e., the

mailing of the R esponsiveness Summary, is the only option.

After reviewing the Board's guidance in Pra irie State I, the Illinois EPA

subsequently declined to pursue the approach of mailing to each commenter the typically-

voluminous final permitting decisions and Responsiveness Summaries that accompany its

7 Although, the Board ultimately directed MDEQ to notifo through mail or personal service any
party similarly situated to MEC, such order was in response to the "less-than-thorough way in
which MDEQ attempted to discharge its vital public parficipation responsibilities." See, Hillman
slip opinion at 6-7. The Board's action reveals its decision to sanction MDEQ rather than
establishing an absolute rule that effectively removes any latitude by the permit authonty to
satisfu its notice obligations. Moreover, as illustrated above, the same cannot be said of the
Illinois EPA as the Hillman MDEQ due to the former's thorough consideration of the Part 124
regulations and felated Board precedent in reevaluafing the appropriate manner to apprise all
participants in the public comment penod of its final permitting decision and to make the
Responsiveness Summary available to the public.
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Construction Permits - PSD Approvals.8 Neither the Part 124 regulations or Board

caselaw dictate such a costly and paper-consumptive approach by permitting authorities.e

However, the Illinois EPA did ultimately choose to modiry tle earlier notice that was

addressed by the Prairie State I decision.lo For instance, the written notic e in Prairie

State I merely directed participants in the public comment period to the Illinois EPA's

website to retrieve copies of the final permit decision and the Responsiveness Summary.

Subsequent written notices informed participants that copies ofthe final permit decision

and Responsiveness Summary could be obtained by contacting the Illinois EPA by

telephone (including a toll-free telephone number), facsimile or electronic mail, by

o For instance, the instant Construction Permit - NESHAP - NSPS - PSD Approval for the
CORE project and terminal expansion and Responsiveness Summary combined for a total of
approximately 200 pages.

9 P"titiorrer" .,rggestion that commenters could be provided with an option to notify the
permitting authoriqr of their preference to receive the R esponsiveness Summary "ia Ihe
permitting authority's web site" runs counter to the concerns articulated by theBoard, in Praiie
State I (i.e., 'lresupposes that all persons who comment on permits will haye access to the
intemet'). Moreover, such a requirement would hardly minimize the administrative burden to the
permitting authority, which would now be required to administer a yet-to-be-created web site for
the purpose of determining whether particular commenters submitted an electronic mail request
for a copy of the R esponsiveness Summary .

l0 In fact, the EAB encouraged further discussion between the parties after its issuance ofthe
Prairie State I decision. See, Prairie State Iat 181, fir.6. In accordance with the EAB's order,
the Illinois EPA met with representatives of the Sierra Club, American Bottom Conservancy and
other Petitioners in the midst of the Prairie State proceedings. This discussion facilitated changes
to the Praine State notice issued on April 28, 2005, as compared to the notice issued on January
21,2005. See, Respondent's Exhibit l; compare also, Respondent's Exhibits 2 and 3. Consistent
with the recent ConocoPhillips notice, the notice issued in the second Prairie State proceeding
informed commenters that copies ofthe final permit decision and Respo nsiveness Summary couTd
be obtained by contacting the Illinois EPA by phone (including a toll-fiee number), facsimile or
electronic mail, by visitrng the local repositories, or by visiting the Illinois EPA's website.
Compare, Respondent's Echibits 3 and 4. The Petitioners did not challenge the notice underlying
the second Prairie State decision as legally deficient. See, In re Prairie State Generating
Company, ZZC, PSD Appeal No. 05-05, Petilion for Review, dated June 8, 2005.
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visiting the local repository established for the hearing, or by visiting the Illinois EPA's

website. Compare, Respondent's Exhibits 3 and 4.

The Illinois EPA nonetheless recognized the additional time associated with an

individual requesting a copy of the final permit and the Responsiveness Summary Ihrotugll,,

the mail.Ir Ln revising the notice, the Illinois EPA sought to rnaximize access by differenl

individuals depending on their particular circumstances while at the same time

minimizing the delay for any individual. For instance, the Illinois EPA's written notice

not only provided the Illinois EPA's website, the appropriate staff contact's telephone

and facsimile numbers and electronic mail address, but utilized a toll-free telephone

number for those individuals that may not have access to long-distance telephone service

or may not wish to incur the additional cost of a long-distance telephone call. In addition,

consistent with the public comment period, the Illinois EPA made the final permitting

decision and Responsiveness Summary avallable at the local repository established for

hearing, the local public library. For these reasons, the Illinois EPA more than siitisfied

the standard of l2a.n@), "the response to comments shall be available to the public". I-n

light of the clear mandate provided by 40 C.F.R. gl24.l1(c) and because Petitioners have

failed to articulate a basis in support of its position that 40 C.F.R. $ 12a.17(a) requires the

response to comments be contemporaneously serwed with the notice of permit issuance to

commenters, review of this issue should be denied.

" Petitioners claim it requested a mailed copy ofthe Responsiveness Summary the same day it
discovered the issuance ofthe final permit through the Illinois EPA's website. See, Petition at
page 6; see also, Petitioners' Exhibil 5. While Petitioners purportedly did not receive a copy of
the Responsiveness Summary lurrttT a week later, the Resp onsiveness Summary was available to the
American Bottom Conservancy on the same web site it leamed of the Illinois EPA's final
permitting decision. See, www.epa.gov/resion5/airlpermits/ilonline-htm (refer to A11 Permit
Records, PSD, New); see also, Respondent's Exhibil 5. American Bottom Conservancy's
hardship was self-imposed; Petitioner deliberately chose not to avail itself of the Responsiveness
Summary available to it on the Illinois EPA's website.
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B. The Illinois EPA Soecified the Changes and the Reasons for the Changes
Between the Draft Permit and the Final Permit

In the second argument oftheir Petition, Petitioners assert that the Illinois EPA

committed legal error by not specifying the changes and the reasons for the changes

between the draft permit and the final Permit, focusing panicular attention on the Illinois

EPA's inclusion of additional work practices to minimize flaring emissions in the final

Permit. See, Petition at pages 7-11. In support ofthe argument, Petitioners cite to the

Part 124 requirements directing the Regional Administrator (or delegated permit

authority) to "specify which provisions, if any, of the dra.ft permit have been changed in

the final permit decision and the reason for the chan ge;' Id., citing 40 C.F.R. $O 17(a).

The Petitioners also cite to In re Indeck-Elwood, LLC,PSD Appeal No. 03-04, (EAB,

September 27, 2006), 13 E.A.D. , and In re City of Marlborough, Mass. Easterly

Wastewater Treatment Facility, l2 E.A.D. 235 (EAB 2005) to augrnent their request

urging the Board to vacate the permitting decision and remand the matter to the Illinois

EPA.

Tlte Responsiveness Summary provides ample support for the Board to conclude

that no legal error resulted from the Illinois EPA's issuance of the Responsiveness

Summary. Contrary to Petitioners' arguments, the changes to the draft permit to

incorporate additional work practices to minimize emissions from the flares at the

Delayed Coker Unit and the Hydrogen Plant were clearly and appropriately articulated by

the Illinois EPA and the reason for the changes were also fully specified.

The Responsiveness Summary documents that BACT for CO was determined

based on work practices to minimize CO emissions consistent with the approach

generally taken in the draft permit. Petitioners' Exhibit 6, Response to Comment No. 25.
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In response to public comments, additional work practices were included in the final

Permit. These work practices consisted ofrequiring continuous monitoring (including

monitoring related to fuel usage for the pilot and venting ofpurge gas to the flare);

ensuring the existence ofredundant waste gas compressor capacity; sampling and

analysis ofwaste gas; managing depressurization during unit shutdowns; preparing and

implementing a Flare Minimization Plan investigatrng flaring incidents; performing root

cause analyses; and accompanying recordkeeping and reporting requirements.l2

Petitioners' Exhibit 6, Response to Comment Nos. 25, 28, 64, 65, 68, 70, 71, 72, 73, 78,

and 84.

The Responsiveness Summary made clear that proper flare operation is best

addressed by particular work practices that prevent and minimize flming rather than an

emission limit that implicity requires proper flare operation. Petitioners' Exhibit 6,

Response to Comment No. 24. As the discussion in the Responsiveness Summary makes

evident, this decision was grounded, in part, on the Illinois EPA's review of similar

requirements at other refineries, particularly, the Shell refrnery in Martinez, California

subject to the Bay Area Air Quality Management District ("BAAQMD") regulations.

Petitioners' Exhibit 6, Response to Comment Nos. 66, 68 and 70; see also, Petitioners'

Exhibit 6, Response to Comment Nos. 65 and 71 (requiring suffrcient redundant waste gas

compressor capacity at the Delayed Coking Unit based on its successful use at the Shell

Martinez refinery; however, not requiring the same for the Hydrogen Plant flare due to

the unsuitability of its waste gas for recovery). The Illinois EPA further drew on the

'' While Petitioners list seven changes to the draft permit, such "list" pertains to one subject,
categorically all pertain to various v/ork practices to minimize emissions from the flares at the
Delayed Coker Unit and the Hydrogen Plant. See, Petition at pages 7-8-
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BAAQMD requirements to minimize the possibility of flaring emissions at the Delayed

Coking Unit flare and the Hydrogen Plant flare including requiring the "preparation of

and operation pursuant to a Flare Minimization Plan and performance of'root cause

analyses' for significant flaring incidents". Petitioners' Exhibit 6, Response to Comment

Nos. 65, 68 and 78; see also, Petitioners' Exhibit 1, Unit-Specific Condition a.7.5(a)(vi).

Whiie the Illinois EPA generally chose to follow the requirements of BAAQMD's

Flare Monitoring Rule, the Illinois EPA opted not to prescribe the use of certain

monitoring techniques and the means by which monitoring must be conducted.

Petitioners' Exhibit 6, Response to Comment No. 74; see also, Petitioners' Exhibit 6,

Response to Comment No. 79 (explaining that the use of specific monitoring devices

would ultimately be addressed in the processing of a revised Title V application). As

articulated by the Responsiveness Summary, this decision was based on the low level of

flaring expected at the ConocoPhillips refinery compared to the higher level of flaring at

the California refineries that led to the promulgation of the BAAQMD Flare Monitoring

rules. 1d. Other differences between the issued Permit and the BAAQMD requiranents

were accounted for by the Illinois EPA. For instance, the Illinois EPA eiected not to

follow BAAQMD's additional reporting requirements for signilicant flaring events due to

the Illinois EPA's established procedures for reviewing repofis. Petitioners' Exhibit 6,

Response to Comment No. 75. Consequently, the Iliinois EPA chose to rcquire detailed

reporting of flaring events in conjunction with regular quarterly rep orling. kl.

Moreover, the Illinois EPA's decision to incorporate additional work practices to

minimize possible flaring events at ConocoPhillips was based on its analysis of the

federal decree goveming existing flares at the refinery, stating:
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The BACT/LAER evaluations for the proposed project for flaring was made
based on the features in the desiga ofthe new Delayed Coker Unit that will act to
minimize flaring and in the context of existing requirements that address flaring at
the Wood River refinery. In particular, the Consent Decree also includes
requirements related to hydrocarbon flaring events, as is relevant to emissions of
CO and VOM from flaring. The cause ofsignificant hydrocarbon flaring
incidents must be investigated, including performance of root cause analyses,
steps must be taken to cofiect the conditions that cause such incidents, and the
number and extent of such incidents must be minimized. Detailed reporting is
also required for these incidents. Provisions have been included in the issued
permit that make similar requirement[s] applicable for the new flares that would
be installed with the proposed project.

Petitioners' Exhibit 6, Response to Comment No.2B. This discussion makes evident that

the inclusion of additional work practices for the new flares was meant to be consistent

with similar requirements for existing flares in the federal decree.

Beyond its review of similar requirements at other refineries and its analysis of

the requirements originating from the federal decree, the Illinois EPA also grounded its

decision on its own technical expertise. The Illinois EPA opted to include additional

requirements to manage vessel depressurization during unit shutdowns, as they appeared

to be "very effective in minimizing and eliminating" these events as contributors to

flaring incidents . Petitioners ' Exhibit 6, Response to Comntent No. 64. At the same time

however, the Illinois EPA chose not to require the construction of stronger process

vessels as it had not been "identifred as a reasonable or recommended approach to

reducing flaring emissions." Id.

This over-arching discussion in the Responsiveness Summary dispels Petitioners'

view that the Illinois EPA "completely failed to comply" with 40 C.F.R. $ 124.17(a)(1).

Taken as a whole, the Responsiveness Summary generally depicted the nature ofthe

reasons for the changes made to the final Permit on this issue. Pe titioners' Exhibit 6,

Response to Comment Nos. 24, 25, 28, 58, 64, 65, 66, 68, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 78, 79,
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and 84. Beyond recognizing that the Illinois EPA discussed the changes to the draft

permit "in response to individual comments conceming the lack of sufficient controls on

the flares," Petitioners fail to acknowledge the remainder ofthe Illinois EPA's discussion

specifying the changes and the reasons for the changes to the draft permit in the body of

the Responsiveness Summary. See, Petition at page 8, citing Petitioners' Exhibit 6,

Response to Comment No.25. In all likelihood this is because Petitioners have difficulty

refuting that an all-encompassing reading of the R esponsiveness Summary comports wrth

40 c.F.R. 9124.17.

Equally important, Petitioners neglect to cite any legal authority supporting an

argument that the Illinois EPA may not specify changes to the draft permit, together with

accompanying reasons, in the general body of the response to comments. In fact, the

regulations weigh strongly against such an argument. Section 124.17(a) does not require

a precise format in which changes between the draft permit and the final permit shall be

specified by the permitting authority, but merely requires that such changes be specified

within the response to comments. Had the Board deemed it necessary for a permitting

authority to satisfy this requirement through the use ofa precise format delineating how

the changes to the draft permit were to be specified in the response to comments,

requirements in Part 124 would likely have been promulgated to that clear effect.

There is very limited Board caselaw in this area. However, it is clear from Part

124 that no fixed requirement exists for the manner in which changes between the draft

and the fina1 permit are to be specified. Prior Board rulings suggest that the response to

comments document need only identifu any additional permit conditions included in the

response to comments {emphasis added},1n re Midwest Steel Division, National Steel
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Corporation,3 E.A.D. 835, _, fn. 2 (EAB 1992), or documenl the changes to the draft

permit {emphasis added}. /n re Dominion Energy Brayton Point, LLC, 128.A.D.490,

533 (EAB 2006). No particular manner of identification or documentation has been

required by the Board.l3

The Illinois EPA must concede that the Responsiveness Summary did

not contain a list ofsignificant changes between the draft permit and the final Permit. As

it happened, a review of the dra.ft permit and final Permit had been rurdertaken by the

Illinois EPA's technical staff in advance of permit issuance. After reviewing both

documents, the Illinois EPA concluded that one significant change had taken place

between the draft and final Permit, the inclusion of various work practices to minimize

ernissions from the flares at the Delayed Coker Unit and the Hydrogen Plant.t4 linois

EPA technical staff seriousiy contemplated whether to create a "list" for this one

significant change between the draft and final Permit in the -R esponsiveness Summarybtt

chose not to based on its understanding of the term "lisf' to denote muitiple items. The

tt While determining the extent to which the permitting authority must respond to comments in
NE Hub Partners, the EAB recognized that the applicable regulation, 40 C.F.R. $ D4n@)Q),
"call[ed] for brevity" in said response. In re NE Hub Partners, L.P.,7 E.A.D. 561, 583 (EAB
1998), citing In re Hoechst Celanese Corp.,2FA.D.735,739, fn. 7 (Adm'r 1989) ("[o]nce the
Agency has reached a reasonable and legally proper permit decision based on the administrative
record, it need not provide detailed findings and conclusions, but instead must reply to all
significant comments . . . as required by 40 CFR $ 124.17"). Based, in large part, on the
language of 40 C.F.R. $ 124.17(a)(2), the EAB found that the 'tesponse to comments succinctly
addressed the essence ofeach issue raised by Petitioners". In light ofanalogous EAB rulings on
the manner for accessing the suilciency of the res?onse to comments and, to tiat end, some
discretion should be afforded to a permitting authority in effectuating the procedural requirements
of 40 C.F.R. $ 124.17.

la See, footnote 12, supra.

The Illinois EPA is prepared to offer, as needed, affidavits of various representatives of the
Illinois EPA's technical staff to verii/ the factual assertions set forth in both the Statement of
Facts and Argument sections of this Response to Petition.
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Illinois EPA's reasoning is ciearly aligned with the meaning tlpically afforded to the

word "list". When given its plain and ordinary meaning, the term means "a record

consisting ofa series of names, words, or the like; a number of names ofpersons or

things set down one aller another; a roll; a registel a cat^log;' The Webster Reference

Dictionary of the English Language 557 (1983 Edition, 1983).rs

The Illinois EPA's conclusion that only one significant change between the

draft permit and the final Permit had occurred and thus, did not require the inclusion ofa

list specifiiing this change was reached in good faith. Again, this is underscored by the

Illinois EPA's scrutiny of public comments as indicated by its discussion of the changes

and the reasons for the changes between the draft permit and the final Permit.

Petitioners' Exhibit 6, Response to Comment Nos 24, 25, 28, 58, 64, 65, 66, 68, 70, 71,

72, 73, 74, 75, 78, 79, and 84. These discussions highlight the fact that the Illinois EPA

did not intend to offend either the letter or spirit of the Part 124 regulations.

The lllinois EPA nonetheless recognizes that its decision to not provide a list in

the Responsiveness Summary may not pass as harmless error. A review of the Board's

past rulings reveals the sigrificant role an identification ofthe changes and a discussion

of the reasons for the changes between the draft permit and the final permit plays in the

appeal process. See, In re Midwest Steel Division, National Steel Corporation, 3 E.A.D.

835, _, fir. 2 (EAB 1992); see also, Inre Dominion Energy Brayton Point, LLC, 12

E.A.D. 490, 533 (EAB 2006). These rulings particularly emphasize the need to ensure

'' rNhlTe Black's Law Dictionary, not surprisingly, interprets the definition of"list" in the legal
arena, its approach likewise suggests a register of multiple iterns. Black's Law Dictionary 932 (6-
ed., 1990). (List means a "docket or calendar ofcases ready for tdal or argument, or of motions
ready for hearing. Entering in an official list or schedule; as, to list property for taxation, to put
into a list or catalogue, to register, to list a property with a real estate broker. Official registry of
voters.").
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that the public has an 'bpportunity to adequately prepare a petition for review and that

any changes in the draft permit are subject to effective review ." In re Indeck-Elwood,

LLC, PSD Appeal No. 03-04, slip opinion at 29 @AB, September 27 ,2006),13 E.A.D.

_, citing In re City of Marlborough, Mass. Easterly lfastewater Treatment Facility,

NPDES AppealNo. 04-13, (EAB, August 11,2005) 12 E.A.D. . The Illinois EPA

respectfully maintains that its decision to not "list ' the additional work practices to

minimize flaring events between the draft and final Permit is not patently offensive to the

applicable Part 124 regulations or the underpirmings of the Board's past rulings. This is

particularly true in light ofthe Illinois EPA's discussion of the changes and the reasons

for the change between the draft permit and final Permit. Petitioners' Exhibit 6,

Response to Comment Nos. 24, 25, 28, 58,64,65,66,68,70, 71,72,73,74,75,78,79,

and 84.

Finally, Petitioners contend that the draft permit was so inadequate that it

purportedly impacted the public's ability to "inform the agency's decision making" and

the Illinois EPA's subsequent inclusion of conditions in response to public comments will

ailegedly allow these conditions to go unscrutinized. Aside from being unsupported by

details, Petitioners' argument completely ignores the Responsiveness Summary and pior

decisions by the EAB conceming those issues that may be raised on appeal. See,

Petitioners' Exhibit 6, Response to Comment No. 2J (BACT for CO was determined

based on work practices to minimize CO emissions consistent with the approach

generally taken in the permit); see also, In re Avon Custom Mixing Services, Inc-, lO

E.A.D. 700, 705 (EAB 2002) (the EAB demands that a petitioner, in identifying its

objections to a permit, make its allegations both "specific and substantiated," especially
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where the objection involves the 'technical judgrnents" of the permit auttrority). A

petitioner seeking review must demonstrate that the issues and./or arguments supporting

its position were raised, either by the petitioner or another commenter, during the public

comment period. See, 4O C.F.R. $124.19; In re Kend.all New Century Development, ll

E.A.D. 40, 46 (EAB 2003); In re Avon Custom Mixing Semices, Inc., lO E.A.D. 700,

704-705 (EAB 2002). Alternatively, a petitioner may plead that the issue for which

review is sought was not "reasonably ascertainable" during the public comment period.

In re Encogen Cogeneration Faciliry, I E.A.D. 244,250, fn. 8 (EAB 1999), citing In re

Keystone Cogeneration Systems, 3 E.A.D. 766 (EAB 1992). Thus, the Board's

procedural rules allow the pubiic to scrutinize the permit either during the public

comment period or, in the event of subsequent changes to the permit in response to

comments, on appeal. As designed by the Board's procedural rules, this Permit has been

scrutinized both during the public comment period and, for those changes that took place

in response to public comments, the public has had an opportunity to scrutinize these

changes on appeal. For all the reasons set forth herein, the Illinois EPA respectfully

requests that the EAB deny review ofthis issue sought by Petitioners in this appeal.

C. The lllinois EPA Anpropriatelv Identified BACT for the Flare.

Petitioners charge that the Illinois EPA did not perform a'lop-down BACT

analysis to set a technology-based permit limit on CO emissions from the flares" and

thus, failed to assess the appropriate control options to identify BACT for the new flares

at the Delayed Coker Unit and Hydrogen Plant. See, Petition at pages 12-17. Petitioners

go on to speculate that the Illinois EPA's failure to conduct a top-down BACT analysis is

the very reason why ConocoPhillips' emission limit for CO, based on unidentified
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"exhapolations" is "higher than the CO emissions from all of the flares" at another

refinery, the Shell Martinez facility in Californi a. See, Petition at page 15. ln +he

following subsection, Petitioners continue their argument by asserting that the Illinois

EPA's inclusion of flming conditions at Petitioners' suggestion was not adequate based,

in large part, on inadequate information before the Illinois EPA. See, Petition at pages

17-21. Petitioners again conclude that these deficiencies resulted in higher limits than

those actually achievable for the new flares. See, Petition at page 18. Both prongs to

Petitioners' af,gument must fail on procedural and substantive gtounds.

1. The Illinois EPA's BACT Analysis Complied with the Clean Air Act and
Associated Regulations.

As framed by the caption of its argument in the Petition, Petitioners claim that the

Illinois EPA failed to engage in an appropriate BACT analysis. At other points in their

argument, Petitioners level a broader attack by alleging that the Illinois EPA had

concluded that a "BACT analysis and limilsetting is generally inappropriate in

addressing non-routine upset evants." Petition at page 16. Petitioners' charge has not

been preserved for appeal as Petitioners failed to raise it during the public comment

period. To the extent that the EAB wishes to reach the merits of the issue, the

Administrative Record provides ample support that the Illinois EPA performed a

reasoned BACT determination of CO emissions from flaring events. In such a scenario,

the EAB may appropriately deny review of this issue.

a. Petitionerst issue was not raised during the public review process.

Petitioners' issue is presented for the first time on appeal. Petitioners claim that

the Illinois EPA failed to conducl a top-down BACT analysis without any mention of, or

citation to, the relevant portions of the Administrative Record demonstrating that the
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issue was raised during public comment or at the public hearing. Instead ofidentifying

specific comments, Petitioners point to a multitude of references in public cornments

wherein the Petitioners purportedly cited to existing control technologies and existing

standards that the Illinois/ailed to consider as a part of its BACT analysis. See, Petition

at pages I3- 16- As it happened, these references were made by Petitioners while

evaluating the BACT analysis performed by the Illinois EPA.

As a general rule, the EAB requires a petitioner to demonstrate that objections

raised on appeal were specifically raised during the public comment period or at the

public hearing. See, In re Sumas Energlt 2 Generation Facility, PSD Appeal No. 05-03,

slip opinion at 8 (EAB, May 27 ,2005); see also, In re Maui Electric Company, 8 E.A.D.

l, 8-9 (EAB 1998). This showing is a logical outgrowth of the EAB's requirement that

persons "must raise all reasonably ascertainable issues and submit all reasonably

available arguments supporting their fositions" by the end of the public review process.

See 40 C.F.R. $124.13; see also,In re Rockgen Energy Center, 8 E.A.D. 536, 540 (EAB

1999). As the EAB has found, the purpose of this requirement is:

to ensure that the permitting authority * * * has the first opportunity to address
any objections to the permit, and that the permit process will have some finality.
See l,In rel Encogen fCogmeration Facility, PSD Appeal Nos.98-22 to -24,1 slip
op. at 8 [(EAB, Mar.26, 1999)],8 E.A.D- [249-50] ("The effective, efficient, and
predictable administration of the permitting process demands that the permit
issuer be given the opportunity to address potential problems with draft permits
before they become final.'). "'In this manner, the permit issuer can make timely
and appropriate adjustments to the permit determination, or ifno adjustrnents are
made, the permit issuer can include an explanation ofwhy none are necessary. "'
In re Essex County Q,{.J.) Resource Recovery Facility,5 E.A.D. 218,224 (EAB
7994) (ryoting In re Union County Resource Recovery FaciliQ,, 3 E.A.D. 455,
4s6 (Adm'r 1990)).

In re Sutter Power Plant, 8 E .A.B.680, 687 (EAB 1999). Moreover,
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[w]hile it is appropriate to hold permitting authorities accountable for a ful1 and
meaningful response to concems fairly raised in public comments, such
authorities are not expected to be prescient in their understanding of* * *

imprecise comments * t' * . "At a minimum, commenters must present issues
with sufficient specificity to apprise the permit issuing authority ofthe issues
being raised. Absent such specificity, the permit issuer cannot meaningfully
response to cornments."

Sutter, slipop. at 19 (quotingfu re RockGen Energy Center, S E.A.D. at 694
(EAB 1999)).

. . . We have often denied review of specific issues that were raised in a general
marurer during the public comment peiod. See In re Florida Pulp & Paper
ass'n., 6 E.A.D. 49, 54 - 55 (EAB 1995) (comment regarding sludge testing being
unnecessary is not sufficient to preserve for appeal the question oflegal authority
to require sludge testing);.ftr re Pollution Control Indus. of Incl.., lnc.,4 E.A.D.
162, 166-69 (EAB 1992) (comments on two aspects of testing requirement in
permit are not suflicient to raise, on appeal, general objection to any testing
requirement; see also Maui,8 E.A.D. at 1l-12 (comments raising general issue of
whether particular fuel is available from fuel suppliers not sufficient to preserve
objection raised on appeal that permit issuer had found this fuel to be available in
recent permit decision).

In re Steel Dynamics, Inc. 9 E.A.D. 165,229 - 231 (EAB 2000).

The Illinois EPA responded to comments about the BACT analysis it performed,

particularly, in the context ofthe Illinois EPA's consideration of existing control

technologies, existing standards and control measures employed at existing refineries.t6

None of the comments that accomDanv those issues dealt with concems relatins to the

'o See, Petitioners' Exhibit 2, attached Technical Analysis ofJulia May, page 10 ('The
application failed to provide the necessary analysis on available methods including but not
limited to installing sufficient compressor and backup compressor capacity to rigorously prevent
and minimize entire flaring events and thus achieve maximum controls and lowest emissions
Ilom flaring"); see also, Id., page /.1 flilhile commenting on the Project Summary's statement
that the BACT analysis requires a consideration ofthe most stringent technologies available,
Petitioners cofirmented that "this PSD review for CO emissions failed to evaluate the most
stringent technologies available. . ."); see also, Id., page 15 (commenting that flare emissions had
not been separately provided making it impossible to determine "what, ifany, flare emissions
have been calculated for the CORE project firr BACT and LAER for flare CO and VOM
emissions."); sea also, Id., page 16 (commenting that "[n]on-assisted flares should not be
considered to meet BACT requirements"); see also, Id., pages 16- 17 (suggesting there were
atleast six established methods to prevent flaring emissions that were not considered in the BACT
analvsis).
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Illinois EPA's failure to perform an appropriate BACT analysis, itself. In doing so,

Petitioners arguably try to challenge a different aspect ofthe BACT evaluation than that

addressed by those comments. See, In re Kendall New Century Development, 11 E.A.D.

40, 55 (EAB 2OO3), citing In re RockGen Energt Center, 8 E.A.D. 536, 544-545 (EAB

1999). As such, it is not surprising that there is no affirmative discussion by the Illinois

EPA in the Responsiveness Summary that ithad, in fact, performed a BACT aaalysis of

CO emissions from flaring events. Accord, In re Steel Dynamics, Inc.9 E.A.D. 165,229

- 231 (EAB 2000).17

Moreover, to the extent that the requirement to perform a BACT analysis is the

core eiement to a PSD review, Petitioners should have been expected to raise such issue

relating to the draft permit during the public comment period. If somehow issues relating

to the Illinois EPA's alleged failure to perform a top-down BACT analysis were not

reasonably ascertainable at the time of public comment, then Petitioners failed to make

that showing in their Petition. For these reasons, the EAB should deny review of the

Illinois EPA's purported failure to perform a top-down BACT analysis on the basis that it

was not preserved for appeal.

b. Petitioner has failed to demonstrate that the Illinois EPA did not perform
an appropriate BACT analysis, and that the BACT analysis performed
by the lllinois EPA was clearly erroneous or otherwise warrants review.

The circumstances do not warrant a finding ofclear error on this issue, rather the

BACT conditions set by the Permit reflect considered judgnent by the Illinois EPA and

" See al.so, In re Steel Dynamics,lnc. 9 E.A.D. 165, 235 (EAB 2000), citing In re Florida Pulp
& Paper ass'n., 6 E.A.D. 49, 54 - 55 (EAB 1995) (comment regarding one aspect of sludge
testing required by permit is not sufficient to preserve for appeal the general question ofauthority
to require any sludge testing); see also, In re Pollution Control Board Indus. of Ind.,Inc., 4
E.A.D. 162, 166 - 169 (EAB 1992) (comments on two aspects of testing requirement in permit
are not sufficient to ruise, on appeal, general objection to any testlng requirement).
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are "rational in light ofall the information in the record, including the conflicting

opinions." See, Inre Steel Dynamics Inc,9 E.A.D. 165, 180, fu. 16 (EAB 2000),

quoting, In re NE Hub Partners, L.P.,7 E.A.D. 561, 568 (EAB 1998). In this case, the

Illinois EPA's BACT analysis was predicated upon the relevant materials in the

Administrative Record, including information contained within ConocoPhillips' permit

application, a review of applicable regulations to minimize flaring emissions in other

jurisdictions and an examination of technical information by the Illinois EPA's permit

staff. Alter a thorough and considered analysis, the Illinois EPA concluded that a multi-

faceted approach, including operation in accordance with federal emission standards for

flaring, particularly, requirements for equipment design specification and work practices,

additional work practices to prevent and minimize flaring of CO emissions, and a ton per

year liming on CO emissions constiluted BACT.

i. The Administrative Record clearly demonstrates that the
Illinois EPA performed an appropriate BACT analysis.

A BACT analysis is a case-by-case evaluation that ultimately arrives at a best

control technology and a corresponding performance level for a particular source. 1n re

Three Mountain Power, LLC,10 E.A.D. 39,47 (EAB 2OO2); see also, Respontlent's

Exhibit 7, at page 8.23. ln evaluating a chosen level ofperformance, the frequently used

'top-down' methodology ofthe BACT analysis usually will reflect factors that are

considered appropriate for the particular source. ft re Three Mountain Power, LLC,10

E.A.D. at 47, citingln re CertainTeed Corporation, 1 E.A.D. 143,747 (Adm'r

l982XBACT determinations are "tailor-made for each pollutant emitting facility'').

Tlpically, these considerations take the form of "manufacturers' data, engineering

estimates and the experience ofother sources." Respondent's Exhibit 7 at page 8.24.
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While permit authorities commonly look to recent permits for comparable sources and

are "guided by nationwide trends in air pollution control efliciency, the BACT analysis

is, at its core, a source-specific exercise." 1z re BP Cherry Point, L2E.A.D. 209,231

(EAB 2005). And although it may be presumed that a source can achieve the same

emissions rate as another sourcq differences between them mayjustify an alternative

result. ,lee, Respondent's Exhibit 7 at page 8.24.

The BACT analysis involves a weighing of factors and not a mechanical selection

of the most-stringent performance level on record. Moreover, the selection of BACT

permit limits are not "necessarily a direct translation of the lowest emissions rate that has

been achieved by a particular technology at another facility." In re Cardinal FG

Company, 12 E.A.D. 153, 170 (EAB 2005), citing In re Steel Dynamics, Inc.,9E.A.D.

165, 188 (EAB 2000)(chosen BACT 1evel ofperformance does "not necessarily reflect

the highest possible control efliciencies"). Petitioners do not generally oppose the

inclusion of flare control measures to minimize CO emissions in the final Permit as

previously suggested by Petitioners in public cofiment, but, rather, contend that, in the

first place, the Illinois EPA did not perform a BACT analysis.

A review of the Administrative Record shows the thorough BACT aaalysis

performed by the Illinois EPA; in fact, the Illinois EPA's basis for including flare control

measures to minimize CO emissions is supported by facts that me facially evident from

the Administrative Record. First, considering the Illinois EPA's review of application

materials, ConocoPhillips discussed the lack of "technically feasible CO control options

for the two new flares" but concluded it was still "necessary to evaluate BACT emission
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limits for CO."18 Respondent's Exhibit 6, page 7-9. In the RACTBACT/LAER

Clearinghouse (.'RBLC') database, ConocoPhillips found that "[a]ll but one ofthe BACT

emission limits . . . establish only pound per hour and ton per year limits" concluding that

these limits were not necessarily transferable to other units. ,Id. As a result,

ConocoPhillips proposed a CO emission limit of 0.37 lbs/MMBtu for the new flares. 1d.

During its own review ofthe RBLC database, the Illinois EPA found four recent

BACT determinations for control of C0 emissions from refinery flares. However, none

required the use ofan add-on CO control technology or methodology. Jee,

ConocoPhillips' Exhibit 2, page 13. In the initial portion of its analysis, the Illinois EPA

found that:

Due to the inherent desigr ofa flare (i.e., the pilot gas exhaust does not pass
through a duct or stack), it is not possible to use any post-combustion air pollutant
control devices. Furthermore, no process changes that would reduce the CO
emissions exist. Since the flares serve as VOM control devices in an 8-hour
ozone non-attainment area, tleir operation is necessary. Therefore, no CO control
technologies exist for the new flares.

1d. Despite this initial conclusion with respect to add-on control technology, the Illinois

EPA rejected ConocoPhillips' proposed BACT limit, 0.37 lbs/mmBtu, because it was a

USEPA emission factor and would provide far less scrutiny than a "more traditional

emission limit." Petitioners' Exhibit 6, Response to Comment No.24. Recogrrizing that

the CO emission limit for the Delayed Coker Unit Flare and the Hydrogen Plant Flare

t8 In fact, Petitioners appeared to concede this very point in public comments when citing to
conclusions of the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality finding that "an accurate
emissions inventory must be developed first in order to identifu and develop control options for
refinery flare emissions. . ." Petitioners ' Exhibit 2, attached Technical Analysis of Julia May,
page 23, citing TCEQ Master Control Strategr Lisl, Point Sources, page 5,91712005, attached as
Exhibit O http:w'wrlr.nctcog.org/tranVair/sip/future/listVTCEQ-Point%20SourceYo20List.pdf; see
also, Petitioners' Exhibit 6, Resnonse to Comment No. 74.
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should not only be expressed as an emission limit but should reflect proper flare

operations, the Illinois EPA incorporated specific work practices in the draft permit to

minimize flaring emissions. Petitioners' Exhibit 6, Response to Comment Nos. 24 and 25.

During the public comment period, Petitioners concured with the Illinois EPA's

rejection ofconocoPhillips' proposed emission limit, but rebuffed what they perceived to

be limited work practices in the draft permit. See, Petitioners' Exhibit 6, Response to

Comments No.25; see also, Petition at page 13,fn.8. Petitioners requested that the

Illinois EPA incorporate in the final Permit the tectlr:rology and operations put in place at

otler refineries to prevent and minimize flaring emissions. Petitionefs' Exhibit 2,

attached Technical Analysis of Julia May, page 12. Petitioners concluded that preventing

or minimizing gases burned in flaring events "is the best method" to prevent VOM, CO

and CO2 emissions. .Id.

With further particularity in public comment, Petitioners suggested there were

numerous established methods to prev€nt flaring emissions, such as: "(l) adding

sufficient compressor capacity . . .; (2) installing backup compressors. . . ; (3) slowing

vessel depressurization . . .; (4) permanently fixrng equipment that repeatedly

malfirnctions . . .; (5) desiping thicker process vessel walls to increase allowable

pressures . . .; and (6) setting in place detailed procedures to diagnose and eliminate

urmecessary flaring." Petitioners' Exhibit 2, attached Technical Analysis ofJulia May,

pages I 6 - I 7; see also Petitioners ' Exhibit 6, Response to Comment No. 64. Petitioners

also criticized the draft permit for failing to include "rigorous flare monitoring, root cause

analysis of flaring and a flare minimization plan" within its requirements. Id. at page 22.
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Evidence from the Administrative Record provides ample support that the Illinois

EPA's permit decision results from a proper exercise of its technical judgment.

Faced with the difficult task of performing a BACT analysis that eliminates or

minimizes emissions from process upsets and safety reliefvalves (i.e., flares) that

tlpically dispose of flammable process gas that can not be recovered, and after

thoroughly considering public comments on the matter, the Illinois EPA developed what

is now a multi-faceted approach to BACT to comprehensively address CO emissions

from the flares. See, Petitioners' Exhibit I , Unit-Specific Condition 4.7.I .

First, the flares must generally be operated in accordance with the equipment

design specifications and work practices as set forth in the applicable federal emissions

standards for flaring, particularly the New Source Performance Standards (NSPS) for

Petroleum Refineries, 40 CFR Part 60, Subpart J. Petitioners' Exhibit I, Unit-Specific

Conditions 4.7.1 and 4.7.3(b); see also, Petitioners' Exhibit 6, Response to Comment No.

79; see also, ConocoPhillips' Exhibit 2, page 1-3. For instance, ConocoPhillips must

comply with measues delineated in 40 CER $ 60.18 (i.e., a flame must be present at all

times during operalion ofthe flare). See, Petitioners' Exhibil 1, Unil Specific Condition

4.7.3(c); see also, ConocoPhillips' Exhibit 2, page 73 ("gaseous fuels meeting the

requirements of40 CFR 60.104(a)(1) and process upset gases (as defined in 40 CFR

60.101(e)) shall be the only gases combusted in the affected units.'). The federal

requirements ensure that the orgaaic constituents in waste gas are effectively destructed

and, effective combustion occurs relative to generation ofCO emissions. Petitioners'

Exhibit 6, Response to Comment Nos. 76 and 79 (the permit also requires appropriate

monitoring and recordkeeping in order to verify waste gas flow and composition).
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Second and mote specifically in response to Petitioners' comments, the Illinois

EPA generally included Petitioners' suggested approaches to eliminate and reduce flaring

emissions similar to the measures specified by the BAAQMD.Ie See, Petitioners' Exhibit

6, Response to Comment Nos. 64 and 68. In making its permitting decision, the Illinois

EPA "closely reviewed" the Flare Minimization Plan put together by Shell Martinez of

which the prominent feature is the use of redundant waste gas compressors. See,

Petitioners' Exhibit 6, Response to Comment Nos. 70 and 71. Based, in large part, on

this review, the Illinois EPA included as a component of BACT, a waste gas recovery

systern with redundant compressor capacity for the Delayed Coking Unit. This system

ensures sufficient capacity exists to handle 100 percent of the routine flow ofwaste gas

generated from operation ofthe Delayed Coking Unit to the fuel recovery system.

Petitioners' Exhibit 1, Unit-Specific Condition 4.7.S(a)(iii); see also, Petitioners' Exhibit

6, Response to Comment Nos. 71, 78 and 84. In fact, the required redundant compressor

capacity has the capability to cover startup and shutdown events and times 'bhen one

compressot is not in service, as may occur with routine preventative maintenance of

compressots."2o Petitioners ' Exhibit 6, Response to Comment No. 7l.

't Ho*err.r, due to operational concems, the Illinois EPA did not include the requirement for the
constrxction of stronger process vessels. See, Petitioners' Exhibit 6, Response to Comment No.
6l (stronger process vessels would necessitate the operation ofprocess vessels at higher
pressures). Petitione(s did not appeal the Illinois EPA's conclusion that stronger process vessels
were not waranted given that such vessels would require the operation ofprocess vessels at
increased pressures.

to Petitioners previously recogmzed that increased compressor capacity enables greater flare gas
recovery possibly eliminating the need for flaring episodes. Due to its ability to recover valuable
gas, increased compressor capacity is becoming increasingly popular. Petitioners ' Exhibit 2 ,
attached Technical Analysis ofJulia May, pages l7 md 21- No requirements were included for
redundant waste gas compressors at the new Hydrogen Plant because it "does not handle a waste
gas that is suitable for recovery for use in the refmery fuel gas system." Petitioners' Exhibit 6,
ResDonse to Comment No. 65.
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Third, any flaring ftom the Delayed Coker Unit and the Hydrogen Plaat are

further minimized by the operation and maintenance of said units in aocordance with a

Flare Minimization Plan built into the permit in response to comments. Petitioners'

Exhibit I, Unit-Specific Condition 4.7.5(a)(v); see also, Petitionefs' Exhibit 6, Response

to Comment No. 78. Fourth, and as a result of the Illinois EPA's BACT analysis, as well,

the Permittee shall perform a root-cause analysis for significant hydrocarbon flaring

incidents. Petitioners' Exhibit 1 , Unit-Specific Condition 4.7.S(a)(vi); see also,

Petitioners' Exhibit 6, Response to Comment No. 72. Fifth, the Permit requires

"continuous monitoring to identify when waste gases are flared", including:

monitoring or instrumentation to reasonably determine the amount of gas that is
flared, requirements for sampling and analysis ofwaste gas or maintenance of
records for the composition ofthe gas, and requirements for monitoring or records
related to fuel usage for the pilot and venting ofpurge gas to the flare.

Petitioners' Exhibit 6, Response to Comment No. 73; see also, Petitioners' Exhibit 6,

Response to Comment No. 74.

Finally, Unit Specific Condition 4.7.6-1(a) limits CO emissions from the Delayed

Coker Unit Flareto 24.3 tpy and limits CO emissions from the Hydrogen Plant including

the new flare to 747 .9 tpy.2t Pefitioners' Exhibit 1, IJnit-Specific Condition a.7.6-1(a).

Compliance with these armual limits is to be determined by ConocoPhillips from a

running total of 12 months of data. Id.

Due to the inherent challenge of the BACT analysis, the Illinois EPA found it

appropriate to more fully consider its analysis in the context of what the USEPA recently

deemed appropriate control measures for flaring. See, Consent Decree entered in Uniterl

2r Annual emissions ofCO from the Hydrogen Plant Flare are expected to be no more than 36.2
tons. Petitioners' Ethibit 6. Resoonse to Comment No. 27.
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States of America and the States of lllinois", Louisiana and New Jersey, Commonwealth

of Pennsylvania and the Northwest Clean Air Agmcy v. ConocoPhillips Company, C:ril

Action No. H-05-0258 (S.D. Tex. December 5, 2005). Relying upon the federal decree,

the Illinois EPA conciuded:

The BACT/LAER evaluations for the proposed project for flaring was made
based on the features in the design ofthe new Delayed Coker Unit that will act to
minimize flaring and in the context of existing requirements that address flaring at
the Wood River refinery. In particular, the Consent Decree also includes
requirements related to hydrocarbon flaring events, as is relevant to emissions of
CO and VOM from flaring. The cause ofsigrrificant hydrocarbon flaring
incidents must be investigated, including performance of root cause analyses,
steps must be taken to correct the conditions that cause such incidents, and the
number and extent of such incidents must be minimized. Detailed reporting is
also required for these incidents. Provisions have been included in the issued
permit that make similm requirement applicable for the new flares that would be
installed with the proposed project.

Petitioners' Exhibit 6, Response to Comment No.2B. As the above discussion makes

evident, the Illinois EPA's BACT analysis (and the provisions uitimately adopted) for

CO emissions from flaring events is similar to the approach adopted by the USEPA for

existing flares at this and related refineries. See, Petitioners' Exhibit 6, Response to

Comment Nos. 28. 78. and 99.

In sum, the inclusion ofrequirements for equipment design specifications and

work practices in accordance with the NSPS; a waste gas recovery system with redundant

compressor capacity; the preparation and implementation of a Flare Minimization Plan;

the performance ofroot cause analysis for significant hydrocarbon flaring incidents; and

continuous monitoring for flaring all assure that the CO emissions will be appropriately

limited during the course of the year. Furthermore, the emission limits for CO emissions

" While the State of Illinois was a party to this action through the Illinois Attomey General's
Office, the Illinois EPA did not participate in this proceeding.
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from the Delayed Coker Unit Flare and the Hydrogen Plant including the flare is within

the scope of the BACT determination for the flares. That is, the Permit establishes

BACT for all modes ofoperation, not only work practices and operational standards but

through emission limits. If extended flaring would occur, the Permittee would not be

excused from any ofthese BACT requirements.

Thus, the Administrative Record clearly demonstrates that the Illinois EPA

properly reviewed the BACT analysis prepared by ConocoPhillips and considered

additional measures to minimize CO emissions from flaring events consistent with

Petitioners' public comments. In fact, this multi-faceted approach to BACT adopted by

the Illinois EPA included many elements made at Petitioners' behest. Thus, the Illinois

EPA's BACT analysis reflects considered judgment and is'?ational in light of all the

information in the record, including the conflicting opinions." See, In re Steel Dynamics

Inc, 9 E.A.D. 165, 180, fu. 16 (EAB 2000), quoting, In re NE Hub Partners, L.P., 7

E.A.D. 561, 568 (EAB 1998) . Petitioners' arguments contradict tlre weight of previous

Board decisions concluding that issues that are technical in nature are largely left to the

discretion of the permitting authority. See, In re Peabody Western Coal Company, PSD

Appeal No. 04-01 (EAB, February 18, 2005), citing In re Carlota Copper Co., NPDES

Appeal Nos. 00-23 & 02-06, slip op. at 22 (EAB, Sept. 30,2004), I 1 E.A.D. _; see

also, In re NE Hub Partners, L.P.,7 E.A.D.561 (EAB 1998).

ii. Petitioners fail to show that the lllinois EPA's BACT analysis
was clearly erroneous or otherwise warrant review.

Despite the Illinois EPA's inclusion of most control measures recommended by

Petitioners during public comment in the final Permit, Petitioners repeat these comments

in the Petition as if the Illinois EPA did not both thoroughly consider and include these
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measures in the final Permit. Petition at pages 14- 15. Itisnot suf{icient for the

petitioner to simply repeat objections previously articulated during the public comment

period. See, In re Knauf Fiber Glass, GMBH, 9 E.A.D. i, 5 (EAB 2000). "In order to

establish that review of a permit is warranted, $ 1 24. 19(a) requires a petitioner to both

state the objections to the permit that are being raised for review, and to explain why the

permit decision maker's previous response to those objections (i.e., the decision maker's

basis for the decision) is clearly erroneous or otlerwise warrants review." 1z re

Cornmonwealth Chesapeake Corp., 6 E.A.D. 764,769 (EAB 1997) citing, Inre Puerto

Rico Electric Power Authority,6 E.A.D. 253,255 (EAB 1995); ft re Genesee Power

Station L.P.,4 E.A.D. 832, 866 (EAB 1993). Petitioners have failed to supply any reason

for the Board to deem the Illinois EPA's response inadequate. By failing to provide such

an explanation, the Petitioner has failed to demonstrate the merits of obtaining

administrative review. 1z re Zion Energy, L.L.C.,9 E.A.D. 701 (EAB 2001).

Nothing presented by the Petitioners in their argument on appeal refutes the

Illinois EPA's position identifred in the Administrative Record. Rather, Petitioners

essentially cite verbatim the comments raised during the public comment period in their

Petition for Review. In fact, Petitioners acknowledge as much in their petition stating

"[i]n their Comments, Petitioners alerted IEPA to existing control technologies that IEPA

should have evaluated." Pelition at page 14. In both documents, Petitioners state that

additional methods exist to reduce flaring events such as "(I) adding sufficient

compressor capacity, (2) installing backup compressors, (3) slowing vessel

depressurization, (4) permanently fixing equipment that chronically malfunctions and

causes unnecessary 'emergency' {laring, (5) designing thicker process vessel walls to
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increase allowable pressures, and (6) setting in place detailed and extensive diagrostic

procedures." Petition at pages 14 - I5; see also, Petitioners' Exhibit 2, attached

Technical Analysis of Julia May, pages 16 - 17; see also Petitioners' Exhibit 6, Response

to Comment No. d4. Further, in both, Petitioners voice concems that the Illinois EPA

gave no consideration to the methods employed by the Shell refinery in Martinez,

Califomia to reduce flaring events and emissions fiom this refinery. See, Petition at page

15; see also, Petitioners' Exhibit 6, Response to Comment Nos. 70 and 21. Nowhere in

the Petition until a passing reference to the Illinois EPA's failure to obtain data about CO

ernissions from the Shell Martinez refinery is there aa articulated basis for their mgument

in support of review. In the absence of a rationale, Petitioners at most merely restated the

issue that was raised in the proceedings below and therefore fail to satisfy the EAB's

procedural requirements for obtaining review. See, In re Kendall New Century

Development, 1 1 E.A.D. 40, 46 (EAB 2003). Moreover, any insinuation by Petitioners

that the Illinois EPA failed to thoroughly consider such comments has been refuted by the

Administrative Record which supports the proper review given to the corffnents and, in a

number ofinstances, their inciusion as permit conditions.

Concerning Petitioners' statement that the Illinois EPA failed to obtain data about

CO emissions from the Shell Martinez refinery, this allegation does not begin to address

the merits of the Illinois EPA's BACT analysis, particularly as the information provided

by comments did not provide any data relating the levels of flaring that would occur to

the various types of control measures for flaring as recommended by the Petitioners. See,

Petition at page 15. Nor is the Illinois EPA under an obligation to gather additional

information for inclusion in the Administrative Record. A permitting authority is not
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required to document every potential source of information about a suggested technology

in the response to comments.ln re NE Nub Partners, L.P.,7 E.A.D. 56i, 581, 583 (EAB

1990) (responsiveness summary does not require detailed findings and conclusions,

rather must merely demonstrate that all significant comments were considered). The

Board has previously considered this issue concluding that "simply because the permit

issuer may not have identified, documented, or consulted every single potential source of

information about the technologies in question does not mean, as Petitioner implies, that

the resulting permit determination is defective, or that the rejection of the [text omitted]

technologies in question was not adequately justified. It is enough if the record as a whole

reflects a reasoned analysis of current information about potentially available

technologies." 1z re MecHenburg Cogmeration Limited Partnership Clarksville, VA,3

8.4.D.492 (Adm'r 1990). Based upon a fair reading of the Administrative Record, the

Petitioners fail to show the Illinois EPA's decision was clearly erroneous or otherwise

warrants review. Accordingly, the Board should deny review ofthis issue as the lllinois

EPA conducted a reasoned analysis ofthe methods employed by the Shell Martinez

refrnery and properly considered public comments.

Further, the Administrative Record is devoid of such information. Petitioners'

suggestion that it provided information during public comment that "other flare

emissions" (i.e., VOM emissions) are "an order of magnitude lower than what is being

permitted in the CORE Project" and point to crude "extrapolations " that the "CO limit

set in the final CORE Project permit for the two new flares is higher than the CO

emissions from al1 of the flares at the entire Shell Martinez facility''in support of such

assertion is effrontery. Petition at page 15. The first problem facing Petitioners is their
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failure to present data during public comment on CO emissions from flares at the Shell

Martinez refinery.z3 Petitioners were obligated to submit "all reasonably available

arguments" supporting their position on a given issue by the close of the public comment

peiod. See,40 C.F.R. $124.13. The aforementioned representations are being offered

for the first time on appeal as supporting argument to this issue, however, Petitioners

have not demonstrated that the information was part of the public cofirments, or

alternatively, was not reasonably available at the close of the public comment period. For

this reason, the EAB's consideration ofthose representations should be denied because

they were not properly preserved for appeal. See, In re Kendall New Century

Development, 1 1 E.A.D. 40,48-49 and 56 (EAB 2003); In re AES Puerto Rico, LP, 8

E.A.D. 324, 342, fn.20 (EAB 1999).

Meanwhile, Petitioners attempt to compensate for this deficiency by making

simplistic "extrapolations " concluding that CO emissions from the CORE project are

"higher than CO emissions from all of the flares at the entire Shell Maninez facllity."2a 2s

" During the public comment period, Petitionei$ presented information on VOM emissions from
the Delayed Coker Unit Flare. Petition at page 15.

2a Petitioners make a sursory statement that "the Tesoro refinery in Avon was able to achieve
similar radical reductions in flaring events by adding compressor capacity and using other
management practices." Petition at page 15- As discussed at length in the body ofthis response,
the Illinois EPA incorporated the suggested compressor capacity and other rnanagement practices
in the final permit. As Petitioners have failed to "explain why the permitting authority's response
to those objections is cleady erroneous or otherwise merits review", review should be denied on
this ground. In re Ztun Energt, L.L,C., 9 E.A.D.701, 705 (EAB 2001,), citrng In re Knauf Fiber
Glass, GmbH,8 E.A.D. 127 (EAB 1999).

25 As the Board has previously ded BACT determinations must not, by necessity, represent the
"highest possible control efftciency" achievable by the given technology. In re Masonile
Cotporation,5 E.A.D.551,560 (EAB 1994). Nor is 'h pemit writer . . . required to use the
lowest emissions limit that has been demonstrated in a similar facility." 1n re Cardinal FG
Company, 12 E.A.D. 153, 173 (EAB 2OO5), citing In re Kendall New Century Development,ll
E.A.D. 40, 53 (EAB 2003), 11 E.A.D. 40. Rather the concept repeatedly embraced by the EAB is
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Petition at page I 5. While Petitioners recognize that ConocoPhillips Wood River is a

larger refinery than Shell Martinez, they do not demonshate that historic actual emissions

from Shell Martinez are an appropriate basis to set an allowable emission limit for

ConocoPhillips Wood River. See, Petitioners' Exhibit 2, Technical Analysis ofJulia

May, page 20. In sum, Petitioners fail to provide any sufficiently reliable information for

the Board to conclude the Illinois EPA's BACT determination is not rationally supported

bythe record- Accord, In reZion Energy, L.L.C.,98.A.D.701,705 (FAB20O7);In re

Sutter Power Planl, 8 E.A.D. 680, 688 (EAB 1999).

Ultimately, Petitioners' argument culminates in a critique of the Illinois EPA's

response to one cornment generally asserting that the annual VOM emission rate from

flaring at Shell, Martinez should be used to establish a ZIER /irn i/ for the proposed

ptoiect. Petitioners' Exhibit 6, Response to Comment No. J0. While acknowledging that

the quoted portion of the Respazs iveness Summary is extensive, it is nonetheless critical

to a ful1 understanding of the review the Illinois EPA provided to this ZIER issue.

The information cited in this comment does not support setting a LAER
requirement for the Wood River refine_ry that is expressed in terms of arurual
emissions- As noted by the comment'o, the relevant BAAQMD regulations do not
prohibit flaring, as flaring is an appropriate action to address disposal ofprocess

that thc permitting authority may consider "any practical difficulties associated with using the
control technology."

26 In fact, Petitioners providetl as follows during public comment:

Nothing in the BAAQMD flare control rule with its Flare Minimization Plan (FMP)
requirement causes any compromise in safe refinery operations, which allowing flaring in
a true emergency. However, the FMP does require rigorous monitoring, reporting,
planning, and evaluation of flare events, and equipment improvements so that methods
and hardware are in place in advance to prevent flaring and prevent emergencies. These
methods make the refinery much safer by preventing ernergency shutdowns and
drastically reducing repeated fl aring emissions.

Petitionerc' Exhibit 2, attached. Technical Analysis of Julia May, page 20.
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gas in emergencies. Likewise, Flare Minimization Plan prepared by Shell
Martinez indicates that none of the procedures that are part of that plan would
restrict access to the flares when flaring is viewed as necessary for personnel or
equipment safety, which fuither necessitates flaring by operators without
hesitation when warranted for safety. Setting a limit in terms of annual emissions
of flaring, in the manner proposed by this comment, would potentially act to
prohibit flaring when it was appropriate. It would set an absolute, enforceable
limit on the extent offlaring that could occur at the refinery independent of the
actual circumstances at the refinery in a particular year.

Id. (emphasis added). Culled from this response is Petitioners' suggestion that the

Illinois EPA somehow concluded'that BACT analysis and limifsetting is generally

inappropriate in addressing non-routine upset events." Petition at page 16. However,

Petitioners' arguments are not reflective ofthe context in which this response was

provided by the Illinois EPA. In particular, the Illinois EPA responded to comments

about the use of actual annual ltOM emissions at Shell Martinez as a basis for setting a

LAER limit at ConocoPhillips. Petitioners' Exhibit 6, Response to Comment No. 30.

Petitioners now seek to parlay the Illinois EPA's generic responses to earlier

comments about its LAER analysis into new BACT issues on appeal. In doing so, they

arguably try to challenge a different aspect of the Permit than addressed by those earlier

comments. See, In re Kendall New Century Development, 1l E.A.D. 40, 55 (EAB 2003),

citing In re RockGen Energt Center, S E.A.D. 536,544-545 (EAB 1999). In this regard,

during pubic comment Petitioners merely commented that "the rn ethods already inplace

at the Shell refinery in Martinez Califomia should be considered BACT, and put in piace

for the ConocoPhillips CORE project." Petitioners' Exhibit 2, attached Technical

Analysis of Julia May, page 78. After scouring Petitioners comments at length,

Respondent can not locate one comment asserting that the CO emission limits aplieved

by Shell Martinez should somehow be deemed BACT by the Illinois EPA. Rather,
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Petitioners commented that the Illinois EPA should evaluate Shell Martinez's Flare

Minimization Plan and that it should be applied to ConocoPhillips "in order to meet

required BACT . . . standards."27 Id. And, as discussed at length above, this is what the

Illinois EPA did.

As to the substance of the claims, the Illinois EPA's remarks about t}re

establishmer,t of an annual emission limit for flaring did not dispute the permitting

authority's obligation to conduct a BACT analysis, or in the context ofthis comment, a

LAER analysis but, rather, merely indicated the inappropriateness of setting an

enforceable limit on a device that serves both as a control device and a safety mechanism

for a refinery, on the basis suggested by the cornmenis. See, Petitioners' Exhibit 6,

Response to Comment No. 30. The fact that the Illinois EPA performed a BACT analysis

and set a ton per year limit on flaring emissions reiterates the flaws inherent in

Petitioners' reading ofthe response to comments. It should not be concluded as

Petitioners now suggest that the Illinois EPA believes that it is inappropriate to set BACT

emission limits for flmes because they operate to address non-routine upset events.

Admittedly, the R esponsitteness Summary might have been clearer on the Illinois EPA's

analysis, howeveq this should not form the basis for review. Cf., In re Kendall New

Century Development, 1l E.A.D. 40, 50, ft. 13 (EAB 2003) (absence of direct response

not grounds for review where response to comments was suf{icient to convey basis of

27 Petitioners commented that Shell Martinez's 1.5 tpy VOM limit should be considered LAER
for ConocoPhillips. Petitioners' Exhibit 2, attached Technical Analysis ofJulia May, page 20;
see ako, Petilioners' Exhibit 6, Response to Comment No.30. However, contrary to Petitioners
statements on appeal, Petitioners previously commented that ConocoPhillips is larger than She'll
Martinez and thus, warranted a 5.9 tpy VOM limit for flaing. Compare, Petition at page 20 and
Petitioner's Exhibit 2, atlached Technical Analysis of Julia May, page 20.



decision). In totality, the response to comments was sufficient to articulate the basis of

the Illinois EPA's decision.

Petitioners also miss the point of the other reference, which simply conveyed the

obvious understanding thal a consideration ofsafety is all the more important whenever

there is a greater margin for harm to plant personnel or equipment s afety. See also,

Petitioners' Exhibit 6, Response to Comment No. d (the USEPA, as well, has

substantiated that "the proper use of flaring is a good engineering practice, as flaring

destroys hazardous and objectionable gases by burning those gases. Flaring also

prevent[s] injuries to employees, fires and explosions, and damage to equipment").

Petitioners argument is all-the-more surprising given Petitioners' public comment that the

Illinois EPA should consider safety implications while permitting the Delayed Cokers.

Petitioners' Exhibit 2, attached Technical Analysis of Julia May, pages 2 and 31-32; see

also, Petitioners' Exhibit 6, Response to Comment Nos. 93 and 95.

In their appeal petition, Petitioners make particular reference to the levels of

actual emissions achieved by refineries in the Bay Area, notably the Shell refinery in

Martinez, Califomia. However, tlre Petitioners do not respond to the Illinois EPA's

response with respect to reliance on actual emission levels as a basis to set LAER limits

for the proposed flares. Petitioners' Exhibit 6, Response to Comment No. 30. In

particular, the Petitioners did not address the impropriety of setting a limit, as proposed

by comments, based on actual emissions when doing so would potentially result in either

unsafe operation ofa refinery without flaring or illegal flaring at a refinery in response to

the occurrence of uncommon levels of emergencies. It is also well established that

BACT limits must be achievable with a reasonable margin of safety. These sentiments
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have been observed by the EAB in Knauf Fiber Glass, GmbH, which aptly illustrated that

"[t]here is nothing inherently wrong" with the use ofa reasonable safety factor and,

further, that it is a "legitimate method of deriving a specific emission limitation that may

not be exceeded." In re Knauf Fiber Glass, GmbH,9 E.A.D. 1,15(EAB2000).

Similarly, the Three Mountain Power, LLC, ruling unequivocally rejected the argument

that a BACT limit must be made "without regard to specifying an emission limitation that

the proposed facility can danonstrate compliance with under all operational

circumstances and have sufficient margin over actual operational data to avoid continual

compliance difficulties." In re Three Mountain Power, LLC, 10 E.A.D. 39, 53 (EAB

2001). As operation of a refinery varies from year to year, it would be unsound to

establish limits based on actual performance of a particular refinery in certain years.28 In

addition, Petitioners did not address the differences between refineries that affect their

ernissions, as generally addressed in Response to Comment numb er 102. Petitioners'

Exhibit 6, Response to Comment No. 102 (various factors affect refinery emissions such

as "location and access to different source ofcrude oil, the nature of crude oil that a

refinery is capable ofprocessing, the nature of the refining processes at the refinery, age

of the units at a refinery, and a number of other factors."). While the response was

directed at emissions ofSO2, as that was raised by Petitioners, the response is equally

appropriate to emissions of CO.

Next, comparing flaring incidents to startup, shutdown, and malfunction events

at coal fired boilers and based upon Petitioners' flawed reading of the Responsiveness

Summary, Petitioners complain that the Illinois EPA neglected to subject flaring events to

28 It is relevant that the BA,.AQMD's rules set for flares, Regulation 12, Rule 12, do not set limits
on the amount of flarine that occurs.
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BACT as most-recently expressed by the EAB in ttre Indeck-Elwood decision. See,

Petition at pages I 6 - I 7. Beyond referencing its confused interpretation of the above

response to comment, Petitioners make no mention of which pennit condition(s) it is

contesting but merely assail the Illinois EPA for purportedly adopting a "wait-and-see

approach" to its BACT analysis. Interestingly, Petitioners' claim is pulled from one

statement made by the Illinois EPA in response to a comment. (i.e., "any further

discussion about whether a particular flaring event was avoidable will occur after the

event has occurre d').ze Petition at page 17, citing (RS at 26). Apart from being

confusing, not one commenter suggested that emissions from a safety device such as a

flare were somehow analogous to emissions from startup, shutdown and malfunction

events at coal-fired boilers and as such, should be subject to the principles articulated by

the Board inthe Indeck-Elwood decision. Moreover, Petitioners have not substantiated

their argument in a manner that established clear error on the part of the Illinois EPA.

A petitioner seeking review must demonstrate that the issues and/or arguments

supporting its position were raised, either by the petitioner or another commenter, during

the public comment period. See,40 C.F.R. $124.19; In re Kendall New Century

Development, 1l E.A.D. 40, 48 (EAB 2003); In re Avon Custom Mixing Semices, Inc.,l0

E.A.D. 700, 704-705 (EAB 2002). While references to flaring events generally being

subject to BACT were mentioned in comments submitted during the public comment

period, based on the Illinois EPA's review of the transcript and comments, the

2e This statement merely confrrms the commonsense principle that the range of circumstanses
under which flanng may occur is such that the Illinois EPA or the USEPA will not be able to
determine the appropriateness of flaring in particular cases on a theoretical or abstract basis but
will have to review particular events or series ofevents that have occurred. Indeed, one elernent
ofthe work practices for flaring is the performance ofroot cause analyses for significant fladng
events.
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Petitioners' represantation concerning the need for the Illinois EPA to subject the flaring

events to the principles articulated by the Board in 1z deck-Elwood (i.e., the flaring events

should be subject to "numeric BACT limits rather than work practices. . . unless the

permitting authority specifically sets forth the emission reductions expected to be

achieved by the work practices approach") was not included in public comments.

Petitioners were obligated to submit "all reasonably available arguments" supporting

their position on a given issue by the close of the public comment period- Seq 40 C.F.R.

$124.13. The afotementioned representations are being offered for the first time on

appeal as supporting arguments to this issue, however, Petitioners have not demonstrated

that the information was part of the public comnents, or altematively, was not reasonably

available at the close of the public comment period.3o For this reason, the EAB's

consideration ofthose representations should be denied because they were not properly

preserved for app eal. In re Encogen Cogeneration Facility,8E.A.D.244,250, fn.8

(EAB 1999), citing In re Keystone Cogeneration Systems,3 E.A.D. 766 (EAB 1992); see

also, In re Kendall New Century Development, l1 E.A.D. 40, 48 - 49 (EAB 2003); see

also, In re AES Puerto Rico, ZP, 8 E.A.D. 324,342, fu. 20 (EAB 1999).

Simply put, Petitioners mischaracterize the lllinois EPA's approach to BACT, as

clearly appeared in the draft permit and as further expanded in the final Permit issued

July 19, 2007. The Illinois EPA has never adopted a "wait-and-see" approach to its

BACT analysis, rather the Illinois EPA developed extensive requirements, in large part

based on public comments, to establish a multi-faceted approach to BACT that

comprehensively addresses CO emissions from flaring. This approach includes armual

30 The Board relea sed the Indeck-Elwood decision in September of2006; meanwhile the public
comment period for the CORE project remained open through June 15' ,2007 .
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limits that address all emissions that occur during flaring events. See, Petitioners' Exhibit

1, Unit-Specific Condition 4.7.6-1(a) (emissions are limited to 24.3 tpy year of CO from

the Delayed Coker Unit Flare md 147 .9 tpy of CO from the Hydrogen Plant including the

new flare). These limits act to directly assure that emissions from flaring events do not

threaten the CO NAAQS. ConocoPhillips' Exhibit 2, pages 14 - I 5.

In addition, the flares are subject to various equipment design specifications and

work practices in accordance with federal emissions standards, Petitioners' Exhibit I ,

Unit-Specific Conditions 4.7.1 and 4.7.3(b);the requirement for an additional waste gas

recovery system with redundant compressor capacity at the Delayed Coking Unit,

Petitioners' Exhibit I, Unit-Specific Condition 4.7.5(a)(iii); operation arrd maintenance of

the Delayed Coker Unit and the Hydrogen Plant consistent with a Flare Minimization

Plan, Petitioners' Exhibit I, Unit-Specific Condition 4.7.5(a)(v); the performance ofa

root-cause analysis subsequent to each hydrocarbon flaring incident , Petitioners' Ethibit

I, Unit-Specific Condition 4.7.5(a)(vi); and extensive monitoring, recordkeeping and

reporting requirements, Petitioners' Exhibit I , Unit-Specific Conditions 4.7.8-1 (d), 4.7.9

and 4.7.10. Such requirements apply at all times and are designed to ensure that

emissions are avoided and minimized as possible.

While Petitioners' assert the Illinois EPA is required to subject flaring events to

the principles articulated by the Board in Indeck-Elwood, particularl% flaring events

should be subject to 'humeric BACT limits rather than work practices. . . unless the

permitting authority specifrcally sets forth the emission reductions expected to be

achieved by the work practices approach", Petitioners ignore the annual numeric

limitations provided by the Permit in conjunction with the detailed work practices set
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forth above. These numeric limits directly apply to emissions liom flaring. See,

Petitioners' Exhibit 1, Unit-Specific Condition 4.7.6-1(a) (emissions arclimited to 24.3

tpy year of CO fiom the Delayed Coker Unit Flare and 147.9tpyof CO from the

Hydrogen Plant including the new flare). While Petitioners appear to suggest that the

Permit should have included short-term BACT limits during flaring events as well, the

Petitioners neglect to specify or substantiate this argument. Petition at page 17. See, In

re Avon Custom Mixing Services,lnc., 10 E.A.D. 700,705 (EAB 2002).(a petitioner, in

identif ing its objections to a permit, must make its allegations both "specific and

substantiated," especially where the object involves the "technical judgrnents" of the

permit authority). Under similar circumstances, the Board has denied review. See,

Indeck-Elwood, LLC, PSD Appeal No. 03-04, slip opinion at 62, fir,. 82 (EAB, September

27, 2006), 13 E.A.D. _.31

Rather, Petitioners focus appears to be on the necessity ofa calculation to

determine emission reductions achieved by work practices as compared to numeric

BACT limits. Petition at pagel Z Subject to Petitioners' failure to specify the type of

numeric limits to which it refers, the Illinois EPA's approach to BACT (i.e., annual

emission limit, design specifications, work practices, etc.) is inherently reasonable given

challenges present when establishing BACT for sudden, upset events (i.e., flaring) that

typically dispose ofnon-recovemble flammable process gas. See generally, Petitioners'

'' The EAB distingtished,the Indeck-Elwood decision with its decision in 1n deck-Niles to deny
review based on the fact that the latter "petitioner did not challenge the permit provisions
excluding compliance with short-ierm BACT limits during startup and shutdown events." This
was desplte the factthatthe Indeck-Niles "permitting authority adopted a similar approach to the
one IEPA adopted in this case (i.e., exempting permit holder from compliance with short-tem
emission limits during SSM events, but requiring compliance with long-term emission limits at
alI times)." Indeck-Elwood, LLC, PSD Appeal No. 03-04, slip opinion at 62, fn- 82 (EAB,
Septernber 27, 2006), 13 E.A.D. _ referencing 1n re Incek-Nile Energt Ctr., PSD Appeal No.
04-01 (EAB, September 30, 2004).
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Exhibit 6, Response to Comment No.30, 93 and 95 (recogrrizing that the Delayed Coker

Unit and other operations at ConocoPhillips present potential safety concems for plant

personnel). Along these very lines, Petitioners avowed during public comment that

"Delayed Coker Units . . . cause refinery accidents, extreme hazards to workers, releases

ofhazardous materials, and toxic gases, and ftes." Petitioners' Exhibit 2, page 32.

Despite Petitioners' recogrition of the safety issues that are addressed by flaring,

Petitioners fail to acknowledge how this notable difference impacts a BACT analysis for

a safety system such as a flare versus the BACT analysis for a typical emission unit with

an add-on control device including startup, shutdown malfunction events. For instance, it

is unclear how the Petitioners' believe emission reductions expected from work practices

appiied to new process emission units should be quantified given that process upsets and

flaring events are sudden and unpredictable. Flaring events possess none of the

predictive factors that tlpi$ startup and shutdown events at coal-fired power plants.

While similar in some respects to malfunctions in terms of tleir occurrence, flaring

events do not represent a failure ofadd-on pollution devices or control measures on a unit

but a failure involving the associated process unit. The flaring events do not rcpresent a

failure of the flme, itself, which indeed operates as it is designed and intended. .9ee,

Respondent's Exhibit I, USEPA Response to Kay Phillips Regarding a Review on the

Stack Height Regulations and Accompanying Preamble Language, dated April 1, 1982

(recognizing that "flares are designed primarily for the safe release ofpotential heat in the

exit gases and are not conduits for a combustion process such as a boiler."). It is neither

reasonable nor practical to require the emission reductions expected to be achieved

during a flaring event by work practices to be quantified when the purpose of the relevaat
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work practices is to assure effective combustion of gases that are released during the

event whereas the function of other work practices is to prevent and minimize the

occlurence or reoccrurence ofthe flaring events at other times.3z See,40C.F.R. $60.i8;

see also, Petitioners' Exhibit I, Unit-Specific Condition a.7.5(a).

Petitioners conclude by misstating the context ofthe Illinois EPA's response to

comment nunber 61 suggesting that the agency's statement that "any further discussion

about whether a particular flaring event was avoidable will occur after the event has

occuned" indicates a '\trait-and-see" approach rather than the performance of an

appropriate BACT analysis. See, Petition at page 17. The full response to the comment

is illuminating, which might explain why Petitioners ignored it in their Petition. The

Illinois EPA observed that the statement referenced in the application materials generally

addressed the existing situation at the Wood River refinery, which is the subject of

oversight by the USEPA pursuant to the decree, notably commenting:

This staternent was made in the context of the Wood River refinery, where
measures to reduce hydrocarbon and thus VOM emissions fiom flaring by
minimizing and eliminating such events are in place. Given that such measures
are in place, the flaring events that actually do occur must generally be considered
unavoidable, as indicated by the application. (Certainly, any further discussion
about whether a particular flaring event was avoidable will occur after the event
has occurred).

" Petitioners have not only failed to put forward a means to quantiry emission reductions
expected due to work practices but have passed on suggesting an additional method to
establishing numeric CO limits during flming events. I ccord, In re Prairie State Generating
Company, PSD Appeal No.05-05, slip opinion at 117 (EAB, AlgLtst 24,2006), 13 E.A.D. _
("Petitioners, who bear the burden ofproving that IEPA's decision was clear error, have not
suggested any other appropriate method for calculating or establishing an emissions limit for
these pollutants dunng periods of starnrp, shutdown or malfunctton."); see also,Id., slip opinion
at page 118, fn. 96 and page 1 19.
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Petitioners' Exhibit 6, Response to Comment No. d1. It seems perfectly clear that the

discussion evidenced from the above-referericed response to comment is addressing to

what extent future flaring events will be considered violations of applicable limitations or

decree requirements. In this regard, the statement found so egregious by Petitioners, "any

further discussion about whether a particular flaring event was avoidable will occur after

the event has occurred", merely reflects applicable USEPA enforcement guidance.3l See,

In re Indeck-Elwood, LLC, PSD Appeal No. 03-04, slip opinion at 72, ftr. 101 (EAB

September 27, 2006), l3 E.A.D. _ (recognizing that "excess emissions during startup,

shutdown and malfunction events have been traditionally considered violations of

applicable emission limitations" but more recently the USEPA "has adopted an

'enforcement discretion approach' for excess emissions resulting from unavoidable

malfunctions."'). As such, this statement is simply a sign of Illinois EPA's accurate

understanding of applicable USEPA enforcernent guidance.

In sum, the analysis conducted in this case by ConocoPhillips and the Illinois

EPA was, as a whole, sufficient in scope and documentation. Given the challenges that

may be present in a case-by-case analysis, it is not unreasonable for permitting authorities

to be given some latitude in the decision making process. '?ermit issuers rnust be free to

exercise expertjudgment and rely on the data they conclude are more accurate or

comprehensive." In re Inter-Power of New York, Inc.5 E.A.D. 130, 147 (EAB 1994); see

" The USEPA has issued guidance on excess emissions. In 1982 and 1993, the USEPA issued
guidance memoranda, respectively entilled, Policy on Excess Emissions During Startup,
Shutdown, Maintenance and Mafunction arfi, Automattc or Blanket Exemptions for Excess
Emission During Startup, Shuttlown under PSD. In 1999, the USEPA issued supplemental
guidance on the topic entitled State Implementation Plans: Policy Regarding Excess Emissions
Duing Malfunction, Startup and Shutdown. In?001, the USEPA issued clarification guidance
enlitled. Re-Issuance of Clarification-Stale Implementation Plans (SIPS): Policy Regarding
Excess Emissions Duing Malfunctions, Startup and Shutdown-
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also, Inre Steel Dynamics, Inc.,9 E.A.D. 165,201(EAB 2000) ("[i]n general, the [EAB]

accord[s] deference to permitting agencies when technical issues are in play''); see also,

Inre Ash Grove Cement Co., 7 E.A.D.387,403 (EAB 1997) ("[t]he Board traditionally

assigns a heavy burden to persons seeking review ofissues that are quintessentially

technical"). As set forth above, the Administrative Record reflects considered judgnent

by the Illinois EPA in its BACT analysis for CO emissions from flaring, the Petitioners

must prove that the Illinois EPA's analysis was clefily erroneous and likely based upon

inaccurate or incomplete data. Id. Petitioners' arguments clearly fail to satisff this

requirement.

2. The Flare Control Measures Included in the Permit Comport with the BACT
Top-Down Analysis.

The main thrust ofPetitioners' argument is that the Illinois EPA failed to have

before it certain information when it permitted the proposed proje ct. Petition at page 18.

Due to this purported deficiency and other "analltical deficiencies" resulting fmm the

Illinois EPA's failure to apply BACT, Petitioners assert that the permitted limits are

higher than what are likely achievable by the final control measures. 1d. As part of this

broader challenge, the Illinois EPA seemingly erred by failing to ensure lhat the new

flares and related systems are dedicated flare systans with no ability to impact emissions

at existing flarcs. Petition at pages 18 - 19. T\e second prong to Petitioners' claim is

that the flare observation requirements, particularly, the requirement for either video or

observation monitoring, are not effective. Petition at page 19. Third, the monitoring

provisions fail to include measures to ensure that the required monitoring is both accurate

and reliable. Pelltion at pages 19 - 20. The final salvo in Petitioners' assault ofthe

Permit is its alleged failure to consider increased flaring at existing flares due to increased
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refinery production resulting from the CORE proj ect. Pelition at pages 20 - 21 .

Petitioners arguments not only ring hollow in all substantive respects, but must fail on

procedwal grounds as well.

The unifyiug premise to Petitioners' argument is that the nlinois EPA failed to

have before it certain information when it permitted the proposed proj ect. Petition at

page 18. In this regard, Petitioners fault the lllinois EPA for failing to gather information

"on baseline existing compressor capacity, curent monitoring practices or quality control

procedures for monitoring, toot causes of flaring in the past at the facility, or the volume,

duration" and ernissions of individual past flaring events." Id. Petitioners also criticize

the Illinois EPA for not obtaining information from Shell Martinez on its CO emissions

and any corresponding emission reductions attributable to management practices. Id.

Petitioners contend that without such information the BACT limit fal1s short of the

maximum degree of reduction that is achievable. ,Id.

Petitioners seek to compel the Illinois EPA and ConocoPhillips to embark upon

an exploration of information about the cause and extent ofpast flaring events, existing

compressor capacity, current monitoring practices and more. Id. Petitioners' demand that

a permitting authority or permit applicant conduct exhaustive and time consuming

research by generating new data for the speculative purpose ofdiscovering the cause and

extent ofpast flaring events that have no bearing on emissions from the yet-to-be

constructed process rinits and flares is unreasonable.3a See, Petitioners' Exhibit 6,

Response to Comment No. 71 (Shell Martinez's record on minimizing flaring emissions

at its Delayed Coker Unit installed in the mid-1990's suggests that operation of a modem

'o Moreover, given the Clean Air Act's emphasis on granting or tlenying complete PSD permit
applications within one year of filing, Petitioners' demand is all-the-more unreasonable- See,42
U.S.C. $7475(c).
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Delayed Coker Unit does not significantly contribute to flaring emissions). Moreover, in

this case, these past flaring events are already being addressed by the USEPA in another

forum and are subject to ongoing requirements pursuant to the federal consent decree.

Thus, work is ongoing to reduce flaring events from the existing refinery, such that any

effort would at best provide out-dated information. Petitioners fail to demonstrate a

compelling reason that the Illinois EPA's response to comments are fatally flawed, and

that the Illinois EPA's decision was erroneous.

While Petitioners' claim that knowledge about such information could have

facilitated a more stringent limit, the public comments are devoid of information to

support such a position.35 Absent this information, in addition to particulars about what

Petitionen' believed the permitted limits should have been and how these proposed limits

compared to their respective permitted limits, all ofwhich Petitioners' conspicuously did

not provide, no tangible analysis could be ventured. The petitioner has the burden of

demonstrating that review of a particular permit condition is warranted, and in doing so,

the petitioner must include information specific to suppo its allegations. In re Zion

Energt, L.L.C.,9 E.A.D. 701,705 (EAB 2001); 1n re Sutter Power Plant, S E.A.D. 680,

688 (EAB 1999). Accord, In re Genesee Power Station,4E A.D. 832, 858 (EAB 1993)

(petitioners argued that fuel blending should be required to manipulate the moisture

content of the wood being bumed so that a specific emission level could be achieved;

review denied because petitioners failed to describe how it characterized fuel blending or

how the fuel blending could be performed). Rather than including specific information to

support its contentions during public comment, Petitioners informed the Illinois EPA that

35 Indeed, the public corffnents are replete with information indicating that measurcs to reduce
flaring emissions are readily available and can be directly implemented without referring to
historical operating data. See, Petilioners' E:thibit 2.
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the agency was lacking such information. Petition at page 18, citing Petitioners'

Comments at 21- 22,26- 28. The EAB should decline consideration of this issue

because Petitioners failed to include the requisite information to support its claims in the

Adminishative Record.

As a part ofthis general challenge, Petitioners first claim that the Permit neglects

to ensure that the new flares and associated equipment are dedicated to the CORE

project, alone, without an ability to impact the existing flare's emissions. P€t7ion at page

18. Concern exists because the existing flares do not purportedly have a monitoring or

minimization plan comparable to that required by the Permit.ld. at 18 - 19. The Illinois

EPA responded to the comment raising this issue in its Responsiveness Summary by

observing that "[o]ther flares which wouid handle gases from the existing flare gas

recovery system are not affected by this project." Pe titioners' Exhibit 6, Response to

Comment No.84. The response went on to explain that:

The existing flares are not subject to BACT or LAER because they are not being
physically modified and will not experience a change in the method ofoperation.
This is because they will be in the same service, with the same process stream and
fmction, as at present. Indeed, due to the requirements ofthe Consent Decree it
is appropriate to anticipate that ernissions of the existing process flares at the
refinery will be declining.

Petitioners' Exhibit 6, Response to Comment No. 5B. Petitioners fail to address the

Illinois EPA's reasoned justification for declining to impose additional requirements to

ensure that the new flares and related technology are dedicated flare systems. In the

absence ofa rationale, Petitioners have merely restated the issue that was raised in the

proceedings below and therefore fail to satisfy the EAB's procedural requirements for

obtaining review . See, In re Kendall New Century Development, 11E.A.D. 40, 46 (EAB

2003). However, as is evidenced by its response to Petitioners' expert, the Illinois EPA
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chose to rely upon its technical knowledge ofboth existing and proposed operations at

the refinery. Far from being arbitrary, this decision reflected the understanding if

ConocoPhillips' operations were modified by means of a physical change or change in

the method ofoperation, such that a significant emissions increase occurred, this

modification would be subject to 40 C.F.R. g 52.21. See,40 C.F.R. $ 52.21(bX2XD.

Moreover, emission increases are to be confirmed by "flow meters or other reliable flow

estimation parameters to determine emissions from flaring" at the existing flares as

required by paragraph 165 of the federal decree. Petitioners' Exhibit 6, Response to

Comment No. 77; see also, Petitioners' Exhibit 6, Response to Comment No. 79 (the

decree requires that ConocoPhiilips be able to 'teasonably determine flow and H2S

content ofwaste gas" to existing flares).

In related responses, the Illinois EPA addressed Petitioners' concern that the

existing flares do not have a similar monitoring or minimization plan, stating:

For existing process units, requirements for minimization of flaring are
established by the Consent Decree. The Decree requires ConocoPhillips to
develop a plan that includes steps to conect the conditions that cause or contribute
to excessive Acid Gas Flaring and Hydrocarbon Flaring.

Petitioners' Exhibit 6, Response to Comment No. 28. ConocoPhillips is also required to

prepare and submit a Compliance Plan for (existing) Flaring Devices. See, Petitioners'

Exhibit 6, Response to Comment No. 77. 7t is not surprising then that the Petitioners have

overlooked requirements of the decree which subject ConocoPhillips to various measures

to minimize ernissions from flaring events comparable to those delineated in the Permit.

Here too, Petitioners have merely restated the issue that was raised below and thus fail to

comport with the EAB's procedural requirements for obtaining review. 1lr re Kendall

New Century Development, I 1 E.A.D. 40, 46 (EAB 2003). Petitioners likewise have
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failed to meet their burden as the existing flares are subject to a monitoring and

minimization pla.n comparable to that required by the Pormit. Petition at page 19. in fact,

the Administrative Record reveals that the Illinois EPA's BACT analysis (and the

approach ultimately adopted) for CO emissions from flaring events is similar to the

approach adopted by the USEPA for existing flares at this and related refineries. .See,

Petitioners' Exhibit 6, Response to Comment Nos. 28, 78, and 99. The EAB should

decline consideration ofthis issue because Petitioners fail to demonstrate clear ertor in

the Illinois EPA's response to comments.

The second prong to Petitioners' attack ofthe Permit's CO control measures

adequacy is that the flare observation requirements, particularly, the requirement for

either video or observational monitoring rather than video monitoring supplemented by

observational monitoring are "ineffectual." Petition at page 19. The core ofPetitioners'

claim relates solely to a technical determination wherein Petitioners simply present a

conflicting opinion with that of the Illinois EPA. Where the issues raised by Petitioners in

a permit appeal present conflicting expert opinions or data, the Board has concluded that

it will "... look to see ifthe record demonstrates that the permitting agency duly

considered the issues raised by the comments and ifthe approach ultimately selected is

rational in light ofall the information in the record, including the conflicting opinions and

data." In re Three Mountain Power, LLC, l0 E.A.D. 39 (EAB 2007), citing In re Steel

Dynamics, Inc., 9 E.A.D.165, 180, fh.16 (EAB 2000). Where the permitting authority

gave consideration to Petitioners comments and adopted an approach that is rational and

supportable, deference is typically afforded to the permitting authority's decision. ,See ./n

re Tallmatlge Generating Statior, PSD Appeal No. 02-12 (EAB, May 22,2fJ03). Clear
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error is not established simply because Petitioners present a different opinion regarding a

technical matter. 1d. An examination of the Administrative Record confirms the Illinois

EPA duly considered issues raised during public comment and tiat its decision is rational

and supportable. As the Iilinois EPA's decision was a proper exercise of its technical

judgrnent, the Petitioners have failed to carry their burden.

Unit-Specific Condition 4.7.8-2 requires the Permittee to either utilize

'tontinuous video image" at the flare tip or to "conduct observation for visible emissions

from an affected unit when waste gases af,e flared for more than 30 minutes." Petitioners'

Exhibit I, Unit Specific Condition 4.7.8-2. The Permit conditions visual observations to

flaring events that lasts longer than 30 minutes and beginning within 45 minutes after the

start of the flaring event, giving the Permittee time to frst eliminate the flaring event

rather than merely observing it. Such approach is consistent with the overall approach to

flaring in the permits, the eiimination of flaring events or, in the event of a flaring event,

minimizing such event. Petitioners' Exhibit 6, Response to Comment No. 74.

While observations are not required to take place when "ali personnel capable of

conducting such observations are engaged in other essential tasks related to the event, and

during periods when such observations would pose a signif,rcant safety hazard to an

observer due to the unusual circumstances ofthe event", such limitations are reasonable

given the inherent safety concems present in these operations. Petitioners' Exhibit l,

Unit Specifi.c Condition 4.7.8-2: see also generally, Petitioners' Exhibit 6, Rasponse to

Comment No.30, 93 and 95 (the Delayed Coker Unit and other operations at

ConocoPhillips present safety concems for plant personnel); see also, Petitioners' Exhibit
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2, page 32 ("Delayed Coker Units . . . cause refinery accidents, extreme hazards to

workers, releases ofhazardous materials, and toxic gases, and fires.").

Petitioners fail to address the Illinois EPA's rationale for not mandating video

monitoring in the final Permit. While the Illinois EPA generally foliowed the operational

monitoring requirements in BAAQMD's Flare Monitoring Rule, the Illinois EPA chose

not to include the more-prescriptive features in this rule including video monitoring given

the Perrnit's objective to minimize and eliminate the flaring, in the first place, and due to

the low level of flaring expected at the refinery in the future. Petitioner's Exhibit 6,

Response to Comment No. 74.16 Nor did Petitioners address the Permit's comprehensive

skategy requiring continuous monitoring of waste gases sent to the flares, including

sampling and analysis or maintenance ofrecords for composition ofwaste gas;

continuous monitoring of fuel usage for the pilot; and continuous monitoring ofpurge gas

vented to the flare. Petitioner's Exhibit 6, Response to Comment No. 73. Rather,

Petitioners merely repeated comments previously made during the public comment

period. 1z re Steel Dynamics, Inc. 9 E.A.D. 165, 226 (EAB 2000). The burden rests with

the petitioner to estabiish that the permit issuer's response to comments was inadequate.

In re GMC Delco Remy,7 E.A.D. 136, l4l,fn. 14 (EAB 1997).

As discussed above, tlre response to comments was, as a whole, sufficient in

scope and documentation. Given the complexities that may be present in a case-by-case

analysis, it is not unreasonable for permitting authorities to be given some latitude in the

decision making process. '?ermit issuers must be ilee to exercise expert judgment and

rely on the data they conclude are more accumte or comprehensive." In re Inter-Power of

'u Petitioners' argument also ignores that the observation requirements in Unit-Specific Condition
4.7.8-2 are intended to act in combination with additional monitoring requirements incorporated
in the permit. See, tliscussion at pages 75-76-
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New York,Inc. 5 E.A.D. l3O,147 (EAB 1994). So long as the marurer of compliance or

noncompliance is established by the permit limit, any technical disagreement over the

particular method in which it is achieved should be left to the sound discretion ofthe

permitting authority. Issues that are technical in nature are largely left to the discretion of

the permitting authoity. See, In re Steel Dynamics, Inc.,9 E.A.D. 165,2Al (EAB 2000)

('deference to permitting agencies when technical issues are in play'); see also. In re Ash

Grove Cement Co., 7 8.A.D.387, 403 (EAB 1997) (a heavy burden exists for those

seeking review of "quintessentially technical" issues).

Third, Petitioners challenge the incorporated monitoring provisions for failing to

include measures that gumantee "the accuracy and reliability of the required monitoring".

Petition at pages 19 - 20. Pntictlarly, Petitioners focus their attention on the Illinois

EPA's purported failure to set detection limits for monitoring equipment; to require flare

monitoring equipment meet standard test method requirements; to incor?orate measures

to verify monitoring equipment accuracy; to set sampling frequency requirements; to

limit equipment downtime; and to require flare header monitoring. 1/. In sum

Petitioners' arguments me not only procedurally deficient but fail to consider the

comprehensive program established by the Illinois EPA to determine compliance.

Because Petitioners fail to explain why the [llinois EPA's response to comments was

clearly erroneous, the Petitioners have failed to meet their burden.

The Illinois EPA addressed this issue in the Responsiyeness Summary, with

perhaps its most relevant response pointing out that:

The issued permit includes an appropriate level of specificity for operational
monitoring for fl aring. As the fundamental objective for Jlaring is to minimize
and eliminate Jlaring, it is not appropriate for the permit to include the detailed
requirements for operational monitoring present in the BAAQMD's Flare
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Monitoring Rule. Given the low level of flaring that should occur in the futrue at
the Wood River refinery, a simpler approach to operational monitoring at the
refinery should be established, as compared o the circumstances ofthe refineries
in Califomia that led to the BAAQMD and SCAQMD adopting their Flare
Monitoring rules several years ago.

Petitioners' Exhibit 6, Response to Comment No. 74. (emphasis added). However,

Petitioners failed to explain how the Responsiveness Summary neglected to respond to

their concems. In order to establish review of a permit is appropriate, a petitioner must

explain how the response to comment is clemly erroneous or otherwise warrants review.

Inre Kawaihae Cogeneration Project, T E.A.D. 107,125 (EAB 1997) citing In re Puerto

Rico Electric Power Authority,6 E.A.D. 253,255 (EAB 1995). In fact, Petitioners

merely repeated comrnents made during the public comment period. A petitioner cannot

simply repeat or restate the arguments presented during the public notice period but must,

instead, supply information or technical growrds in its petition that demonstrate the

merits of administrative review. See, In re Steel Dynamics, Inc.,9 E.A.D. 165, 226 (EAB

2000), citing In re Maui Electric Company,8 E.A.D. 1, 8 (EAB 1998).

Notwithstanding this procedural deficiency, on the merits, there exists no issue.

The Responsiveness Summary is clear, the Permit's firndamental objective is to minimize

and eliminate flaring emissions in the first place. Petitioners' Exhibit 6, Response to

Comment No. 74. Precision in the quantification of emissions from flaring that does

occur does not directly further the Permit's purpose of eliminating flaring events. While

Ihe Responsiveness Summary might have been a bit clearer on the latter part of the

Illinois EPA's analysis, this should not form the basis for review. Cf., In re Kendall New

Century Development, 11E.A.D.40, 50, ft. 13 (EAB 2003) (absence of direct response

not gtounds for review where response to comments was sufficient to convey basis of
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decision). The response to the comment was sufficient to articulate the basis ofthe

Illinois EPA's decision. 1d.

In addition to taking appropriate measures and implementing a plan to minimize

flaring events in the first place, the Permittee must also conduct monitoring as necessary

to reasonably calculate emissions. For instance, Unit-Specific Condition 4.7.8-1(c)

requires the Permittee to continuously monitor waste gases from each affected unit

associated with the Delayed Coking Unit. ln addition, the Permittee must either

continuously monitor the flow, hydrocarbon and sulfir content of the waste gas to each

Delayed Coking Unit flare or must determine the operating parametem of the Delayed

Coking Unit and flares in order to calculate the flow and composition ofwaste gas to the

flares. P et i tioners' Exhibit I, Unit-SpeciJic Con dition 4. 7. 8 - I (d).

A review ofthe final Permit firrther reveals that it addresses the operation and

maintenance of these monitoring systems. Particularly, the Permit requires data collected

by the monitoring systems be kept in coqlunction with records documenting their

necessary operation and maintenance. Petitioners' Exhibit I , Unit-Specific Condition

4.7.8-1(e) (emphasis added). Required records also include information on any time

when the monitoring instrument was not in operation, with accompanfng explanation.

Petitioners' Exhibit 1, Unit-Specifrc Condition a.7.8-I (e).

In conjunction with the previous monitoring requirements, the Permit requires

compliance through extensive recordkeeping. Unit Specific Condition 4.7.9(b)(i)-(iii)

conspicuously requires the Permittee to develop and maintain procedures indicating the

manner in which flaring emissions will be calculated. Petitioners' Exhibit 1, Unit-

Specific Condition 4.7.g(b)(r-(iir. Based on these defined procedures, the Permittee is
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required to calculate emissions and maintain records detailing the extent and duration of

flaring events, the cause ofthe flaring event and subsequent measures taken to prevent

future events. Petitioners' Exhibit 1, Unil-Specific Conditions 4.7.9(d)(, and (ii). As

such, the Permit sets forth a comprehensive strategy for verifying compliance with and

administration of the flare minimzation conditions that is in harmony with prior EAB

prccedent. Accord, In re Newmont Nevada Energy Investment, L.L.C. I}E.A.D. 429,

472-47s (EAB 200s).

Nor should it be ignored that the Permit includes even further recordkeeping

requirements. Records ofCO emissions from each flare in tons/month and tons/year and

each instance that an exceedance of a limit occurred are required to be kept. ,gee,

Petitioners' Exhibit 1, Unit-Specific Conditions 4.7.9(c) and (e). Deviations from Permit

requirements are to be promptly reported to the Illinois EPA. Petitioners' Exhibit I,

Unit-Specific Condition 4.7.10(b). Similar requirements exist for malfunction and

breakdown events. Petitioners' Exhibit 1, Unit-Specific Condition 4.7.9(fl and Condition

4.7.10(c). Finally, the Permittee is obligated to submit further information about each

flaring event in its Annual Emission Report. Petitioners' Exhibit 1, Unit-Specific

Condition 4.7.10(d). Taken as a whole, the Permit contains a significant number of

compliance monitoring, recordkeeping and reporting requirements that readily verify the

Permittee's compliance with the conditions in the Permit for the flares. Accord, In re

Newmont Nevada Energy Investment, L.L.C. 12E.A.D.429,472-475 (EAB 2005), 12

E.A.D. _; see also, In re Steel Dynamics, lnc.9E.A.D.765,234 (EAB June 22,

2000).
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Notably, the Illinois EPA included these additional operating monitoring

requirernents in response to public comments, but no effort has been made by the

Petitioners to refute the narrative explanation offered by the Illinois EPA, particularly, its

statement that:

The issued permit requires continuous monitoring to identifli when waste gases
are flared. This requirement is accompanied by requirements for monitoring or
instrumentation to reasonably determine the amount of gas that is flared,
requirements for sampling and analysis of waste gas or maintenance of records for
the composition of the gas, and requirements for monitoring or records related to
fuel usage for the pilot and venting of purge gas to the flme.

Petitioners' Exhibit 6, Response to Comment No. 73; see also, Petitioners' Exhibit 6,

Response to Comment No. 79 ("the issued permit requires that monitoring and

recordkeeping be implemented for the new flares to be able to determine flow and

composition of waste gas"). Instead, Petitioners complain that ihe Permit is silent with

respect to the frequency of sampling and the location ofthe monitoring thereby enabling

the use of compliance calculations to determine flaring emissions.3i While Petitioners

call into question the use ofcalculations to ascertain flaring emissions, Petitioners fail to

substantiate its argument with supporting fact. See, BP Cherry Poinl, 12 E.A.D. 209,228

(EAB 2005); see also In re Three Mountain Power, LLC, l0 E.A.D. 39, 58 (EAB 2001)

(The Board has previously held that it '\rill not overtum a permit provision based on

speculative arguments").

Other than repeating comments made during the public comment period, the

Petition does not present any basis for the EAB to review this argument. No relevant

facts or technical details are provided to support the Petitioners' contention ard they fail

to offer any reason or empirical evidence as to why the additional monitoring equipment

'' Emission testing may also be required upon a request by the Illinois EPA. Petitioners' Exhibit
I, Unit-Specifi c Cemdition 4. 7. 7 (a) (i).
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accuracy requirements proffered in comments should have been included when the

fundamental objective ofthe Permit is to eliminate flaring events and in light ofthe

limited flaring expected to take place at the refinery in the future. To warrant EAB

review, these particulars should have been articulated with greater specificity than that

alleged in the Petition. See In re BP Cherry Point, 12 E.A.D. 209-217(8482005)

fuetitioners must include "specific information in support oftheir allegations"); see also,

Inre Inter-Power of New York,5E.A.D.l30, 153 (EAB 1994). Because the Petitioners

fail to explain why the Illinois EPA's response to corments was clearly erroneous, the

EAB should decline review of this argument.

Finally, Petitioners charge the Permit failed to consider increased flaring

emissions at existing flares due to increased refinery production, as a whole, from the

CORE project and summarily conclude that BACTlevel controls are required on existing

flares to address emissions due to increased production levels. Petition at page 20. The

EAB should deny review ofthis issue because like Petitioners' first argument, both

consider whether the Permit appropriately addressed the CORE project's impact on

emissions from existing flares, and similar to Petitioners' fi$t argument, this challange

suffers from the same failing to demonstrate clear error by the Illinois EPA in its

response to comments. To merely summarize the Illinois EPA's response to comments

discussed at length above, the Responsiveness Summary observed that the pre-existing

flares would not be impacted by the CORE project as they were not being physically

modified or changing their operat\on. Petitioners' Exhibit 6, Response to Comment Nos.

58 and 84. In fact, due to requirements of the decree, emissions were expected to

decrease at the existing procoss flares. Pel itioners' Exhibit 6, Response to Comment No.
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58. Here, too, Petitioners fail to address the Illinois EPA's justification and have merely

restated the issue raised below and therefore fail to satisfy the EAB's procedural

requirements for obtaining review. See, In re Kendall New Century Development, l1 .

E.A.D. 40, 46 (EAB 2003).

Moreover, review should be denied because Petitioners fail to dernonstrate clear

enor in the Illinois EPA's response to comments. As evidenced by its response, the

Illinois EPA chose to rely upon its technical knowledge of existing operations at the

refinery. Here, too, this decision reflected the understanding ifConocoPhillips'

operations were modified by means of a physical change or change in the method of

operation, such that a significant emissions increase occurred, this modification would be

subject to 40 C.F.R. $ 52.27. See,40 C.F.R. g 52.21(bX2Xi); see also, Petitioners'

Exhibit 6, Response to Comment No. 77 (decree requires confirmation of emission

increases is to be confirmed by flow meters or other reliable means to determine flaring

emissions from the existing flares); see also, Petitioners' Exhibit 6, Response to

Comment No. 79 (the decree requires the flow and H2S content ofwaste gas to existing

flares to be determined).

Nor are BACTJevel controls required on existing flares given the Petitioners

have failed to prcsent one scintilla ofevidence suggesting that emissions will increase;

moreover, the decree already subjects existing flares to minimization and to monitoring

requirements that includes measures to correct conditions that may contribute to

excessive Acid Gas Flaring and Hydrocarbon Flaring. Petitioners' Exhibit 6, Response to

Comment Nos. 77 and 78. It is not surprising then that the Petitioners have overlooked

requirements ofthe decree which subject ConocoPhillips to various measures to
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minimize emissions at existing flares. As such, Petitioners have merely restated the issue

raised below thereby failing to satisfy the EAB's procedural requirements for obtaining

review,ln re Kendall New Century Development, ll E.A.D. 40, 46 (EAB 2003), and

have also failed to demonstrate clear error in the Illinois EPA's resDonse to comments.

Consequently, there exists no need for the Board to hear this issue much less afford the

relief suggested by Petitioners to wit a'temand of the permit to IEPA with instructions

that it perform top-down BACT analysis;' Petition at page 21.

D. The Flare Control Measures Established in the Permit are Practicablv
Enforceable.

Petitioners continue a reliain ofobjections with respect to the flare control

measures. Although these issues are developed separately in the Petition, they tend to run

together to make a single point; the flare minimization conditions are not practicably

enforceable. Specifically, Petitioners charge that the flare observation, monitoring

equipment and sampling requirements are not sufficient to guarantee that the conditions

are "enforceable as a practical matter."

l. Petitioners' argument fails to satisfy the EAB's procedural
requirements for obtaining review.

Comments submitted during the public comment period faulted the Iilinois EPA

for failing to include adequate flare monitoring requirements. See, Petitioners' Exhibit 6,

Response to Comment Nos. 66, 73, 74, 76. The Illinois EPA responded to this issue in

lhe Responsiveness Summary, explaining that "[t]he extent of future flaring at the Wood

River refinery is minimized by operational and economic incentives to maintain stable

process operation with consistent product yields to recover waste gas that is produced for

use as fuef." Pelitioners' Exhibit 6, Response to Comment No. 66; see also, Petitioners'
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Exhibit 2, attached Technical Analysis of Julia May, page 17 (recognizing that an

economic incentive exists to recover 'taluable gas" that "may be used as fuel gas of feed

for refinery processes'). Nonetheless, the Illinois EPA required ConocoPhillips to

perform certain measures to minimize flaring events including requirements that "address

proper operation ofa flare for effective destruction of organic constituents in waste gas

and effective combustion as related to generation of CO." Petitioners' Exhibit 6,

Response to Comment No. 76. The Illinois EPA concluded that due to the low level of

flaring expected in the future at the fefinery, it was not necessary to "prescribe what

monitoring techniques must be used and how monitoring must be conducted" rather it

was sufficient to require the 'tollection ofdata to identify when waste gases are flared

and in what quantity." Petitioners' Exhibit 6, Response to Comment No. 74; see also,

Petitioners' Exhibit 6, Response to Comment No. 77 (Shell Martinez's record on

minimizing flaring emissions at its Delayed Coker Unit installed in the mid-1990's

suggests that operation ofa modem Delayed Coker Unit does not significantly contribute

to flaring ernissi ons); see also, Petitioners' Exhibit 2, attached Technical Analysis of

Julia May, page I 7 (the inclusion of additional compressor capacity in the final permit

ensures that flare gases will generally be recovered ratier than routed to the flare).

Particularly, the issued Permit included requirements for continuous monitoring or

instrumentation to determine the amount of gas flared, "requirements for sampling and

analysis of waste gas or maintenance ofrecords for the composition of the gas, and

requirements for monitoring or records related to fuel usage for the pilot and venting of

purge gas to the flare." Petitioner's Exhibit 6, Response to Comment No. 73.
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Interestingly, Petitioners do not suggest the Illinois EPA's response to comments

is clearly erroneous or otherwise warrants review. In fact, Petitioners do not address the

Illinois EPA's response to public comments at all. *In order to establish that review ofa

permit is warranted, $124.19(a) requires a petitioner to both state the objections to the

permit that are being raised for review, and to explain why the permit decision maker's

previous response to those objections (i.e., the decision maker's basis for the decision) is

clearly erroneous or otherwise warrants review." In re Commonwealth Chesapeake

Corp., 6 E .A.D. 764,769 @AB 1997) citing, In re Puerto Rico Electric Power Authority,

6 E.A.D. 253,255 (EAB 1995); 1n re Genesee Power Station L.P.,4 E.A.D. 832,866

(EAB 1993). A petitioner may not simply repeat objections previously made during the

public comment period. See, In re Knauf Fiber Glass, GMBH, 9 E.A.D. 1, 5 (EAB

2004), citing Sutter,8E.4.D.680, 687 (EAB 1999); In re Encogen Cogeneration

Facility, 8 E.A.D. 244,251-252 (EAB 1999). The burden is on the petitioner to establish

that the permit issuer's response to comments was inadequate. In re GMC Delco Remy,1

E.A.D. 136, 141, fn. 14 (EAB 1997); see also, In re Exxon Co., U.S.A., 6 E.A.D. 32, 38-

39,fn.7 (EAB 1995); see also, In re South Shore Power, Z.Z.C., PSD Appeal No. 03-02,

slip op. at 12-15 (EAB, June 4, 2003) (review denied where Petitioners neglected to

address how the Administrator's response to comments failed to respond to Petitioners

terrain and meteorology concems).

2. Petitioners fail to show that the Illinois EPAos imposition of permit
requirements relating to the flare control measures were clearly
erroneous, arbitrary or otherwise warrants review.

Tuming to the merits ofthe issue, Petitioners contend that the recently-added flare

minimization conditions are not federally enforceable in accordance with USEPA
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guidance. This is purportedly due to the Permit allowing for either video monitoring or

operator monitoring rather than requiring video monitoring supplemented by operator

monitoring; the Permit neglecting to incorporate requirements ensuring the effective

functioning of monitoring equipment; and the Permit failing to require monitoring at the

flare header and to condition the frequency of sampling. See, Petition at pages 22 - 24.

Petitioners generaily seize upon language in the NSR Worluhop Manual that stress the

desirability of enforceable BACT limits. See, Petition at page 21 , citing NSR Workshop

Manual at page.B.56. In particular, the NSR Workshop Manual plainly discusses the

need for enforceable BACT limits and, in particular, it provides that BACT emission

limits must be practically enforceable and met on a continuous basis. See, Respondent's

Exhibit 7 at page 8.56. The document gives meaning to federal enforceability as a

permit that "contains appropriate averaging times, compliance verification procedures

and recordkeeping requirements." 1d. The N,SR Worl<shop Manual further states that the

permit must:

o be able to show compliance or noncompliance (i.e., through monitoring
times ofoperations, fuel input, or other indices of operating conditions and
practices); and

. specify a reasonable averaging time consistent with established reference
metltods, contain reference methods for determining compliance, and
provide for adequate reporting and recordkeeping so that the permitting
agency can determine the compliance status of the source.

1d As explained below, the EAB should recognize that the flare minimization conditions

are practically enforceable and thus, represent a lawful exercise ofpermitting authority

under the PSD program in accordance with the lr'SR Workshop Manuai and EAB

precedent. Accordingly, the EAB should defer to the Illinois EPA's technical judgment

in this matter.
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a. The Permit contains adequate flare observation requirements,

In their initial argument conceming the Permit's purported enforceability

"shortcomings", Petitioners claim that the Permit must require video monitoring.

Petition at page 22. Particularly, Petitioners charge that Permittee's compliance with

certain flare control measures may only be demonstrated through video monitoring

supplemented by operator monitoring rather than allowing for either video monitoring or

operator monitoing. Id. However, this argument is clearly dispelled by reading from a

portion ofthe ly'.lR Workshop Manual cited by Petitioners. .See, Petition at pages 22-23;

see also, Respondent's Exhibit 7 at page B.-t6. While compliance must be readily

verifiable, the manner in which it is achieved is permissible so long as it shows

compliance or noncompliance either through "monitoring times of operation, fuel input,

or other indices ofoperating conditions and practices", specifies reasonable averaglng

times and includes "reference methods for determining compliance." .Id. Nothing in the

NSR Manual suggests that one type of monitoring is preferable to another type of

monitoring so long as the terms of the permit are readily verifiable. Given the deference

typically provided to permitting authorities in technical matters, the Board should be

reluctant to review such specific details in permitting. See, BP Cherry Point, I2E.A.D-

209,228 (EAB 200s).

In fact, the terms of this Permit are readily enforceable; UnifSpecific Condition

4.7.8-2 requires the Permittee to either utilize "continuous video image" at the flare tip or

to "conduct observation for visible emissions from an affected unit when waste gases are

flared for more tlan 30 minutes." Petitioners' Exhibit l, Unit Specific Condilion 4.7.8-2.

Contrary to Petitioners' insinuations, the fact that there are two options available to the
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Permittee does not make either or both options unenforceable. Furlher, that the Permit

provides the Permittee a limited time frame to eliminate a flaring event after discovery

does not make the visual observation requirement unenforceable.38 Such conditions are

reasonable given that the primary purpose of the Permit is to minimize and eliminate

flaring not to simply observe such events. Pelitioners' Exhibit 6, Response to Comment

No.74.

Moreover, that observations are not required to take place when "all personnel

capable of conducting such observations are engaged in other essential tasks related to

the event, and during periods when such observations would pose a sigrificant safety

hazard to an observer due to the unusual circumstances of the event" does not make the

visual observation requirement unenforceable. Petitioners' Exhibit 6, Unit Specific

Condition 4.7.8-2. Snchlimitations are reasonable given the inherent safety concems

present in these operations. See generally, Petitioners' Exhibit 6, Response to Comment

No. 30, 93 and 95 (recognizing that the Delayed Coker Unit and other operations at

ConocoPhillips present safety concems for plant personnel). In fact, Petitioners, are on

record stating that "Delayed Coker Units . . . cause refinery accidents, extreme hazards to

workers, releases ofhazardous materials, and toxic gases> and ftes." Petitioners' Exhibit

2, page 32.

The conditions are readily verifiable consistent with the guidance dictated by the

NSR llorkshop Manual. In fact, conftary to Petitioners' assertion, their preferred use of

video monitoring supplemented by operator monitoring verifies compliance in generally

the same manner as that specified in the Permit. Petitioners' brief supported the inclusion

38 The presence ofvisible emissions at a flare may readily be determined by human observers by
USEPA MEthOd 22.
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of operator monitoring as a compliance verification tool and, in fact, was inciuded in the

Permit in response to comments. Petition at page 23; Petitioner's Exhibit 6, Response to

Comment No. 73. Accord, In re Prairie State Generating Company, PSD Appeal No. 05-

05, slip op. at 81, ftr. 64 (EAB, August24,2006),13 E.A.D. _ (acknowledgrng that

the petitioners supported a control efficiency limit incorporated in the pemit due to

public comments).

Moreover. Petitioners fail to address the Illinois EPA's rationale for not

mandating video monitoring in the final Permit. The Illinois EPA generally followed the

operational monitoring requirements in BAAQMD's Flme Monitoring Rule, opting not to

adhere to some of the more-detailed obiigations specified in this rule, statrng:

The issued permit includes an appropriate level ofspecificity for operational
monitoring for flming. As the fimdamental objective for flaring is to minimize
and eliminate flaring, it is not appropriate for the permit to include the detailed
requirements for operational monitoring present in the BAAQMD's Flare
Monitoring Rule. Given the very low level of flaring that should occur in the
future at the Wood River refinery a simpler approach to operational monitoring at
the refinery should be established, as compared to the circumstances ofthe

. refineries in California that led to the BAAQMD and SCAQMD adopting their
Flare Monitoring rules several years ago. Accordingly, the issued permit sets the
purposes that must be fulfilled for the operational monitoring for flaring, i.e.,
collection ofdata to identify when waste gases are flared and in what quantity.
The permit does not prescribe what monitoring techniques must be used aad how
monitoring must be conducted.

Petitioner's Exhibit 6, Response to Comment No. 74; see also, Petitioner's Exhibit 6,

Response to Comment No. 79 (indicating that the use of specific monitoring devices may

be addressed while processing a revised Title V permit).

Petitioners' argument also ignores that the observation requirements in Unit-

Specific Condition 4.7.8-2 are intended to act in combination with other monitoring

requirements incorporated in the Permit. ,See Petitioners' Exhibit I , Un -Specifi.c
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Condition 4.7.3(c)(vii) ("Owners or operators of flares used to comply with the

provisions of40 CFR 60.18 shall monitor these control devices to ensure that they are

operated and maintained in conformance with their desigrs"); see also, Petitioners'

Exhibit 1 , Unit-Specific Condition 4.7.8-1(b) ("[t]he Permittee shall continuously monitor

each affected unit for the presance ofa flare pilot flame using a thermocouple or any

other equivalent device to detect the presence ofa flarne"); see also, Petitioners' Exhibit

I , Unit-Specific Condition a.7.8-1(c) ("[t]he Permittee shall continuously monitor each

affected unit associated with the Delayed Coking Unit for the occurrence offlow of waste

gases, other than normal flow ofpurge gas and leakage fiom 'blosed" pressure relief

valves, to the affected unit"); see a/so, Petitioners' Exhibit 1, Unit-Specif;.c Condition

4-7.8-l (d) ("[t]he Permittee shal1 continuously monitor either: (1) [t]he flow and

hydrocarbon and sul{ir content of waste gas to each affected unit associated with t}re

Delayed Coking Unit; or (2) [t]he operating parameters of the Delayed Coking Unit and

affected units as needed for the flow and composition of waste gas to the affected united

to be determined"). These requirements as well verifu the accuracy of the flare control

measures.

Nor did Petitioners address the Permit's approach to monitoring waste gas flare

articulated in an additional response to comment, stating:

The issued permit requires continuous monitoring to identify when waste gases
are flared. This requirernent is accompanied by requirements for monitoring or
instrumentation to reasonably determine the amount of gas that is flared,
requirements for sampling and analysis ofwaste gas or maintenance ofrecords for
the composition ofthe gas, and the requirements for monitoring or records related
to fuel usage for the pilot and venting ofpurge gas to the flare.

Petitioner's Exhibit 6, Response to Comment No. 73. Rather, Petitioners merely repeated

comments made during the public comment period. In re Steel Dynamics, Inc.9 E.A.D.
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165,226 (EAB 2000) (finding that petitioners' claims that sulfur limits were not

practically enforceable merely repeated its claims during the public comment period and

did not rebut explanations provided by the permitting authority in its response to

comments document). The burden rests with the petitioner to estabiish that the permit

issuer's response to comments was inadequate. In re GMC Delco Remy,7 E.A.D. 136,

141, tu. 14 (EAB 1997).

As discussed above, the Permit and the response to comments are, as a whole,

sufficient in scope and documentation. Given the complexities that may be present in a

case-by-case analysis, it is not unreasonable for permitting authorities to be given some

latitude in the decision making process. '?ermit issuers must be free to exercise expert

judgrnent and rely on the data they conclude are mole accurate or comprehersive." In re

Inter-Power of New York, Inc.5 E.A.D. L30,147 (EAB 1994). So long as the mamer of

compliance or noncompliance is established by the permit limit, any technical

disagrcement over the particular method in which it is achieved should be left to the

sound discretion ofthe permitting authority. Issues that are technical in nature are largely

1eft to the discretion ofthe permitting authority. See, In re Peabody Westem Coal

Company, PSD Appeal No. 04-01 (EAB, February 18, 2O05), citing In re Carlotct Copper

Co., NPDES AppealNos. OO-23 & 02-06, slip op. at22 (EAB, Sept.30,2004), 11 E.A.D.

_; see also, In re NE Hub Partners, L.P.,7 E.A.D. 561 (EAB 1998).

Finally, Petitioners make a fleeting statanent that the observation requirements

for flaring make it impossible to determine compliance with federal limits on smoking

events (that are limited to 5 minutes in any two hour period) and with visible emission

limits. However, exactly the opposite is the case. The Permit establishes certain
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procedures whereby the Permittee must take action to verify compliance with such

requirements; in the future, these procedures may be supplemented with further

procedures in the Title V permit for the refinery. See, Petitioners' Exhibit I , Unit-Specific

Condition 4.7.8-2; see also, generally, Petitioners' Exhibit 6, Response to Comment No.

79. Nor do such procedures act to prevort other observation or credible evidence from

being used to determine compliance with the applicable standard for visible emissions.

b. The Illinois EPA appropriately rejected the inclusion ofthe
monitoring equipment accuracy requirements of BAAQMD
Regulation 12-11.

In their second argument, Petitioners claim that the Permit does little to ensure the

effective functioning of monitoring equipment and thereby does not e,nsure the

enforceability ofthe flare-related limits. Petition at page 23. Petitioners profess to

support this assertion by setting forth a litany of items the Permit fails to include (i.e., "

(i) set detection limits for the equipment used to measure flare flow and flme chemical

consistency, (ii) require the flare monitoring equipment to meet standmd test method

requirements, (iii) require any measures to verify the accuracy of the equipment, or (iv)

limit equipment downtime and set conservative assumptions for calculating emissions

when monitoring equipment is down'). 1d. Petitioners conclude the monitoring

requirements of BAAQMD Regulation 12-1 I previously pointed to in the public

comment period should have been included in the final Permit. Id.; see also Petitioners '

Exhibit 6, Response to Comment No. 24. Petitioners' argrrnents are procedurally

defrcient and substantively misplaced.

The Illinois EPA addressed this issue in the Responsiveness Summary, with

perhaps its most relevant discussion coming in response to Petitioners' comment that
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each requkenent of BAAQMD Regulation 12 Rule 1l should be incorporated in the

Permit due to the "large increase in refinery capacity and the refinery's history of

flaring." Petitioners' Exhibit 6, Response to Comment No. 74. In response, the Illinois

EPA pointed out that:

The issued permit includes an appropriate level of specificity for operational
monitoring for flaring. As the fundamental objective for Jlaring is to minimize
and eliminate flaring, it is not appropriate for the permit to include the detailed
requirements for operational monitoring present in the BAAQMD's Flare
Monitoring Rule. Given the low level of flaring that should occur in the future at
the Wood River refinery, a simpler approach to operational monitoring at the
refinery should be established, as compared to the circumstances of the refineries
in Califomia that led to the BAAQMD and SCAQMD adopting their Flare
Monitoring rules several years ago.

Id. (emphasis added). However, Petitioners failed to explain how the Responsiveness

Summary neglected to respond to their concems.

[I]n order to establish that review ofpermit is warranted, $124.19(a) requires
a petitioner to both state the objections to the permit that are being raised for
review, and to explain why the permit decision maker's previous response to
those objections (i.e., the decision maker's basis for the decision) is clearly
erroneous or otherwise wanants review.

In re Kawaihae Cogeneration Project, T E.A.D. 101, 125 (EAB 1997) citin g In re Puerto

Rico Electric Power Authority,6 E.A.D. 253,255 (EAB 1995); 1n re Genesee Power

Station L.P.,4 E.A.D. 832, 866 (EAB 1993);.In re Commonwealth Chesapeake Corp,6

E.A.D764,769(EAB 1997). In fact, Petitioners merely repeated comments made

during the public comment period. A petitioner cannot simply repeat or restate the

axguments presented during the public notice period but must, instead, supply

information or technical grounds in its petition that demonstrate the merits of

administrative review. See, Inre Steel Dytamics, Inc.,9 E.A.D. 165,226 (EAB 2000),

citing In re Maui Electric Company, S E.A.D. 1, 8 (EAB 1998).
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Beyond this procedural deficiency, on the merits, there exists no issue. The

Responsiveness Summary is clear, the Permit's fundamental objective is to minimize and

eliminate flaring emissions in the first place. Petitioners' Exhibit 6, Response to

Comment No. 74. Precision in the quantification of emissions of flaring that does occnr

does not directly fuither the Permit's goal to eliminate flaring. While the Responsiveness

Summary mighthave been a bit clemer on the later part of the Illinois EPA's analysis,

this should not form the basis for review. Cf., In re Kendall New Century Development,

11 E.A.D. 40, 50 fn. 13 (EAB 2003) (absence of direct response not grounds for review

where response to cornments was sufficient to convey basis of decision). The response to

the comment was sufficient to articulate the basis of the Illinois EPA's decision. 1d.

Significantly, in addition to implementing a plan to minimize flaring emissions in

the first place, the final Permit addresses the operation and maintenance of the monitoring

systems. Particularly, the Permit requires that records of data collected by the monitoring

systems be kept in conjunction with records documenting their necessary operation and

maintenance. Petitioners ' Exhibit 1, Unit-Specific Condition 4.7.8-1(e) (emphasis

added). P'equjred records further include the "date and duration of any time when a

required monitoring instrument or device for an affected unit was not in operation, with

explanation." Petitioners' Exhibit I, Unit-Specific Condition 4. 7. 8- 1 (e).

Consistent therewith, the USEPA provided the Illinois EPA with relevant

guidance by means ofthe decree it entered in (Jnited States of America and the States of

Illinois, Louisiana and New Jersey, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and lhe Northwest

Clean Air Agency v. ConoeoPhillips Company, Civil Action No. H-05-0258 (S.D. Tex.

December 5, 2005) ofwhat it found to be appropriate investigative, reporting and
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corrective action requirements for flaring incidents. For instance, paragraphs 153 through

157 ofthe decree indicate how Acid Gas Flaring and Tail Gas Incidents are to be

investigated, reported and corrective actions implemented; paragraph 167 incorporates by

reference paragraphs 153 through 157 for purposes ofhydrocarbon flaring incidents. A

review ofthese paragraphs reveals a broad approach to investigative, reporting and

corrective action requirements similar to that adopted by the Illinois EPA in the

challenged Permit. See, Petitioners' Exhibit 6, Response to Comment Nos. 28, 78, and

99.

Other than repeating comments made during the public comment period, the

Petition does not present any basis for the EAB to review this argument. No relevant

facts or technical details are provided to support the Petitioners' contention and they fail

to offer any reason or empirical evidence as to why the additional equipment accuracy

requirements proffered in comments should have been included when the fundamental

objective of the Permit is to eliminate flaring events, in light of the limited flaring

expected to take place at the refinery in the future, and the additional requirements

discussed at length above. These particulars should be articulated with greater specificity

for seeking EAB review than that alleged in the Petition. See, In re BP Cherry Point, 12

E.A.D. 209, 217(EAB 2005) (petitioners must include "specific information in support of

their allegations"); see also, In re Inter-Power of New York, 5 E.A.D.130, 153 (EAB

1994). Because the Petitioners fail to explain why the Illinois EPA's response to

conrments was clearly erroneous, the EAB should decline review of this argument.

Finally, Petitioners make passing reference that the Permit's purported lack of

equipment accuracy requirements makes it impossible to determine compliance with the
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Permit limits for "CO, NOx and VOM (and, indirectly, PM\". Petition at page 23. The

argument is flawed as the accuracy or precision of a determination does not affect the

feasibility of making such determination. It merely affects the accuracy or precision of

the determination.3e In this regard, Petitioners do not address why the provisions that the

Illinois EPA set forth in the Permit are not suffrcient to enable a reasonable determination

of compliance with emission 1imits.40 Moreover, the Environmental Appeals Board's

jurisdiction is principally established "by regulatio n}' See, The Environmental Appeals

Board Practice Manaal at page 2 (June 2004). The narrative discussion contained within

USEPA's original rule-making, which formally created the Board in February 1992,

implies the same conclusion, referring to the Adminishator's delegation of authority to

the Board to review penalty and permit appeal cases "arising under" the specified

environmental pro grams.4l

In permit appeals brought under the Clean Air Act's PSD program, the Boatd's

review is govemed by the PSD regulations. Issues that are "covered" by the PSD

regulations are reviewable; issues that fall outside ofthe purview ofthe regulations will

not warrant the Board's review even if they satisfy the Board's other procedural

" Moreo rrer, any malfunction of monitoring equipment would be a failure to properly monitor
and thus, constitute noncompliance. It would not preclude the use of other information, under the
principle of credible evidence, to determine compliance.

* It is also relevant that other aspects ofthe CO BACT determination for flaring are enforceable
independently and separate from compliance with applicable limits. In particular, the
requirements to properly operate and maintain the flare, to have redundant compressor capacity,
to implement a flare minimization plan, to perform root cause analyses for flaring, and to
periodically report the occurrence of flaring events are all directly enforceable.

at See,57 Fed. Reg. 5,320,5,320-5,321 (February 13,1gg2). (The rule-making identified the
various t)?es of matters that the Board is permitted to review under both the applicable regulatory
and delegated authority from the USEPA Administrator and outlined the specific appellate
functions that th€ Board must serve).



requirements. See, In re Knauf Fiber Class, GmbH,8 E.A.D. 121, 127 (EAB 1999).

Stated more broadly, the Board's permit review process for PSD permit appeals "is not

an open forum for consideration ofevery environmental aspect ofaproposed project, or

even every issue that bears on air quality." Id. Unless the permitting issue is an

"explicit" requirement of, or "directly relates" to, the PSD program, the Board has

consistently refused to assume jurisdiction inthe matter. Id. at pages I61- 162. While CO

emissions from this project are subject to PSD review, and thus, subject to review by the

Board, NOx, VOM and PM emissions from the.CORE project are not. See, Petitioners'

Exhibit I , Unit-Specific Condition ?.3. This project's VOM emissions are subject to state

regulations for Major Stationary Sources Construction and Modification ("MSSCAM')

found at 35 Il1. Adm. Code203.Id; see also, In Genesee Power Station Limited

Partnership,4 E.A.D. 832, 859-860 (EAB 1993) ("non-attainment issues are generally

not reviewable in the context of a PSD appeal.'). Emissions of NOx and PM from this

project are not significant and are only subject to state permit requirements. Petitioners'

Exhibit 1. Emissions subject to state-only requirements are clearly beyond the statutory

ard regulatory framework of the PSD program. Because such arguments are gonerally

beyond the EAB's jurisdiction, review should be denied.

c. The Permit includes enforceable monitoring requirements.

In their third point, Petitioners aver the lack of sampling frequency and

monitoring location requirements in the Permit asserting that these deficiencies allow the

Permittee to merely calculate flaring emissions something they characterize as "a far less

accurate method" than performing monitoring at the flare header. See, Petition at pages

23 - 24. T\ese arguments are unfounded. While Petitioners fail to cite to any portion of
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the Permit that purportedly allow ConocoPhillips to "make an end run around sampling

and monitoring requirements" through the performance of "infrequent" sampling events,

the key provisions for addressing the Petitioners' concerns are found in the limits

themselves. See, Petition at page 23.

First, as a more practical matter future flaring at the refinery is expected to be at a

low level. The inclusion of an additional waste gas recovery system with redundant

compressor capacity for the Delayed Coking Unit makes certain sufficient capacity exists

to handle 100 percent ofthe routine flow ofwaste gas generated from operation ofthe

Delayed Coking Unit to the fuel recovery system. Petitioners' Exhibil I, Unit-Specific

Condition 4.7.5(a)(iii); see also, Petitioners' Exhibit 6, Response to Comment Nos. 71, 78

and 84. As such, flare gases will generally be recovered rather than routed to the flare.

See, Petitioners' Exhibit 2, attached Technical Analysis ofJulia May, page 17; see also,

page 26 (" As found by the BAAQMD and SCAQMD, compressor capacity is key in

preventing flaring. It allows the refinery to recycle gases back to the refinery to be used

as fuel, rather than buming these gases in the flare and creating unnecessary additional air

pollution. As discussed in the Shell Martinez Flare Minimization Plan, adding

compressor capacity allowed Shell to reduce to very low leveis compared to other

refineries, including emergency flaring."). What's more, the Flare Minimization Plan not

only addresses the adequacy of the recovery system, but the Permit requires additional

measures that "address proper operation ofa flare for effective destruction oforganic

constituents in waste gas and effective combustion as related to generation of CO."

Petitioners' Exhibit 6, Response to Comment Nos. 74, 76 and 84. For these reasons, a
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low level of flaring is expected in the future at the refinery. Petitioners' Exhibit 6,

Response to Comment No- 74.

Second, a review of the Permit reveals that the Permittee must continuously

monitot a number of different variables that are necessary to determine flare emissions.

For instance, Unit-Specific Condition 4.7.8-1(c) requires the Permittee to continuously

monitor waste gases from each affected unit associated with the Delayed Coking Unit. In

addition, the Permittee must either continuously monitor the flow, hydrocarbon and

sulfur content of the waste gas to each Delayed Coking Unit flare or must determine the

operating pmameters of the Delayed Coking Unit and flares in order to calculate the flow

and composition of waste gas to the flares.az Petitioners' Exhibit I, Unit-Specific

Condition 4.7.8-lA).

hr conjunction with the previous monitoring requirements, compliance is verified

through extensive recordkeeping. Unit Specific Condition 4.7.9(b)(i)-(iii) requires the

Permittee to develop and maintain a file indicating the manner in which flaring emissions

will be calculated; particularly, the Permittee is obligated to define the following

orocedures:

l .

i i .

iii.

A description oftle procedure for calculating emissions attributable to
combustion of fuel for the pilot flame frrel, purge gas and waste gas.
A description ofthe procedures for determining flows of different streams
to the flare as related to operational monitoring, ifcontinuous monitoring
is not conducted for a strearr-.
A description ofthe procedures for determining the composition of
different streams to the flare as related to operational monitoring, if
continuous monitoring is not conducted for a stream, with the composition
that will be used for different streams, with supporting documentation.

o2 It also bears mentioning that in addition to requiring continuous monitoring of the above items,
the Pemittee must keep records incumbent with the operation of these systems including records
of those times when the monitoring device is not in operation. Petitioners' Exhibit 1, Unit-
Speeirtc Condition 4.7.8-I (e).
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Petitioners' Exhibit 1, Unit-Specific Condition 4.7.9(b)(i)-(iii). Based on these defined

and documented procedures, the Permittee is required to calculate emissions and maintain

records detailins:

i. Operation and emissions associated with the pilot flame and purge gas
sffeans.

ii. Information for each period when waste gas was flared, including date,
time and duration, reason for flaring, total volume ofgas flared*, whether
any waste gas was recovered for fuel with estimated amount, hydrocarbon
and sulfur content ofthe waste gas +, total emissions ofVOM and SO2,
detailed explanation of the reason for flaring, any measures taken to
prevent similar events and other relevant information related to the fla.ring
event.

t Accompanied by supporting calculations

Petitioners' Exhibit 1, Unit-Specific Conditions 4.7.9(d)(i) and (ii). As such, the Permit

sets forth a comprehensive approach to determining emissions from flaring that is in

accord with prior EAB precedent. Accord, In re Newmont Nevada Energt Investment,

L-L.C. 12 E.A.D.429, 472-47s (EAB 2005).

ln fact, the Permit contains even more extensive recordkeeping requirements.

Records ofCO emissions from each flare in tons/month and tonVyear and each instance

that an exceedance ofa limit occurred are required to be kept. .See, Petitioners' Exhibit l,

Unit-Specific Conditions 4.7.9(c) and (e) (requiring identifrcation of the limit possibly

exceeded; duration of any likely exceedance; an estimate of excess emissions; an

explanation ofthe cause ofthe potential exceedance; and the time compliance was

established). Deviations from permit requirements axe to be promptly reported to the

Illinois EPA. Petitioners' Exhibit 1, Unit-Specific Condition 4.7.10(b). Srmllar

requirements exist for malfunction and breakdown events. Petitioners' Exhibil I , Unit-
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Specific Condition 4.7.9(fl and Condition 4.7.10(c). Finally, the Permittee is obligated to

submit information about each waste gas flaring event, a summary of the year's flaring

activity and emissions, an analysis of the amount ofwaste gas recovered as telated to the

amount offlared waste gas and an analysis ofthe cause ofeach flaring event in its

Annual Emission Report. Petitioners' Exhibit I, Unit-Spectfic Condition 4-7.10(d).

Taken as a whole, the Permit contains monitoring and recordkeeping requirements that

are reasonably developed to determine emissions from flaring as well as address other

tequirements of the permit related to flaring. Accord, In re Newmont Nevada Enerp

Investment, L.L.C. 12 E.A.D. 429, 472-47 5 (EAB 2005); see also, In re Steel Dynamics,

Inc.9E.A.D. 165,234 (EAB June 22,2000).

Notably, the lllinois EPA included these additional operational monitoring

requirements in response to public comments, but no effort has been made by the

Petitioners to refute the narrative explanation offered by the Illinois EPA, particularly, its

statement that:

The issued permit requires continuous monitoring to identi$ when waste gases
are flared. This requirement is accompanied by requirernents for monitoring or
instrumentation to reasonably determine the amount of gas that is flared,
requirements for sampling and analysis of waste gas or maintenance ofrecords for
the composition of the gas, and requirements for monitoring or records related to
fuel usage for the pilot and venting ofpurge gas to the flare.

Petitioners' Exhibit 6, Response to Comment No. 73; see also, Petitioners' Exhibit 6,

Response to Comment No. 79 ("the issued permit requires that monitoring and

recordkeeping be implemented for the new flares to be able to determine flow and

composition of waste gas"). lnstead, Petitioners complain that the Permit is silent with

respect to tlle frequency of sampling and the location ofthe monitoring thereby enabling

the Permittee to employ what it characterizes as a "less accuate method", compliance
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calculations, to determine flaring emissions.o' Whil" th" Permittee's compliance

methodology does include calculations whose accuracy has been called into question by

the Petitioners, Petitioners' argument is not substantiated with supporting fact. Here, the

Petitioners offer a one-sentence argument and nothing more. This type ofminutia in

permitting detail reflects the sort ofreview that the Board should be averse to accept in

view ofthe deference typically afforded to permit authorities in technical matters. .Seg

BP Cherry Point, 12E.4.D.209,228 (EAB 2005); see also, In re Ihree Mountain

Power, LLC, l0 E.A.D. 39, 58 (EAB 2001) (The Board has previously held that it'\rill

not overtum a permit provision based on speculative arguments').

Admittedly the above-conditions do not specifu a particular frequency of

sampling, however, they speak to the nature ofthe data that must be collected and the

schedule for the required activities, continuous monitoring to ensure compliance.aa As

such, it provides an adequate basis to assess compliance with emission limits.

ar Pefitioners make passing reference that the permit's monitoring deficiencies make it impossible
to determine compliance with the permit limits for "CO, NOx and VOM (and, indirectly, PM)".
Petition at page 24. As set foth above, issues that are "covered" by the PSD regulations are
reviewable; issues that fall outside the purview ofthe regulations will not warrant the Board's
review even if they satisfu the Board's other procedural requirements. See, In re KnaufFiber
Glass, GmbH,8 E.A.D. 121, 127 (EAB 1999). While CO emissions from this project are subject
to PSD review, and thus, subject to review by the Board, NOx, VOM and PM emissions from the
CORE project are not. See, Petitioners' Exhibit I, Unit-SpeciJic Condition 2.3.

4 Emission testing may also be required upon a request by the Illinois EPA. Unit-specifrc
Condition 4.7.7(a)(i) genetally provides that the Permittee mrist test the flares upon a request by
the nlinois EPA mder any conditions specified by the Illinois EPA and/or the USEPA. The
testing must be performed in accordance with the following methods: the heating value ofgas
combusted in a flare shall be determined in accordance with 40 CFR 60.18(\(3), Petitioners'
Exhibit 1, Unit-Specific Condition a.7.7(a)(ii)(B): USEPA Reference Methods 2, 2A, 2C, or 2D
as appropriate, to determine the actual exit velocity ofthe flares as delineated by 40 CFR
60.18(I)(4), Petitioners' Exhibit I , Unit-Specific Condition 4.7.7 (a) (ii)(Q,' and the maximum
permitted velocity for flares and for air assisted flares shall be determined, respectively, by the
equations in 40 CFR 60.18(f)(5) and 40 CFR 60.18(f(6). Petitioners' Exhibit I, Unit-SpeciJic
Conditions 4. 7. 7 (a) (ii) (D) and (E).
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E.

In sum, Petitioners isolate portions of the Permit in lieu of considering the

comprehensive program established by the Illinois EPA to determine compliance,

thereby, giving the appearance that the Illinois EPA's response was somehow inadequate.

However, the Illinois EPA put together an all-embracing program that presents no

obstacles to compliance determinations or enforcement. The Permit clearly sets forth a

program to eliminate and minimize flaring events, the means by which compliance with

these conditions shall be measured including extensive recordkeeping and reporting

requirements. Finally, because the Petitioners fail to explain why the Illinois EPA's

response to comments was clearly erroneous, the Petitioners have failed to meet their

burden.

The Illinois EPA Did Not Err in Its Decision to Not Impqge a COz and
Methane Emission Limit as a Part of lts BACT Analvsis"

Petitioners challenge the Illinois EPA's permitting decision on the grounds that it

does not contain a BACT limit for CO2 and methane ernissions.46 A pivotal part of this

Additional testing requirements are contained in Condition 4.7.7(b) for the project. The permit
requires the permittee to "conduct sampling ofprocess streams in the Delayed Coker Unit to
obtain representative samples ofthe waste gases that would be sent to the flare for the Unit if
waste gases were to be flared" at the request of the Illinois EPA. Petitioners' Exhibit I, Unit-
Specific Contlition 4.7.7ft)(i); see also, Petitionerc' Exhibit 1, Unit-Specific Condition
4.7.7(b)(il (required sampling analysis to be performed by the permittee in accordance with
applicable ASTM Test methods or other standard method).

t5 While Petitioners summarize their issue presented for review as "[w]hether IEPA's failure to
consider emissions reduction technologies for carbon dioxide (CO2) and methane as part oftop-
down BACT analysis or in BACT collateral impacts analysr was a clearly erroneous conclusion
of law, or an important policy considefation that the Board should review and reverse",
Petitioners make no argument or statement in the body of their Petition with regard to the BACT
collateral impact analysis. Petition at page 3 {emphasis added}. As Petitioners have warved this
issue, the Illinois EPA provides no response to this portion ofPetitioners' characterization oftheir
issue presented for review.

ou The USEPA has recently presented its view ofthe appropnate treatnent ofCO2 emissions in
PSD permitting decisions in its brief filed in the Cftris tian County Generation matter. See, Brief
of the EPA ffice of Air and Radialion, In re Christian County Generatioa ZZC, PSD Appeal
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challenge rests upon a dubious interpretation of the Supreme Court's recent decision in

Massachusetts v. EPA,127, S.Ct. i438 (2007). Attempting to cast their claim in the

warm glow ofthat ruling, Petitioners exaggerate the breadth ofthe Court's opinion. The

Supreme Court's ruling, while certainly important in its own right, does not speak to the

issue raised here. Because the argument concerning the meaning ofthe "subject to

regulation" phrase was reasonably ascertainable during the public participation period in

the subject proceedings, the Petitioners failed to preserve this last issue for appeal.

Once the Petitioners' implausible reading of the Supreme Court's ruling is

dispelled, a light can be shone on their core assertion that a BACT limit must be

established for greenhouse gas emissions. The main focus of Petitioners' argument is

that greenhouse gases are "subject to regulation" and, hence, CO2 and methane emissions

must be addressed with a BACT limit because they are pollutants that are currently

regulated under either the Clean Air Act's ("CAA') Title IV requirements or Illinois'

State Implementation Plan ("SIP'). Alternatively, Petitioners contend that COz and

methane are "subject to further regulation" and, thus, must be addressed with a BACT

analysis because some regulatory entity might theoretically regulate them in the future.

These arguments are the product ofwishful thinking, as they lack any semblance of

support in the CAA or USEPA's implementing regulations. To that end, the Petitioners

fail to demonstrate that the Illinois EPA's failure to set a BACT emission limit was

clearly erroneous. The Petitioners fail to identify any "important policy consideration"

No. 07-01. In that brief, the USEPA generally asserts that CO2 is not a regulated pollutant for
purposes of PSD permitting.
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that warrants the Board's consideration ofthis issue as well.aT For these reasons, as set

forth in more detailed arguments below, review ofthe Petitioners' first issue should be

denied.

1. The Massachusetts v. EPA decision does not support Petitioners'
assertions regarding the applicability of PSD and BACT emission
limits.

Petitioners invoke the Supreme Court's Massachusetts v. EPA ruling at virtually

every tum in the Petition but the decision's relevancy to the present proceeding is remote

at best. ln their Petition, Petitioners cite to select portions of the Supreme Court's ruling

addressing whether COz, methane and at least two other greenhouse gases constitute a

type of "air pollutant," as that term is defined by the CAA's general provisions By way

of background, USEPA had declined to grant a rulemaking petition, initiated by states

and other interested parties under Title II of the CAA, that sought the promulgation of

mobile source emissions standards for greenhouse gas emissions. ln so declining,

USEPA argued that greenhouse gases did not fall within the ambit ofthe "air pollution"

definition and that the overall statutory scheme did not evidence congressional intentions

to regulate such gases. However, the Court found otherwise, stating: "[B]ecause

greenhouse gases fit well within the CAA's capacious definition of 'air pollutant,' we

ot In the Memorandum filed on behalf of ConocoPhillips in this appeal, ConocoPhillips'
attorneys argue that the Board should not review this issue as a result ofpolicy considerations.
Specifically, they claim that the solution to the problern of global warming should not be
addressed through a local permitting body's case-by-case authority over PSD permits that would
at best offer only a 'piecemeal, localized regulation ofa global issue." See, Memorandum in
Support of Permittee's Motion lo Pd.rticipate, pdge 52. They also cite extensively from the
Illinois EPA's Responsiveness Summary for their argument, including the Illinois EPA's view
that the challenge to global warming requires a "comprehensive regulatory approach" imposed by
the United States Congress. Id., citing Petitioner's Exhibit 6,Response lo Comment No. 51. The
Illinois EPA generally agrees with the thrust of ConocoPhillips' argument. However, the Illinois
EPA will defer to the Board as to whether the Petitioners' last issue poses an ifiportant policy
issue that sufficiently warrants the Board's review. Accordingly, the primary focus ofthe Illinois
EPA's response to this issue addresses the cleady erroneous standard ofthe Board's review
procedures. See, 4O C.F.R. 9124.19(a)(1).
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hold that EPA has the statutory authority to regulate the emissions ofsuch qases from

new motor vehicles." Massachusetts v. EPA, 127 S.Ct. at 1462.

Petitioners hail the Court's ruling as if itblazed new trails into the PSD program

and therefore directly controls the outcome of this appeal. Petitioners first summarily

conclude that the Court has deemed greenhouse gas emissions "subject to regulation" for

purposes ofthe PSD program. See, Petition at page 25. In the same broad stroke,

Petitioners go on to proclaim that the Court's ruling compels PSD permit authorities to

assume a legal responsibility of incorporating BACT limits for greenhouse gases into

PSD permits. 1d. According to Petitioners' reasoning, the Illinois EPA erred in failing

to establish a BACT limit for COz and methane emissions in the wake of the Supreme

Court's ruling.

Petitioners' exuberance is misplaced, as their assertions are not supported by the

Massachusetts v. EPI decision. The ruling considers the substantive merits ofthat case

in two parts. First, the Court rejected USEPA's argument that it would overstep its

statutory authority by regulating greenhouse emissions from new mobile vehicles or

engines. In holding that greenhouse gas emissions are "air pollutants" and can be

regulated by USEPA under Title II, the Court focused on USEPA's policy arguments for

declining the rulemaking petition, not the scientific considerations inherent in a finding

that such pollutants "cause, or contribute to, air pollution which may reasonably be

anticipated to endanger public health or welfare-" See,42 U.S.C.57521. The latter

"endangerment clause," as reflected in the language of Section 202(a)(1) of the CAA, is

both a statutory command and a critical prerequisite to the promulgation of rules under

Title II.
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USEPA's altemate rationale for denying the rulemaking petition dealt with the

policy reasons that USEPA had articulated as to why the regulation ofmobile source

emissions under Title II was presently unwarranted. The Court found little room for

accommodating those considerations in light of the limited discretion afforded by the

statutory scheme of the CAA. In reaching this finding, the Court skessed that USEPA's

discretion under Title II's "endangerment clause" must hew closely to the kind of

scientific analysis outlined in the statute's command. The Court stated:

"EPA no doubt has signifrcant latitude as to the manner, timing, content, and
coordination of its regulations with those of other agencies- But once EPA has
responded to a petition for rulanaking, its reasons for action or inaction must
conform to the authorizing statute. Under the clear terms of the [CAA], EPA can
avoid taking further action only ifit determines that greenhouse gases do not
contribute to climate change or if it provides some reasonable explanation as to
why it carmot or will not exercise its discretion to determine whether they do."

Massachusetts v. EPA, 727 S.Ct. at 7462. The Court also specifically rejected the

argument that uncertainties regarding aspects of global warming justified delay in

promulgating reguiations until some later time. The majority's opinion observed: "If the

scientific uncertainty is so profound that it preciudes EPA from making a reasoned

judgrnent as to whether gteen-house gases contribute to global warming, EPA must say

so;' Irl., 127 S.Ct. at 1463.

While the Court's ruling touches on the parameters of Title II's "endangerment

clause," it does not actually address any axgument fitting within that construct, iffor no

other reason than because such events have yet to transpire. As shown, the majority

opinion clearly contemplates as much, observing throughout that the necessary

prerequisite for Title II rulemaking is a formal USEPA finding of endangerment.a8

a8 This distinction is evident from the Court's framing ofthe issue; "... the first question is
whether $202(a)(l) ofthe [CAA] authorizes EPA to regulate greenhouse gas emissions from new
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Greenhouse gas emissions may be a type of air pollutant, but USEPA has not made a

final judgment that they cause "air pollution" under the auspices of Title II or anyrvhere

else in the CAA.ae This obvious reading of the Court's decision clearly undermines

Petitioners' notion that greenhouse gas emissions are already "subject to regulation" for

purposes of PSD.so

Moreover, the reach of the Supreme Court's decision should be limited to the

specific context from which the controversy arose. The ruling addressed the legal

adequacy of USEPA's regulatory actions under Title II and, apart from its brief

consideration ofone of the Act's generally applicable definitions, the majority opinion

does not cast a significant shadow beyond the realm ofmobile source emissions

standards. As such, neither prongs of the Court's analysis can be said to address the

applicability of CAA requirements beyond the scope of Title II.

Admittedly, the Court's ruling may offer a thread of support to the Petitioners'

overarching arguments presented in this appeal. It stands to reason that a necessary

element of Petitioners' case is to demonstrate that COz and methane are "air ooliutants";

motor vehicles in the event that it forms a 'judgment' that such ernissions contribute to climate
change {emphasis added}." Massa.chusetts v. EPA, 127 S.Ct. at 1459.

o9 P"titione.. uppear to find some significance in the fact that USEPA is currently defending
litigation for its refusal to adopt performance standards for CO2 emissions under Section I I I of
the CAA. See, Petition at page 34-35. From all appearances, the litigation pending before that
federal appeals court is simply a reprising of the arguments raised in Massachusetts v. EPA. To
that end, the resolution of that pending appeal will not fesolve the iss es raised by P€titioners in
this appeal any more than the Suprerne Court's ruling did so.

50 Petitioners admit that the absence of emission standarils under Sections 111 and 202 ofthe
CAA does not affect the outcome of this issue. See, Petilion at page 34. The Petitioners state that
"USEPA's failure, thus far, to establish specific emission limits for carbon dioxide and
methane... is not determinative ofwhether these GHGs [greenhouse gas emissionsJ are 'subject

to' regulation." -Id It is difficult to discem how this acknowledgement can be reconciled with
Petitioners' earlier insistence that Ihe Massachusetts v. EPA ruling held that CO2 emissions are
"subject to regulation" and, consequently, that permit authorities are obliged to impose a BACT
limit for greenhouse gas ernissions in PSD permits. Pelition dt page 25.
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otherwise the PSD program would not be implicated at all. The Massachusetts v. EPA

decision satisfies this element; however, any other comparisons must end there. Beyond

that sliver of analogy, however, the decision, or even any divination of its broader

meaning, fails to enlighten on the subject ofPetitioners' arguments. Those arguments, to

the extent that Petitioners have preserved a right to raise thern here, must stand or fall on

existing statutory and regulatory authorization.

2. The issue and related arguments concerning the applicability of PSD
was not raised during the public comment process and were
reasonably ascertainable.

In their appeal, Petitioners raise the issue and related arguments regarding the

need for a BACT emission limit for greenhouse gas emissions. Petitioners must

dernonstrate that these matters have been properly preserved for appeal. This burden

requires a party to show that the issue presented on appeal was brought to the attention of

the permit authority during the public comment period. ,See 4A C.F.R. SI24.13. kl

particular, a petitioner must have identified "a11 reasonably ascertainable issues" and must

have put forth "all reasonably available arguments supporting [its] position" on or before

the conclusion of the public comment period. 1d.

The Board has previously stressed the importance of this requirement,

emphasizing that it is not merely an "arbitrary hurdld' but, rather, is a substantive rule

with exacting consequences. See, In re Indeck-Elwood, LLC, PSD Appeal No. 03-04,

slip op. at 58 (EAB, September 27, 2006), 13 E.A.D. _., citing, In re BP Cherry Point,

PSD Appeal No. 05-01, slip op. at 14-l 5 (EAB, June 21, 2005), 12 E.A.D. -.-. In the

Board's view, the rule promotes "efficiency and integrity of the overall administrative

permitting schame," Indeck-Elwood, LLC, PSD Appeal No. 03-04, slip op. at 58, and its
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purpose will "enswe that the permitting authority frst has the opportunity to address

permit objections and to give some fil]ality to the permitting process." In re Sutter Power

Plant, S E.A.D. 670, 687 (EAB 1999). This purpose would not be sewed by allowing

persons to raise objections, or any supporting grounds for the same, for the first time on

appeal. It is noteworthy that the Board has not hesitated to deny review for allegations

that fail to satisfy the requisite showing, notwithstanding the serious or genuine nature of

the allegations. Cf., Indeck-Elwood, LLC, slip op. at 52-59, (review denied concerning

permitting agency's alleged failed to consider use of low-sulfur coal in BACT

evaluation);In re BP Cherry Point, 12E.A.D.209,218 -221 (EAB 2005) (denying

review ofpermit authority's alleged failure to heat a nearby park as a Class I area).

In this instance, neither the issue nor the supporting legal arguments presented by

Petitioners concerning the lack of a BACT limit for COz and methane was raised during

the public comment process. While the Illinois EPA responded to general comments

about greenhouse gas emissions, these comments pertained to the agency's failure to

quantify emissions ofgreenhouse gases from the CORE project and the need for the

agency to evaluate such emissions in its altematives analysis pursuant to state

nonattainrnent regulations for Major Stationary Sources Construction and Modification

found at 35 nl. Adm. Code 203.306. See, Petitioners' Exhibit 2, attached Technical

Analysis ofJulia May, pages 32 - 36; see also, Petitioners' Exhibit 6, Response to

Comment Nos. 49-57. Petitioners now seek to piece apart the Illinois EPA's response to

this comment as a basis to support the Board's review oftheir greenhouse gas arguments.

For instance, Petitioners selectively cite from a comment stating that greenhouse gases

should be monitored and measured consistent with state law to suggest that the Illinois
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EPA was on notice ofits argument that the agency should treat greenhouse gases as

regulated pollutarfs. Petition at pages 25-26; see also, Petitioners' Exhibil 6, Response

to Comment No.55. The response does no such thing, but merely responds to a concem

about the quantification of emissions for purposes of the altematives analysis, particularly

stating that: "Treating emissions ofCOz and other greenhouse gases as regulated air

pollutants, as is effectively being requested by this comment, would be inconsistent with

current Illinois law." Petitioners' Exhibit 6, Response to Comment No. 55;, see also,

Petitioners' Exhibit 2, attached Technical Analysis ofJulia May, pages 32 - 36. In

doing so, Petitioners try to challenge a different aspect ofpublic comments pertaining to

greenhouse gases than addressed by those comments. See, In re Kendall New Cmtury

Development, 11 E.A.D. 40, 55 (EAB 2003), citing In re RockGen Energy Center, 8

E.A.D. 536, 544-545 (EAB 1999). It seems particularly egregious to allow the Illinois

EPA's passing reference to state nonattainment requirements as a basis to warrant review

in this appeal.

Moreover, Petitioners fail to demonshate that their issues on appeal were not

"reasonably ascertainable," and that any supporting arguments were not "reasonably

available," at the close of the public comment period. See, 40 C.F.R. $124.13. The Board

has stressed that the burden is on the petitioner to demonstrate that the new issue and/or

legal arguments could not have been reasonably ascertained. Cf, Indeck-Elwood, LLC,

slip op. at 119 (notwithstanding Siena Club's assertion that newly obtained information

revealed deficiencies with the NOx and SO2 BACT limits, EAB declined to consider the

issues as they were reasonably ascertainable and not raised in public comment). The

Board has also held that a petitioner's failure to raise an issue is not excusable merely
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because a petitioner did not leam of the issue until after the end ofthe comment period.

In re AES Puerto Rico, L.P.,8 E.A.D. 324, tn.20 (EAB, May 27, 1999)(argument

concerning a study was not preserved for appeal where petitioner's concem had always

been in issue but it had not leamed ofstudy until after close ofpublic comment; though

petitioner's awareness of study was lacking at that time, it "does not mean that the study

was not reasonably ascertainable at an earlier date").

In this instance, nothing barred the Petitioners from making their case for the

applicability of a BACT limit for greenhouse gas emissions during the public comment

period for the draft permit. The elements ofthe Petitioners' legal construct for the PSD

program arc drawn from the PSD program's definition of BACT, including the key

phrase "subject to regulation," to which Petitioners devote most oftheir attention. These

elements are unquestionably the same as they were before the Supreme Court handed

down its Massachusetts v. EPA rding. Moreover, t}te Mass achusetts decision was issued

on April 2, 2007, in the midst of the public comment period for the CORE project. While

the public comment period did not close until June 15, 2007, as early as May 8,2007,

Petitioner, American Bottom Conservancy, recognized this ruling publicly stating "the

Supreme Court hasjust declared COz is going to have to be regulated." Petitioners'

Exhibit j, page 95.

As mentioned, the Supreme Court's ruling does not speak to, implicitly or

otherwise, the issue or the supporting arguments advocated by Petitioners here.

Petitioners' concerted efforts to the conhary, the Massachusetts v. EPI decision did not

widen the expanses ofPSD to any and all sowces ofgreenhouse gas emissions, nor did it

intervene with or change settled law in the area ofthe PSD program. Petitionem trumpet
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the Court's recognition ofCOz and methane as "air pollutants," but, as noted, they

erroneously equate the designation ofgreenhouse gases as air pollutants with the

requirement that a pollutant be subject to regulation. Beyond some selective excerpts

from the majority opinion and the hollow claim that the Supreme Court's ruling changed

everything, the Petition offers no explanation as to why the issue ofa greenhouse gas

BACT limit was not reasonably ascertainable, particularly given that the Massachusetls

v. EPI decision came out two months prior to the close of the public comment period in

this matter. For these reasons, the Board should decline consideration ofthis issue and its

attendant arguments.

3. The greenhouse gas emissions associated with the proposed CORE
project are not "subjeet to regulation" for purposes of the PSD
program.

In the event that the Board agrees to hear the Petitioners' issue conceming the

need for a COz and methane BACT limit, the principal consideration must be given to the

meaning of"subject to regulation" found in both the statutory definition and

preconstruction review requirements of the CAA's PSD program. See, 42 U.S.C.

557479(3) and 7475(4). Petitioners maintain that the phrase can be afforded at least two

possible meanings, both of which would seemingly shore up their contention that

gteenhouse gas emissions are "subject to regulation" for purposes of the PSD program.

First, Petitioners claim that the term encompasses CO2 and methane emissions because

they are already regulated by either the CAA's Acid Rain requirements or the lllinois

SIP. See generally, Petition at pages 28-32 (In particular, Petitioners claim that CO2 is

currently regulated by CAA's Acid Rain requiranents while both CO2 and methane are

regulated by the Illinois SIP). Separately, Petitioners frnd the language roomy enough to
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enclose air pollutants that are "capable ofbeing regulated" in the future, thus even

pollutants for which no regulatory program is currently in place are apparently beholden

to BACT's requircments. See generally, Petition at pages 33-36.

Neither of the meanings articulated by Petitioners, however, are plausible

interpretations ofthe statute's "subject to regulation" text. A proper application ofthe

rules of statutory construction points to an altogether different meaning of the phrase than

that affordedby Petitioners. Such a meaning is not so open-ended as to be defined by

some future, indeterminate rulemaking. Similarly, the term is not so expansive that it

covers virtually any form or type ofregulation, including diminutive reporting or record-

keeping requirements used to obtain anecdotal information.

a. The "subject to regulation" phrase in the PSD program should be
governed by the rules of statutory construction.

The "subject to regulation" phrase is contained within the preconstruction review

requirements of Section 165(a)(a) of the CAA, as well as the BACT definition found at

Section 169(3). See, 42 U.S.C. SS 7475(4) and 7479(3) respectively. The phrase itselfis

not specifically defined in the CAA. USEPA's regulations implementing the PSD

program borrow the same term in its definition of BACT. See, 40 C.F.R. 552.21(b)(12).

As in the case ofthe statute, however, the regulations do not directly interpret the phrase

and relatively few sources of authoritative guidance can be located that provide helpful

meaning to the term.

Given the lack of explicit meaning to be derived from the statute or regulations,

the Board's review of the issue should be govemed by the rules of statutory construction.

In the absence of a specific statutory or regulatory definition, words or phrases are to be

accorded their plain or ordinary meaning. 1n re Dominion Energy Brayton Point, L.L.C.,
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12 E.A.D. 490,637 (EAB 2006), citing, In re Odessa Union Warehouse Co-op, Inc., 4

E.A.D. 550, 557 (EAB 1993)('[I]n the absence of a statutory or regulatory definition, it is

appropriate to use the common meaning ofthe terms in question");,In re Sultan Chemists,

Inc., 9 E.A.D. 323,331 (EAB 2000X*[I]n construing statutes, words should be

interpreted where possible in their ordinary, everyday senses"). The Board frequently

turns to tlre common dictionary definition of words or phrases in order to give meaning to

them. In re Prairie State Generating Station, PSD Appeal No. 05-05, slip op. at page 27

(EAB, August 24,2006\ 13E.A.D. _; In re Dominion Energy Brayton Point, L.L.C.,

supra-

The starting point to the analysis is the lexical meaning- In this instance, the

phrase's adjectival component, "subject to," modifies the preceding noun (i.e., pollutant)

in the text and serves as language of qualification. Webster's Dictionary offers several

distinct uses for "subject" in its adjective form:

"1 : falling under or submitting to the power or dominion of another {children -
to their parents) : as a : owing allegiance to or being a subject of a particular
sovereign or state {a colony is - to the mother country} {a - race} b : suBJEcrED
c: oBEDrENr, suBMrsswe {be - to the laws} 2 a : suffering a particular liability or
exposure {- to very severe colds} 3 archaic : situated under or below : suereceNr
4 : likely to be conditioned, affected, or modified in some indicated way: having
a contingent relation to something and usu. dependent on such relation for final
form, validity, or significance {democratic representatives whose acts are * to
discussion and criticism - M.R. Cohen) {a treaty - to ratification}."

See, Webster's Third New International Dictionary, (Unabridged, 1981 by G.&C.

Merriam Co.). Another dictionary differs only in its descriptive qualities for the term,

suggesting pron e or disposed in describing exposure and offeing dependenr in describing

contingency. See, The American Heritage Dictionary, 2"d College Edition (1985).
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The depiction relating to contingency has the most obvious application here. The

essence ofthe word "subject" is meant to colrnote a sense of condition or contingency, as

where a particular object (or event) is dependent upon the existence or occurrence of

something else (object or event) for its operation or effect. Ascribing a contingentJike

meaning to the "subject to" language would mean that a BACT 1evel of control for any

particular pollutanl is conditioned upon that pollutant being regulated. This is certainly

not an unnatural reading ofthe text.

Petitioners interpret "subject to" as though BACT can be applied to any pollutant

"capable ofbeing regulated." See, Petition at page 33. That is to say, Petitioners would

have BACT apply equally to both pollutants that are currently regulated and pollutants

for which no regulations currently exist. Given the varying depictions of "subject"

commonly found in dictionaries, the only example that remotely approximates

Petitioners' viewpoint carries with it the meaning of prone or disposed. While such a

construction of "subject to" might be appropriate in some settings, it does not

automatically follow that Petitioners' definitional analysis is warranted here.5r As

discussed below, even if the Petitioners' reading ofthe language is theoretically possible,

the language must stiil be interpreted according to its context.

The meaning ofthe second prong of the "subject to reguiation" phrase must also

be examined. "Regulation" serves as an object in the phrase, whose existence, or the

occurrence of, gives operation or effect to the word "pollutant." Webster's Dictionary

defines it as follows:

"1 : an act ofregulating or the condition ofbeing regulated {the * ofher
mind) {business suffering from undue -} 2 a : an authoritative rule or principle

" C7., People v. Hicks,22 Cal. App. 4d' 12 (Ca. Ct. App. l"tDist. 1994)(frnding the phrase
'subject to' to be ambiguous).
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dealing with details ofprocedure; esp : one intended to promote safety and
efficiency (as in a school or factory) b : a rule or order having the force of law
issued by an executive authority of a government usu. under power granted by a
constitution or delegated by legislation; as (1) : a piece of subordinate legislation
issued by a British administrative unit under the authority and subject to the veto
ofparliament - compare pRovrsroNAl oRDER, srA l uroRy oRDER (2) : one issued by
the president ofthe U.S. or by an authorized subordinate - called also executive
order (3): an administrative order issued by an executive department or a
regulatory commission of the U.S. govemment to apply and supplement broad
congressional legislative enactments. . . "

See, Webster's Third New International Dictionary, supra. Black's Law Dictionary

attributes a meaning to the term in the same vein (i.e., "act or process ofcontrolling by

rule or restriction"). Black's Law Dictionary, Eighth Edition (1990, Thomson-West).

While the phrase "subject to regulation" can easily be understood to mean

something regulafed, the core term "regulation" invites some level oftextual ambiguity.

The word is a generality. It is, at once, both broad and potentially restrained, as its

meaning can be either widened or curbed depending upon its application. For example,

the term could encompass virtually any and all types of regulation, including the COz

monitoring requirements cited by Petitioners. By the same token, the word could

arguably embrace a more limited meaning, such as one that compels a BACT ernissions

limit for only those pollutants for which an emissions standard has been established.

Because the word "regulation" is susceptible to both broad and narrow readings, its

meaning should be considered inherently ambiguous. Words or phrases are ambiguous if

they are "capable ofbeing understood in two or more possible senses or ways." .Iz re

Rochester Public Utilities, l1 E.A.D. 593, 603 (EAB 2004) citing In re U.S. Army, Fort

Wainwright Cent. Heating & Power Plant, 11 E.A.D. 126, 141 (EAB 2003), quoting,

Chickasaw Nation v. U.5., 534 U.S. 84, 90 (2001). Even the Petition admits to the

ambiguity, construing the "subject to regulation" phrase to possess at least two altemative
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meanings. Cf., Petition at pages 2B - 32 (i.e., COz and methane are currently regulated

by the CAA andlor the Illinois SIP); Petilion at pages 3 j - 36 (i.e., COz and methane are

subject to further regulation under the CAA). This recognition by Petitioners is

especially significant to the extent that they would argue that the statutory phrase is plain

on its face and therefore negates certain USEPA policy guidance and rulernakings that

run counter to Petitioners' axgument.

Words cannot always be counted on in statutory construction. Quite often, in

fact, the meaning of words and phrases possess more than one meaning depending on

their use.s2 For this reason, the search for plain meaning does not end with a review of

the definitional qualities ofwords and phrases but, rather, tums to their surrounding

context. The Supreme Court has observed:

"The 'theaning - or ambiguity - of certain words may only become evident when
placed in context. See, Brown V. Gardner,513 U.S. 115, 118, 115 S.Ct.552,130
L-Ed.2d 462 (1992) ("Ambiguity is a creature not of definitional possibilities but
ofstatutory context'). It is a "fundamental canon of statutory construction that
the words of a statute must be read in their context and with a view of their place
in the overall statutory scheme . Davis v. Michigan Dept. of Treasury, 489 U.S.
803, 809, 109 S.Ct. 1s00 (r989)."

See, FDA v. Brown & Williamson Tohacco Corp., 529 U.5. 72O, 132-733,120 S.Ct. 1291

(2000). The Board has recognized the same proposition. .See, In re Howmet

Corporation, RCRA Appeal No.05-04 et al., slip op. at 13-i4 (EAB, May 24,2007) 13

E.A.D. _ (citing FDA v. Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp. 529U.5. 12O,732, for

interpreting entire regulation, not simply the "provision at issue").

Within the context of preconstruction review requirements and the BACT

definition, the "subject to regulation ' language in the phrase plays an important role in

t2 Cf., Greenbaum v. USEPA,370 F.3d 521(6n Cir. 2004x*most words admit of different
shades ofmeaning, susceptible ofbeing expanded or abridged to conform to the sense they are
lased.," quoting, Helvering v. Stockholms Enskilda Banh 293 U.S. 83,87, 55 S.Ct.50 (1934).
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determining the scope of BACT applicability. Grammatically speaking, the phrase is

meant to modify, or give meaning to, the "pollutant" that is made subject to the BACT

requirement. The language defines a pafticular attribute ofa pollutant that, in tum,

determines whether BACT will be applied to a project that emits said pollutant-

Likewise, the imposition ofBACT occurs as a result ofan event or occurrence; the

construction of a new major source or major modification triggers BACT, as well as the

other substantive requirements of PSD. hr this context, the various attributes of the

BACT definition in Section 169(3) can be seen as conditionally linked to one another, as

where one attribute ofthe BACT definition is made dependent upon the existence or

occurrence of something else. Similarly, the BACT obligation set forth in the

preconstruction review requirements ofSection 165(a\a) is merely one part ofa series of

contingencies that determine whether a given major sonrce can cornmence construction.

Ascribing a meaning ofcondition or contingency to the "subject to" language is in

keeping with the context of the statutory framework of both the BACT definition and the

reconstruction review requirements. It is, in short, a more natural reading ofthe language

than that advocated by Petitioners. Moreover, conskuing the "subject to regulation"

language to mean prone to regulation would allbut remove the sense ofcontingency

from this pan of the text. That approach, in tum, would give a nearly limitless quality to

the "subject to" phrase. Textual ambiguity aside, the notion that BACT should be applied

to unregulated pollutants goes against the grain of common experieuce and would

effectively sanction an absurdity. Absurd results are not favored in statutory construction

and both the Board and courts are usually reluctant to countenance their creation. See, In

re Harmon Electronics, Inc., 7 E.A.D. 1,29-30, fn. 34 (EAB 1997); Gillespie v. Equifax
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Information Services, L.L.C., 484F.3d938 (74 Cir.2DO7); Broward Gardens Tenants

Associat iony. USEPA,311 F.3d 1066,55 ERC 1997 (11'" Cir.2002).

The meaning of "subject to regulation" should also be considered in the broader

context of other parts of the PSD program. Specifrcally, the phrase must be examined

alongside a related term, "regulated NSR pollutant," that is found in USEPA's regulatory

scheme. ln contrast to the terminology at issue, that phrase has been specificaliy defined

by USEPA, and its accompanying definition is codified in the PSD rcgalations. See, 40

C.F.R. 552.21(b)(50). The full definition is cited in Petitioners' appeal, seemingly

offered to underscore tle text's reference to the "subject to regulation" phrase. See,

Petition at page 27. However, this related term is significant for another reason.

The definition of"regulated NSR pollutant" contains four categories, tlree of

which are pollutauts specifically addressed by USEPA under sigrrificant rulemaking

provisions of the CAA (i.e., NAAQS, NSPS and Title IV). Each of the separate sources

of rulemaking authority have provided for the development of substantive ernissions

standard for the relevant pollutant or precursor. The fourth category ofthe definition

covers "[a]ny po llliLant that otherwise is subject to regulatlon under the Act. . . (emphasis

added)" .lee, 40 C.F.R. $52.21(bX50). This last category is a catch-all provision,

illustrated by the use of the word "otherwise," which connotes the existence of other

pollutants subject to regulati on in another way or in a different manner. See, The

American Heritage Dictionary,2"d College Edition (1985).

The framework outlined by the three initial categories is obviously one-

dimensional, aimed at pollutants for which a substantive emissions standard has been

developed. This attribute is significant because it evidences a discrete, regulatory
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threshold, one in which a performance standard is developed through a formalistic and

comprehensive review by USEPA of the latest scientific technologies or preventative

methods ofpollution control. As discussed below, the attribute is pronounced not only in

the definition, but is borne out in USEPA guidance as well.

That each of the three specific references would share a common characteristic

lends credence for interpreting the catch-all category in a like manner. Such an approach

would not only seem sensible from a grarnmatical perspective but it is also consistent

with principles governing statutory construction. The rule of ejusdem generis is a

formalistic, yet valuable, tool that essentially construes "general terms" through a

window of preceding "specific terms." One federal court described the rule as follows:

"[w]here general words follow the enumeration ofparticular classes ofthings, the
general words are most naturally construed as applying only to things of the same
general class as those enumerated."

See, American Mining Congress v. USEPA, 824 F .2d 1177, 1 189-1 190 (D.C. Cir.

1987)(where three specifio classes ofdiscarded wastes are accompanied by a fouth

category ofany "other discarded material," the latter should be interpreted to mean

"similar types of waste, but not to open up the federal regulatory reach ofan entirely new

category of materi als"); cf., Olin Corporation v. Yeargin Incorporated, 146 F.3d 398,407

(6th Cir. lgg8xcontractual language of indemnity "for property damage, personal injury

or death, or otherwise" requires limiting the residual clause to torts "ofa similar kind and

chatucter"). When applied here, the principle of ejusdem generri suggests that all of the

enumerated categories within the 'tegulated NSR pollutanf' phrase are of like kind and,

thus, only address pollutants for which a substantive emissions standard exists.5r

53 USEPA has arguably stressed this point in earlier PSD rulemaking proceedings. ,See, 43 Fed.
Reg. 26388, 26397 (htne 19, l978)(identifying pollutants govemed by BACT's requirements as
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More flrndamentally, to inquire as to the meaning of a "regulated NSR pollutant"

arguably begs the question ofwhether a pollutant is "subject to regulation." However,

once a pollutant is made "subject to regulation,' it presumably becomes a regulated "NSR

pollutant." While the latter phrase may not directly define the former, it does bring it into

sharper focus. By outlining the basic types of emission standards to be encompassed

within it, the 'tegulated NSR pollutant" definition supports a less expansive construction

of the "regulation" part of the "subj ect to regulation" phrase. This interpretation reflects

favorably upon the overall regulatory scheme established by USEPA and therefore, the

phrase encompasses only substantive ernissions standards under the CAA, not all manner

of requirements or standards potentially developed in the future.

b. The proper interpretation ofthe "subject to regulation" phrase is
supported by USEPA guidance and case law precedent.

As demonstrated above, the language and contextual framework of the PSD

regulations support a consffuction of the "subject to regulation" phrase that reflects only

current, substantive emissions standards. At least three sources oflegal authority support

this conclusion. The first is a guidance document by USEPA that addressed Title V's

definition ofregulated air pollutant. The second is a seninal federal appeals court ruling

that addressed the scope and applicability of the PSD program. Finally, prior Board

rulings suggest that COz and other greenhouse gases should not be treated as regulated

pollutants for purposes ofPSD.

The relevant guidaice document assumes the form of a memorandum, dated April

26,7993, from Lydia N. Wegman of USEPA's Office ofAir Quality Planning and

pollutants regulated under various CAA provisions); 61 Fed. Reg. 38250, 38309-10 (July 23,
1996)(identifiing a list ofpollutants subject to PSD review which addressed only those particular
pollutants regulated by emission control requirements of the CAA's various programs).
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Standards to USEPA's Air Division Director for Regions I-X. The subject of the

memorandum is entitled "Definition of Regulated Air Pollutant for Purposes of Titie V."

The guidance document lists a class ofpollutants that are deemed "regulated air

pollutants," as that term is specifically defined for purposes ofthe Title V operating

permits program. See, 40 C.F.R. 570.2. The document also generally describes the

marmer in which the class ofsuch pollutants can be altered based on evolving

regulations.

Notably, the guidance memorandum purports to limit the Title V program's

applicability by narrowly construing the CAA's definition of "air pollutant-" The

memorandum provides, in pertinent part:

"Although section 302(9) can be read quite broadly, so as to encompass virtually
any substance emitted into the atmosphere, EPA believes that it is more consistenl
with the intent of Congess to interpret this provision more narrowly. Were this
not done, a variety of sources that have no prospect for future regulation under the
Act would nonetheless be classified as major sources and be required to appiy for
title V permits. Ofparticular concern would be sources ofcarbon dioxide or
methane."

Memorandum, at page 4. The memorandum further provides:

"As a result, EPA is interpreting "air pollutant" for section 302(9) purposes as
limited to all pollutants subject to regulation under the Act. This would include,
ofcourse, all regulated air pollutants plus others specified by the Act or by EPA
rulemaking."

Id. With an eye towards future implications, USEPA went on to comment that "the 1990

Amendments to the Act did include provisions with respect to carbon dioxide (section

821) and methane (section 603), but these requirements involve actions such as reporting

and study, not actual control of emissions." .Id. This part of the discussion concluded

that "[i]fthe results ofthese studies suggest the need for regulation, these pollutants
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could be reconsidered at that time for classification as pollutants subject to regulation

under the Act." /d.

The aforementioned portion of the guidance memorandum is certainly intriguing,

no less so than because of its explicit consideration ofCOz and methane emissions and its

regulatory status across the spectrum of the CAA's programs.so The main significance

here, however, is with analogy. Similar to the definition of "regulated NSR pollutant" in

the PSD program, the memorandum categorizes the pollutants that are treated as

"regulated air pollutants" under the Title V program. The marshalling of air pollutants

within this framework is made in accordance with the regulatory definition and resembles

the approach used in the PSD progr:rm, as it likewise is comprised of pollutants for which

emissions standards have been promulgated. The memorandum points to this very

observation with respect to COz and methane emissions. Above all else, the

memorandum articulates a use of the phrase that matches the analfical approach being

advocated herein. The fact that the guidance document employs that phrase in a broad

context, untied to the moorings of the Title V program, only confirms that it speaks to

USEPA's understanding as to how the "subject to regulation" phrase should be applied in

qeneral.

5a Petitioners could challenge the continued viability ofpart ofthis memorandum in the wake of
the Massachusetts v. EPA ruhng. For its part, the Illinois EPA does not express an opinion as to
whether USEPA's narrow interpretation of "air pollutant" for purposes of the Title V operating
permits program should still be respected given the expansive reading givan to the definition by
the Court- But even if the sentiments expressed in the earlier memorandum cannot be directly
reconciled with the recent ruling, it would not negate any independent reasons supporting
USEPA's action in construing congressional intent surrounding the Title V program. Moreover,
lt seems clear that the memorandum's reliance upon the Section 302(9) definition is separate and
distinct from its discussion ofthe "subject to regulation" phrase. It is this latter component that is
analogous to circunstances here.
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Based on the Illinois EPA's examination ofcase law authorities, only one federal

court ruling appears to address the meaning of the "subject to regulation" phrase. ln

Alabama Power Co. v. Costle, industry petitioners had appealed USEPA's final

regulations implernenting PSD in 1978. See, Alabama Power Co. v. Costle, 636 F.2d 323

(D.C. Cir. 1979). The D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals reviewed an abundance of issues

concerning the onginal PSD regulations, including those parts ofthe final rule relating to

fu gitive dust emissions.

In evaluating the validity of a provision exempting fugitive emissions, the

appellate court devoted a lengthy footnote to some of the inner-workings of the PSD

regrlations and New Source Performance Standards (\fSPS') under Section 111 ofthe

Act. Id., 636F.2d at370, fn. 134. In observing that USEPA could accomplish its

intended objectives of the rule by conducting rulemaking under its NSPS authority, the

opinion highlighted differences between standards ofperformance developed under

Section I 11 and the NAAQS developed under Section 108. Based on those differences,

the opinion observed that certain "excluded particulates" could be subject to NSPS

emissions standards even though no NAAQS had been developed. Once an NSPS

performance standard was promulgated by USEPA for such excluded pollutants, the

appellate courl observed that 'those pollutants become 'subject to regulation' within the

meaning of Section 165(a)(4). . . requiring BACT prior to PSD p ermit approval." Id.

This intetpretation squ.ues with the analysis advanced by the Illinois EPA here.

The Board has previously addressed, albeit without much substantive analysis, the

issue of whether COz is a regulated pollutant for purposes ofthe PSD program. The

Board's decision in Inter-Power of New York held that CO2 was not a regulated pollutant
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and therefore did not require an analysis ofBACTlevel control options. See, Inter-

Power of New York, Inc.,5 E.A.D. 130, 151 (EAB1994). The Board's rulingtn Kawaihae

Cogeneration Projec, found no reason to disturb the permit authority's response to

comments, which had responded to a comment about greenhouse gases by observing that

"there are no regulations or standards prohibiting, limiting or controlling the emissions of

greenhouse gases from stationary sources" and, as such, CO2 is not a regulated air

poliutant. See, In re Kawaihae Cogeneration Project, 7 E.A.D. 107,132 (EAB 1997).

c. Petitioners' arguments concerning the meaning ofthe phrase ignore
its more natural reading and context as well as lack supporting legal
authority.

As previously noted, Petitioners make three basic arguments as to why CO2 and

methane emissions from the proposed project are "subject to regulation" under the PSD

progmm. Each of these arguments must fail.

i. COz emissions are not currently "subject to regulation" by
virtue of existing requirements implemented by USEPA under
its Title IV authority.

Petitioners outline several requirements promulgated by USEPA under the Acid

Deposition Control provisions of the CAA's Title IV relating to the monitoring, record-

keeping and reporting of COz emissions from certain emission sources. See, Petition at

page 29, citing 40 C.F.R. Part 25. Without offering any kind of analysis, Petitioners

summarily conclude that these requirements frrlfrll the "subject to regulation" phrase

under the PSD program and that CO2 emissions are therefore "already regulated" under

the CAA. Id. at page 29.

Petitioners' argument is specious and unsupported by any source oflegal

authority. For reasons already explained, the plain ianguage and context of the "subject
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to regulation" phrase do not hold up Petitioners' slap-dash reasoning. Rather, they reveal

that the phrase is meant to contemplate the promulgation of a substantive emissions

standard. Because the cited provisions are mere information-gathering requirements

under the CAA, they do not constitute a type of substantive emissions standard that

triggers the "subject to regulation" phrase of the PSD program.

ii. Greenhouse gas emissions are not "subject to regulationtt by
virtue of the regulatory nuisance provisions of the Illinois SIP.

Petitioners claim that the Illinois SIP provides a source of authority for the

regulation of C02 and methane emissions such that a BACT emission limit must be

established under PSD. ,See Petition at pages 29-30. The argument draws attention to a

regulatory provision contained within the State's administrative code ofregulations and

prornulgated by the Illinois Pollution Control Board. The provision is entitled

'?rohibition of Air Pollution," and provides:

"[N]o person shall cause or threaten or allow the discharge or emission of any
contaminant into the environment in any State so as, either alone or in
combination with other source, to cause or tend to cause air pollutron in Illinois."

35 I11. Adm. Code $201.141.s5 Petitioners also make a point of finding similarities

between the State's definition of "air pollution ' s6 and the same term defined in the CAA.

See, Petition dt page 3l. Because of the close parallels in the language and the Supreme

55 The provision, which was incorporated into the Illinois SIP as far back as 1972, is nearly
identical to language prohibiting certain acts of air pollution under state 7asv. See, 41 5 ILCS
s/9(a)(2006).

56 The State's Environmental Protection Act defines the term as "the presence in the atrnosphere
of one or more contaminants in sufficient quantities and of such characteristics and duration as to
be rnjurious to human, plant, or animal life, to health, or to properly, or to unreasonably interfere
with the orjoynent of life or properly." See,415ILCS 5/3.115(2006). The regulatory d€finition
found in the Pollution Control Board's administrative resulations is identical. See, 35 lll. Adm.
Code 201.102.
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Court's consideration of the CAA's term in Mass achusetts y. EPl, Petitioners conclude

that the COz and methane emissions from the proposed project will cause "air pollution,"

which, in tum, waf,rants the imposition of a BACT emissions limit because COz and

methane emissions are thus so regulated. See, Petition at pages 29-32.

This argument is flawed on multiple grounds. First, Petitioners failed to raise this

issue during the public comment period. A petitioner seeking review must demonstrate

that the issues and,/or arguments supporting its position were raised, either by the

petitioner or another commenter, during the public comment period. Jee 40 C.F.R.

$124.19; In re Kendall New Century Development, ll E.A.D. 40, 48 (EAB 2O03); In re

Avon Custom Mfting Semices,ln c., 10 E.A.D. 700,704-705 (EAB 2002). Petitioners

have made no attempt to meet this burden.57

Second, Petitioners neglect to demonstrate how this issue is lawfully before the

Board in this PSD permit appeal. In permit appeats brought under the Clean Air Act's

PSD program, the Board's review is governed by the PSD regulations. [ssues that are

"covered" by the PSD regulations are reviewable; however, issues falling outside ofthe

purrriew of the regulations do not warrant the Board's review even ifthey satisfu the

Board's other procedural requirements. See supra, In re Knauf Fiber Glass, GmbH, 8

E.A.D. 121, 127 (EAB 1999). The Board has observed that its permit review process for

PSD permit appeals "is not an open forum for consideration of every environmental

" In fact, a review ofpublic comments shows that while Petitioners raised the issue of
greenhouse gases in the state regulatory context, comments were limited to the altematives
analysis required by state nonattainment regulations for Major Stationary Sources Construction
and Modificatron found at 35 nl. Adm. Code 203. See, Petitioners' Exhibit 2, attached Technical
Analysis ofJulia May, pages 32-36; see also, 35 lll. Adm. Code 203.306. Given such comments
were based on nonattainment new source review, they provide no support for Petitioners'
argument that the Illinois SIP provides authority for the regulation ofCO2 and methane emissions
in the PSD context. See, Petition dt pages 29-30.
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aspect of a proposed project, or even every issue that bears on air quality." ,Id. Unless

the permitting issue is an "explicit" requirement of, or "directly relates" to, the PSD

program, the Board should refuse to assume jurisdiction in the mattet. Id. at pages 161-

I 62.58

The Illinois EPA does not dispute that the regulatory provision cited by

Petitioners is part of the Illinois SIP. It is also acknowledged that SlP-related

requirements can be regarded as federally enforceable for purposes of seeking judicial

review under the CAA, a principle that is not even alluded to by Petitioners. However, it

is not clear from the Petition how the cited SIP provision, not to mention the permit

applicant's alleged noncompliance therewith, is a requirement of PSD. Because the

Petitioners do not show that the regulatory Fovision relates to, or is derived from, PSD's

requirements, the Board should decline consideration ofthe issue.se

iii. Greenhouse gas emissions are not "subject to regulation'n by
virtue of being subject to future regulation under the CAA.

The last argument in the Petitioners' discussion of the issue attempts to fiame the

analysis in terms of future regulation. Petition at pages 33-36. The Petitioners'

contention that the "subject to regulation" phrase means "capable ofbeing regulated," is

t' See also, In re: Sutter Power Plant, I E.A.D. 680, 690 (EAB l999Xemission reduction credits
were not govemed by PSD regulations); see clso, In re: Three Mountain Power, LLC, 10 E.A.D.
39, 59-60 (EAB, May 30, 2001)(permit condition relating to emission offsets was not covered
rmder PSD program).

'n Petitioners make a point ofmentioning the State's efforts to address global warming,
including the creation ofa Climate Change Advisory Crroup through executive order. ,!ee,
Petition at page 30. These types of exploratory efforts currently underway in many states do not
address the federal law requirernents of the CAA which, as here, govern the applicability of a
delegated PSD program. Moreover, such efforts do not sanction or otherwise warrant the
imposition of CO2 limits or controls through administrative fiat. As the Illinois EPA indicated in
its Responsiveness Summary" the Illinois EPA would prefer that the challenge of global warming
be addressed by a "comprehensive regulatory approach" with regulations "imposed by Congress
on a national level-" Petitioner's Exhibit 6. Resnonse to Comment No. 5l.
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unavailing. As previously mentioned, the plain meaning ofthe phrase and its statutory

and regulatory context negate t}le Petitioners' argument.

It should also be noted that the examples cited as support for Petitioners'

construction of the phrase are inapposite. Petitionerc cite USEPA comments to a Title V

rulemaking for the proposition that a "pollutant need not be specifically regulated by a

section 111 or 112 standard to be considered regulated." Petition at page 33, citing 66

Fed. Reg. 59161, Change to Definition of Major Source (November 27,2007)(quoting 40

C.F.R. Part 70). USEPA's comment was arguably a little open-ended but nothing from

the text ofthe public notice evinces an intention by USEPA to depart from its traditional

understanding ofa regulated pollutant, 1et alone embrace the radical construction offered

by Petitioners. If anything, USEPA simply stopped short in its explanatory reference, not

intending to igrore the other means by which a pollutant can become a regulated

pollutant under the CAA.

Petitioners also cite to a USEPA memorandum purporting to interpret point

sources that are "subject to permits" under the Clean Water Act as meaning that such

sources should, in fact, hold a permit. Petition at pages 33-34. The example does not

appear at all analogous to the present m atter, if only because it is beside the point. A

source that is "subject to" a permit will naturally mean that the source shouid have a

permit. By the same token, a source that is "subject to" some form of emission standard

will be required to comply with the standard. Whatever Petitioners purpose in offering

the illustration, it does not warrant construing the "subject to regulation" phrase so

broadly as to ignore common sense and the overall scheme of the PSD program.
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CONCLUSION

For the reasons set forth herein, the Illinois EPA respectfully requests that the

EAB deny review of all issues sought by Petitioners in this appeal or, in the alternative,

order such relief that is deemed just and appropriate.

Respectfu lly submitted,
ILLINOIS ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION AGENCY,

/a-a &,h,
ffi
Assistant Counsel
Iltinois EPA

Dated: Novemb er 7 , 2007
Illinois Environmental Protection Agency
1021 North Grand Avenue East
P.O. Box 19276
Springfi eld, Illinois 627 9 4 -927 6
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